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Abstract
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a potential new component to be incorporated into existing
aerospace structural composites for multi-functional (mechanical, electrical, thermal, etc.)
property enhancement and tailoring. Traditional advanced fiber reinforced polymer compos-
ites are used for aerospace vehicles due to their high mass-specific properties. Still, improve-
ments are desired including non-mechanical aspects, e.g., higher electrical conductivity is re-
quired for shielding layers against electromagnetic (EM) waves and lightning strike, and tai-
lored thermal conductivity is desired for heat management. Currently, effective use of CNTs is
limited in macroscopic materials due to numerous issues including difficulties in processing;
favorable CNT properties have not translated straightforwardly into macroscopic property en-
hancement. Factors that cause such scaling and compositing effects include CNT quality, mor-
phology (length, entanglement, alignment, etc.), and CNT-medium and inter-CNT boundary
properties. Evaluation of these factors through process-structure-property relations has been
difficult due to inconsistency and poor quantification of CNT composite morphology. In this
work, a complete characterization of consistent CNT-polymer composite samples with con-
trolled CNT morphology was acquired for the first time. Aligned CNT polymer nanocompos-
ites (A-CNT-PNCs) were fabricated with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) with vary-
ing volume fraction (VCNT) between 1-20% embedded in an aerospace-grade epoxy. A-CNT-
PNC surfaces were controlled to nano-scale roughness for effective CNT-electrode contact, and
interface boundary effects were eliminated using unique test techniques. Benchmark electri-
cal and thermal property measurements of A-CNT-PNCs were obtained using complementary
bulk and local measurement techniques, with clear structure-property relations due to the con-
trolled, quantified, and non-isotropic CNT morphology. The data were interpreted using both
analytical and numerical models to evaluate the effects of the above critical scaling factors,
particularly interface properties at CNT-polymer and inter-CNT contacts. Electrical conduc-
tivities were measured to have a linear increase with VCNT, resulting in ~104 S/m (axial) and
~102 S/m (transverse) with -20% VCNT, much higher than previously measured data of any
CNT-thermoset PNCs in the literature. Meanwhile, the extracted per-CNT resistance, 107 Q,
is comparable to individually measured values in the literature, confirming that scaling and
compositing effects can be minimized. Thermal conductivities, both axial and transverse, were
experimentally observed to rapidly increase at a certain high VCNT (-10%). This experimen-
tal observation is novel, as CNT-PNCs have never been fabricated and tested with such high
VCNT or with non-isotropy from CNT alignment. When studied analytically and numerically,
this non-linear behavior is partially explained by thermal boundary resistances, mainly at CNT-
polymer contacts (quantified as ~10-8 m2K/W). Although A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity is
still low in the VCNT range tested (-4 W/mK with 16% VCNT), the rapid increase trend suggests
the potential for further enhancement of thermal conduction. These experimental data sets
demonstrate that individual CNT properties can be scaled when morphology is controlled, sug-
gesting a specific means to further composite property improvement: greater CNT alignment
to avoid inter-CNT contacts for electrical transport, and CNT-polymer and inter-CNT interface
enhancement to reduce resistances for thermal transport. Based on the above, a model macro-
scopic nano-engineered composite (CNTs, fibers, and polymer) was fabricated through direct
growth of radially aligned CNTs on 11 pm-diameter alumina fibers in a woven cloth and hand
lay-up. Measured laminate electrical and thermal properties (-1 W/mK and -100 S/m) were
consistent with the A-CNT-PNC study, and confirmed the CNT-implemented composite's po-
tential for applications such as electromagnetic interference shielding. The benchmark exper-
imental data and findings and multi-scale framework established in this work can contribute
to optimal use of CNTs and other conductive nano-particles in macroscopic materials for nu-
merous applications: damage sensing in airplane structures, electrical interconnects, thermal
interface materials, and power electrode or storage materials. Future work includes further un-
derstanding of transport limiting factors using improved models that can accommodate more
complex CNT geometries and associated boundary effects, and tailoring of macroscopic CNT
composites by extending CNT-growth substrates and matrices for a variety of applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be potentially incorporated into existing aerospace structural
materials to enhance multiple (structural, electrical, thermal, and etc.) properties. Existing
aerospace structural composites are tailored with layers (laminae) of aligned advanced fibers in
a polymer to achieve tailorable and high mass-specific properties such as strength and mod-
ulus. While use of such composites reduces the structural mass by up to -50% compared
with structures made of lightweight metals like aluminum with equivalent mechanical prop-
erties [64], additional components and thus mass are still added to the system to compen-
sate for composites' non-mechanical properties. For example, carbon fiber reinforced plastics
(CFRPs) have relatively low electrical conductivity (~103-104 S/m in-plane and -1 S/m through-
thickness [2, 26], thus ~ 103-106 times less than copper [65]). Enhanced electrical conduction is
required for airplane structures to discharge lightning away from critical areas and to shield
against electromagnetic (EM) interference from high power transmitters [66, 67]. Thus, air-
craft structures made of composites are commonly installed with non-structural metal layers
or metal-coated layers like copper fabric, which weigh -10-30 kg/m 3 , -10 times more than
composites [68]. Similarly, thermal conductivity of fiber-matrix composites is low (-10 W/mK
in-plane and -1 W/mK through-thickness [2,7,13, 17,30,31], and thus 10-102 times less than
copper [65]). In areas of high heat buildup such as electrical systems, engines, and aerodynam-
ically heated sections, heat dissipation needs to be enhanced by the addition of thermal man-
agement layers and/or thermal interface materials (TIMs). Thermal flux for aircraft (500 W/cm 2
in seconds) is currently managed using fuels as a primary heat sink, where the fuel temperature
can reach almost the limit temperature for electronics operation [69].
CNTs hybridized into existing advanced composites are a new solution in the area of elec-
trical and thermal transport, in addition to enhancing mechanical properties. CNTs have been
extensively investigated since Iijima illuminated their structure as a graphene sheet rolled up
into a tube [70]. Generally, CNTs can be categorized into two types; single-walled nanotubes
(SWNTs) and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) that have concentric cylinders like matryoshka
dolls, as shown in Figure 1-1. The strong C-C bonding and their oftentimes flawless molec-
ular structure provide advantages in multiple properties, including high mechanical stiffness
and strength, and electrical and thermal conductivities comparable to or higher than met-
als [71]. In addition to these multi-functional properties, CNT density (1.4 g/cm 3 for packed
bulk SWNTs of ~1-nm diameter [44]) is lower than metals, suggesting a good fit for mass-
specific properties required for aerospace applications. Unlike external metal layers that add
weight, CNTs can enhance the multi-functional properties of composites with minimal addi-
tion of weight [45,63,72]. Similar to nano-fillers, nano-scale CNTs might be implemented into
composites without degrading matrix properties (primarily mechanical). In fact, long aligned
CNTs have been recently shown to improve composite interlaminar shear strength, tension-
bearing strength, and toughness [45, 72]. High aspect ratio CNTs, although difficult to integrate
into bulk materials, are advantageous to form a physical network throughout the structure that
works as electrical and thermal conductive pathways [45, 73] and mechanical (especially inter-
ply) connections [45,63,72,74].
This thesis work is motivated by potential applications of the new nano-engineered CNT-
composites with 'multi-functionality'. When CNTs are implemented in, for example, aerospace
structural CFRPs, the same CNT network could function as mechanical reinforcement, shield-
ing against EM waves and lightning strikes, heat distributor, resistive heater for deicing and
anti-icing, fire retardation with high thermal stability [75,76], health monitoring through changes
in electro-thermal properties due to structural failure [77, 78], and more. While many appli-
cations are anticipated, little has been thoroughly investigated for nano-scale CNT (10--9 m
diameter) implementation in macro-scale composite structures (~10-4-10-3 m ply thickness).
This PhD thesis aims to provide engineering knowledge to understand CNTs' multi-functional
properties in large-scale aerospace structural composites, focusing on electrical and thermal
transport in aligned CNT polymer nanocomposites (A-CNT-PNCs) with controlled CNT mor-
phology, and nano-engineered composites with aligned CNTs incorporated together with micron-
scale fibers.
~10-6 -10-2 M
10-9 M
Single-walled nanotube (SWNT) Multi-walled nanotube (MWNT)
Figure 1-1: Schematics of single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT and
MWNT) [1].
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Chapter 2
Background and Prior Work
The following is a summary of previous experimental, analytical, and numerical studies of elec-
trical and thermal properties of CNTs and CNT polymer nanocomposites (CNT-PNCs) at room
temperature. This work is focused on transport in the non-cryogenic temperature range (the
environment for typical aerospace composites).
2.1 Transport Behavior in an Individual Carbon Nanotube (CNT)
2.1.1 Electrical Transport
Electron transport behavior in a single nanotube has been extensively investigated in the past.
In the simple case of a SWNT, conduction is theoretically shown to vary from semiconducting to
metallic depending on the rolling angle and the tube diameter (or "chirality"). Such geometrical
features determine cylindrical boundary conditions imposed on the graphene band structure,
and thus the quantization of electron wavevectors along the circumferential direction [79-81].
An ideal metallic SWNT is predicted to have a quantum conductance of 4e2 /h (6.45 kM). With
elaborate efforts to apply contact electrodes on CNT ends, individual CNTs (all <10 pm lengths)
have been characterized along their tube axes using two- or four-probe methods. At room tem-
perature, individual CNT resistances vary from a few kM [27,82] (confirming the quantum limit
of 6.5 kM with ballistic transport and ideal contacts) to a few MQ [28,35]. In addition to these
studies at room temperature, an individual SWNT conduction study was recently extended to
a lower temperature range. Effects of temperature on electrical conductivity are smaller than
those of tube type and quality. Resistivity is theoretically and experimentally observed to be
slightly higher by a factor of 2-3 at cryogenic temperatures than at room temperature (experi-
mental [14, 15,83] and theoretical [84,85]), due to quantum effects, such as weak localization,
Coulomb interaction, and universal conductance fluctuations [86]. A similar effect was also
experimentally observed with MWNTs [87]. In this work, the focus is on electrical transport
in long (on the order of 100 pm) MWNTs at room temperature. MNWTs, with a larger diam-
eter than SWNTs, decrease electric bandgaps, and thus are mostly semimetallic [80]. MWNTs
have more disorder than SWNTs with shells often not continuous throughout the tube [88,89].
With low electron density, semimetallic tubes are more sensitive to disorder, and phonon scat-
tering at defects and by phonons shortens the electron mean free path. As a result, inelastic
collisions mainly through electron-phonon interactions are dominant, leading to diffusive and
ohmic transport. MWNT resistance has been individually measured [11, 14, 16,28,37,89,90]
in a similar method to SWNTs, but shows more variability, from a few kf2 to a few 100s of Mf2
(from ballistic [16,90] to diffusive [11,89]). Among them, a 100-prm long MiWNT at room tem-
perature and above shows diffusive transport [89], because geometrical length (tube diameter,
etc.) is much larger than the mean free path. Individual CNT conduction properties are nor-
malized by density set uniformly as 1.4 g/cm3 (the bulk density for tightly packed SWNTs [44])
and compared with other materials in Figure 2-1. Individual CNTs are electrically and thermally
more conductive and lighter than metals, carbon fibers, CFRP composites, and polymers. Al-
though not evident from Figure 2-1, the current-carrying capacity of MWNTs is also high as
~109-1010 A/cm 2 at 250 *C [37]. Thus, CNTs can potentially replace with metals used in com-
posites, and deliver required properties with reduced mass.
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Figure 2-1: Electrical and thermal conductivities at room temperature normalized by density,
based on Ashby charts [2]. CNT data points are based on the maximum and minimum reported
experimental values [3-43], and normalized using a bulk density of 1.4 g/cm3 [44] for all CNTs.
2.1.2 Thermal Transport
Thermal conduction in CNTs is dominated by phonons (quantization of lattice vibrations), and
such phonon dominance is more significant than in other carbon based materials because
of circumferential confinement of the periodic tube structure and the CNT's long-range crys-
tallinity along the tube axis [71]. Phonon transport in a SWNT has been investigated using the
Landauer theory [91-93], modeling thermal conductance as a function of temperature and esti-
mated transmission function for phonons at certain energy (wavelength). The transport behav-
ior can be categorized into three regimes with varying temperature: ballistic, quasiballistic, and
diffusive. At low temperature, the phonon mean free path is theoretically estimated to be on the
order of 1 pm [94], which was also shown experimentally [21,40,95]. Typical SWNT length is
shorter than this phonon mean free path, and thus SWNTs without defects act as a ID ballistic
phonon conductor. In this regime, only acoustic modes contribute to transport, and thus ther-
mal conductivity is independent of the tube chirality and increases linearly with the temper-
ature [96]. Then, as the temperature increases, both acoustic and optical phonons contribute
to thermal transport, decreasing the phonon mean free path. Once the phonon mean free path
becomes smaller than the CNT length, thermal conductivity behavior deviates from its linearity
with the CNT length, but follows the power-law of temperature with an exponent, positive and
smaller than one (quasiballistic transport regime) [92,97]. Finally, at even higher temperature,
more scattering becomes dominant (three-phonon and/or four-phonon Umklapp scattering),
establishing the diffusive transport regime where thermal conductivity follows the power law
with a negative exponent. The stated thermal conductivity variation with temperature has been
experimentally measured for a -2-pm-long SWNT; thermal conductivity reaches almost zero
at cryogenic temperatures, peaks near room temperature (-3500 W/mK), and then decreases
again at higher temperature [98]. The measured thermal conductivity (-3500 W/mK) is com-
parable to numerically simulated values (-3500-6600 W/mK [4,9]) using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. As stated above, the focus of this work is long MWNTs at room tempera-
ture. Similar to SWNTs, thermal conduction in MWNTs is dominated by phonons. With larger
diameters and multiple shells, MWNTs have more complex transport phenomena, and do not
allow ID ballistic phonon transport even at low temperature. Thermal conductivity increases
with temperature squared (2D transport) in the MWNT systems [91, 92]. At room tempera-
ture, inter-wall interactions become negligible, and theoretically, MWNT thermal conductivity
reaches a maximum at -50 *C, and decreases rapidly above 50 *C because of strong phonon-
phonon Umklapp scattering. This behavior was again experimentally confirmed with a mea-
sured maximum conductivity of 3000 W/mK around at 50 *C for a -2-pm-long MWNT [25].
Again, individual CNT thermal properties are normalized by bulk density and compared with
other materials in Figure 2-1. Thermal conductivity of an individual CNT (>-3000 W/mK) is
higher than metals (-147-370 W/mK for copper [65]). Furthermore, high thermal stability is
expected in vacuum (>5000 K for SWNTs by MD [99]). When normalized by the density, CNTs'
advantages in weight and in thermal conduction over other materials are even more significant.
2.2 Scaling Effects Observed with CNT Bundles and CNT Poly-
mer Nanocomposites (CNT-PNC) at Room Temperature
Individual CNTs possess exceptional properties both theoretically and experimentally as dis-
cussed above. However, when CNTs are incorporated as bundles or mixed in a matrix (most
commonly a polymer), effective properties (both electrical and thermal) of such CNT-containing
materials or composites show large variability, and the overall enhancement by CNTs is gener-
ally much lower than predicted from CNT component properties (see Figure 2-1). This com-
positing effect has been observed with mechanical properties as well [48, 100, 101]. Specifi-
cally, measured electrical conductivity of CNT structures varies from ~103 to 107 S/m when in
rope [6,15] or mat [12] forms (~10-103 pm length, CNT fractions undocumented). When CNTs
are a component in a polymer, even larger variability and lower conductivity are observed, vary-
ing from ~ 10-7 to 10-1 S/m (SWNTs [3,8] and MWNTs [24,32,36] with CNT weight fraction of
-0.02-5 wt%). These measured electrical properties of CNT-containing structures are smaller
than estimated from individual CNT properties (see Figure 2-1). The thermal conductivity of
CNT bundles and CNT-PNCs also shows the same trends. Thermal trends are more ampli-
fied than the electrical case, because property contrast between CNT and matrix is smaller
for thermal properties (x ~104 higher conduction in CNT than in matrix) than for electrical
properties (x ~1014 to 1019) [38]. The thermal conductivity of dry CNT mats/arrays varies from
-3-200 W/mK for SWNTs [20, 21] and -0.1-25 W/mK for MWNTs [23, 33,40] (~1-103 Pm in
length). PNCs made of CNTs and various insulating matrices show a low thermal conductiv-
ity range of -0.03-5 W/mK [10, 19,22, 23,39]. Again, theses measured thermal properties of
CNT-containing structures are smaller than estimated from individual CNT properties, regard-
less of CNT quality and alignment [5, 10,19,22,38,39,102], as shown in Figure 2-1. Similarly,
CNTs have been recently introduced into structural advanced fiber composites (ceramic [45],
glass [73], and carbon [103,104] fibers) by either mixing CNTs into a polymer [73], by CNT depo-
sition on fibers by electrophoresis [103], or by direct CNT growth on fiber cloth surfaces. Elec-
trical conductivity enhancement was observed even with small volume fraction of CNT imple-
mentation [103, 105], while thermal conductivity improvement was smaller [105]. Mechanical
property enhancement by CNTs in fiber-polymer composites was observed to be minimal, and
several composites even experienced property degradation due to defects caused by improper
CNT dispersion [104] or due to fiber damage during CNT growth process [106-1081. Large vari-
ation in measured values, as observed above, can be attributed to many factors: CNT them-
selves, composite fabrication process, and characterization methods. CNTs themselves come
in a large variety in terms of chirality, number of walls, inter-shell transport, localized lattice
defects and disorder, mechanical deformations, characteristic length in comparison with mean
free path, and more [81,109, 110]. These parameters can influence CNT transport properties.
The composite fabrication process determines CNT morphology, such as length, defects, dis-
persion, volume fraction, waviness, and also boundary conditions at CNT-polymer, and inter-
CNT contacts. Accuracy and uncertainties of measured properties also vary widely depending
on characterization methods. To successfully utilize CNTs in macro-scale applications, it is cru-
cial to identify and understand the causes underlying the large decrease and variation of con-
duction in various CNT forms. In this section, given that certain CNTs are usually specified as
an input, the effect of the latter two factors, fabrication process and characterization method,
are reviewed. These two effects were theoretically and experimentally observed to have large
influences on properties of CNT-containing structures, and thus require further investigations
through accurate measurement of controlled CNT-containing sample sets.
2.2.1 Effects of Fabrication Process: CNT Morphology and Contact Bound-
aries
The CNT implementation method into composites has a large influence on resulting compos-
ite properties. When CNTs are implemented into composites using different processes (e.g.,
CNT mixing route [111] or matrix cure process [18]), their properties are measured to be differ-
ent even with the same CNT volume fraction (VCNT). Such examples illustrate that CNT mor-
phology (dispersion, alignment, waviness, etc.) and boundaries (CNT-polymer and inter-CNT,
etc.), prepared by different manufacturing routes, determine CNTs' contribution to transport in
composites. To date, a variety of theories have been proposed to explain transport behavior in
CNT-containing materials and their morphology and boundary effects.
Electron transport between conductive particles in a polymer occurs though particles phys-
ically in contact or through a thin polymer layer between particles. To model the former, a
scaling law of percolation [112, 113] is often employed. Percolation is, if explained simply, the
state when the concentration of added conductive particles to an insulating matrix is just high
enough to form a continuous conductive network throughout the structure. Once the parti-
cle concentration is larger than a critical value (percolation threshold), conductive clusters in-
crease rapidly in size by absorbing neighboring smaller clusters. Meanwhile, transport across
thin polymer layers is modeled as tunneling/hopping [24]. Electron hopping occurs across a
potential barrier, and thus hopping probability increases with temperature. Electron tunnel-
ing is allowed only through a very thin polymer layer often with a minimal potential barrier,
and thus is independent of the temperature. Models based on solid state physics (Fermi-Dirac
distribution [114] and localized carrier hopping and Coulomb gaps [3]) also exist to study the
critical insulator to conductor transition. These theories are tailored to accommodate CNTs'
large aspect ratio [115, 116], and successfully simulate several observed transport behaviors,
such as sudden conductivity increase at a percolation threshold, or frequency dependence.
However, when experimental data are curve-fit to these models, extracted parameter values
vary widely without concrete explanation, such as percolation threshold ranging from -0.003-
0.3 wt% [3,8,18,24,25,29,32,36,49].
For thermal transport, both analytical and numerical models have been developed. First,
similar to the rule of mixtures at the macroscopic scale, the Nielsen model is developed based
on the Halpin-Tsai equations for elastic moduli [19,39,117]. The model can account for packing
nature of the dispersed particles and their shapes generalized as the Einstein coefficient. How-
ever, the model is applicable only for nanocomposites with low VCNT since uniform dispersion
and no inter-particle contacts are assumed. Second, an effective medium approach (EMA) was
developed. These EMA models can account for thermal boundary resistances (TBRs) at CNT-
polymer boundaries, various component morphologies beyond just dispersed particles with
low volume fraction [55, 56, 118], and even nano-scale transport behavior [119]. TBRs are re-
lated to phonon frequency mode changes required during heat exchange at contact interfaces
(CNT-polymer or inter-CNT) [38], due to weak mechanical/chemical adhesion, acoustic mis-
match, and thermal expansion mismatch. The type and number of contact interfaces are de-
termined by CNT alignment versus heat flux direction, and boundary conditions. The effects
of TBRs are often significant and act as the bottleneck for overall thermal conduction. When
high (x ~.104) conductivity contrast between CNTs and polymers is assumed, the EMA models
exhibit a linear increase of thermal conductivity with increasing volume of randomly dispersed
CNTs added at low volume fractions. In addition to analytical work, numerous simulations also
exist, including the finite element method [120,121], classical MD simulations [122], and Monte
Carlo simulations [123-125]. These numerical studies can directly simulate thermal transport
in nano-scale, that are not accounted for EMA models originally aimed only for macro-scale
transport, but require long computation time.
As listed above, a variety of elaborate models have been investigated both for electrical and
thermal transport. However, their validation has been incomplete due to lack of consistent
experimental data sets, and thus each input parameter has not been evaluated for its effect
on transport properties. Currently, inputs to models are estimated from different batches of
CNTs that are fundamentally not comparable. For successful design of CNT composites with
highly improved transport properties, consistent, well-characterized sample sets needs to be
properly prepared and measured to identify critical factors in transport behavior. However,
controlled CNT implementation into composites is not simple. Most commonly, CNTs are sim-
ply, albeit aggressively from a mechanical perspective, mixed into polymer matrices, and van
der Waals forces between CNTs prevent good dispersion. Intensive mixing breaks and damages
CNTs. Quantitative characterization of CNT morphology in such nanocomposites is currently
impossible, even with electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy for images, Raman
microscopy for crystallinity, and X-ray scattering for alignment [29]. CNT morphology within
polymers was observed to be far from homogeneous, and to be different from batch to batch
due to uncontrolled implementation methods. Besides, to aim for industrial-level production
in the future, manufacturing processes should be carefully designed to achieve scalability, low
cost, integration with existing processing, and minimal environmental impact.
In addition to sample preparation improvement to achieve controlled CNT implementa-
tion, models also need to be modified in order to simulate the complex CNT morphology.
Currently, most models listed above do not accommodate CNT waviness, TBRs at inter-CNT
boundaries, and more, and these parameters can be key factors of CNT composites' transport
properties. Close approximation of samples experimentally measured is critical to better un-
derstand transport behaviors and their limitations in CNT-containing structures.
2.2.2 Effects of Measurement Technique
Due to small sample size and associated physical issues, careful choice of suitable measurement
methods, experimental set-up, and data reduction methods are also crucial. Measurement of
CNT-PNCs, often in thin film form, still requires much improvement to eliminate resistance
contribution from set-up components and to ensure proper dimensional normalization. For
electrical property extraction, the CNTs and CNT-PNCs referred to above have been measured
by volume using two electrodes or on the surface using four probes, just like in large scale. For
individual MWNT measurement, electrodes contact only the outermost shell due to limitations
in electrode deposition [89]. If all shells become involved with electron transport, conduction
behavior is expected to be different and complex with simultaneous contributions of concen-
tric shells and electron hopping between adjacent shells [88, 110]. Even with CNT-PNCs, sizes
are still small (a fraction of mm), with limited ability to meet geometrical requirements to avoid
current fringing and stray capacitances at the edges (lateral dimensions ~ thickness) [126,127].
Either elaborate efforts to pattern guarded electrodes, or appropriate data reduction to com-
pensate for sample size [126,127] and possible anisotropy are necessary to make accurate mea-
surements. In addition, resistance contributions from the boundary between electrode and
CNT composites can dominate when compared with the small resistance of highly conductive
CNT composites. Such resistance should be removed or minimized by proper choice of elec-
trode material; e.g. ohmic p-type contacts were achieved without Schottky contacts between
Palladium electrodes with semiconducting SWNTs [81]. For thermal property quantification, a
variety of measurement techniques exist. The principle of all the methods is the same; heat is
supplied to a sample, and thermal conduction is measured based on temperature change. In
the three omega method [5, 10,19-21], electric current with low frequency is supplied to metal
stripe contacts on a sample. The sample electrical resistance is obtained through its current
modulation, and the temperature can then be estimated since it is proportional to the resis-
tance over small intervals [128]. In the pump-probe thermoreflectance method, a light pulse
(pump pulse) is applied on the sample surface to supply energy over a short period. The optical
properties of the sample determine the initial temperature distribution. Then, another pulse
(probe pulse) is supplied to the sample surface to probe the sample state [129]. In the laser flash
method [23,33,34,39,40], a short heat pulse is supplied on one side of the sample, and the tem-
perature on the other side is recorded. The thermal diffusivity can be calculated from the time
required to cool down. Criteria to select suitable methods normally consist of measurement
range (thermal conductivity and temperature), material compatibility (anisotropy, electrical
property if resistively heated, sample size, etc.), data-reduction assumptions (e.g., isotropy),
and etc. For small-sized samples, measurement resolution and minimal handling/disturbance
to samples are naturally added to the criteria. Samples with small thermal mass are easy to
heat, but their temperature gradients are harder to measure over small dimensions. In addi-
tion, unless heat losses are properly evaluated, the sample temperature can be easily affected
by the environment (convection or conduction through materials in contact, like thermocou-
ples), which might result in inaccurate measurement. Employment of suitable measurement
methods (preferably with non-contact temperature measurement) are crucial. Also, thermal re-
sistances of the sample-heat source/dump contacts needs to be separated from experimentally
obtained values by contact enhancement and/or proper post-measurement data reduction.
2.3 Summary of Uncertainties in Extant Work
In this chapter, two major factors that cause large variation in CNT composite properties are
suggested besides CNT type/quality: CNT morphologies and boundaries resulting from CNT
implementation method, and measurement techniques. Related to these factors, limitations
of the current models to simulate transport in CNT composites are also reviewed. Engineering
knowledge to evaluate these factors and related parameters is desired, but currently incomplete
due to unknowns and uncertainties, as summarized below:
- CNT properties
- Variability, due to growth and processing, in defects, diameter, chirality, length in
comparison with mean free path, inter-shell transport, etc.
- Incomplete property characterization of the above
- CNT-composite fabrication
- Poor control of CNT implementation in terms of dispersion, morphology (random,
aligned, and wavy), CNT-polymer contacts, inter-CNT contacts, etc.
- Poor ability to characterize CNT morphologies in composites
" Transport models of CNT-composites
- Unfinished modeling of key factors such as CNT waviness, CNT-polymer and inter-
CNT boundary resistances, etc.
- Incomplete validation due to lack of experimental data on consistent and compara-
ble samples
- CNT-composite characterization
- Uncertainties in characterization methods for new CNT-composites
* Large errors introduced from non-optimal sample preparation (Schottky bar-
rier at electrodes, thermal contacts at sample-heat source interfaces, etc.)
* Lack of appropriate data analysis to minimize the above
- Poorly quantified effects of large surface area of CNTs on transport (related to bound-
ary resistances at contacts)
Experimentally reported variation in transport properties, or lower-than-expected conductiv-
ities of CNT-composites, are currently unexplainable. Identification of and solutions to these
issues are necessary to fully utilize CNT-based engineering of composites. In addition, in devel-
oped analytical and numerical works, often poorly justified unrealistic properties are used as in-
puts to model behavior or to extract CNT-matrix interface properties. None of the theories can
be fully validated, unless properties of CNTs, a constituent of composites, and composites made
from the same CNTs are characterized and compared. Simply, the CNT-composite properties
cannot be predicted because the constituent properties and morphologies are not known, and
repeatable and consistent CNT-composite properties are not available. In addition, models are
not complete since they are missing some critical factors, such as CNT waviness and inter-CNT
contacts, to determine transport properties. In this work, the above uncertainties are tackled by
1) fabrication of consistent samples made of aligned CNTs embedded in polymer with known
CNT morphology, 2) development of characterization methods that maximize transport con-
tribution from CNTs and minimize contributions from other factors, and 3) comparison of the
consistent data with available theories for their validation. The details of this approach will
be covered in the next Chapter. Clear trends in electrical and thermal transport and extracted
boundary resistances will allow effective implementation of CNTs in nano-engineered compos-
ites and other applications.
Chapter 3
Objectives and Approach
As discussed in Chapter 2, large variation was observed in CNT and CNT-composite properties,
which can be attributed to many factors. CNTs themselves, and thus their properties, come in
a large variety. Composite fabrication process determines CNT morphology and also boundary
conditions at CNT-polymer, and inter-CNT contacts. Accuracy and uncertainties of measured
properties also vary widely depending on characterization methods. In order to successfully use
CNTs in macro-scale applications, it is crucial to identify and understand the causes underlying
the large decrease and variation of conduction in various CNT forms.
3.1 Objectives
Potential benefits of CNT implementation for multi-functional property enhancement are dis-
cussed as motivation in Chapter 1, and the current challenges to achieve such enhancement are
identified in Chapter 2: notably the property gaps between individual CNTs vs. CNT-based ma-
terials and composites, and the associated lack of understanding of the various factors involved.
Considering the current limited knowledge on effective CNT use, the objectives of the thesis are
listed as follows, focusing on electrical and thermal transport properties to complement new
and emerging work on mechanical and other physical properties [45,48,63]:
- To obtain engineering knowledge about scaling effect factors for CNT (and other conduc-
tive nano-particle) implementation in material, especially polymeric composites:
- by accurately measuring properties of consistent CNT-polymer composite samples
by varying of parameters individually, and observing similarities and differences be-
tween electrical and thermal transport behaviors.
- by comparing the above obtained data with existing theories: quantitative evalua-
tion of critical limiting factors (CNT morphology, boundary effects, etc.), and verifi-
cation of theories.
To develop composites (polymer nanocomposites, and fiber reinforced plastics) effec-
tively implemented with well-characterized CNTs with known morphology:
- by using the above obtained knowledge and minimizing the scaling effects.
- by evaluating electrical and thermal properties and the potential for advanced ap-
plications.
3.2 Multi-Scale Approach
In order to achieve the objectives mentioned above, a multi-scale approach is taken in this the-
sis, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. CNT nano-engineered composites (3 phases: CNT, fibers, and
polymer) are the most interesting for macroscopic applications, but scaling effects are expected
between this macro-scale composite and individual CNTs. Thus, a meso-scale, aligned CNT
polymer nanocomposite (A-CNT-PNC) of 2 phases (CNTs and polymer, without fibers) is in-
troduced as a representative volume element (RVE) for careful study. From thorough property
characterization on consistent A-CNT-PNC samples, scaling effect factors will be investigated
for CNT nano-engineered composites, while properties of individual CNTs will also be inferred
as a composite component.
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Figure 3-1: Multi-scale approach: a meso-scale aligned CNT polymer nanocomposite (A-CNT-
PNC) as central to the investigation in this thesis.
3.2.1 Aligned CNT Polymer Nanocomposite (A-CNT-PNC) with Controlled
Morphology
Aligned CNT polymer nanocomposites (A-CNT-PNCs), illustrated in Figure 3-2 for ideally colli-
mated CNTs, are chosen to be investigated for several reasons. First, A-CNT-PNCs are a proper
RVE, a building block to understand transport behavior in the CNT nano-engineered compos-
ites [130] (see Figure 3-1). In addition, A-CNT-PNCs are potentially optimal structures for max-
imum anisotropic transport, connecting two surfaces with CNT "pipes" in the axial direction.
A-CNT-PNCs by themselves can be applicable to thermal interface materials (TIMs) for electri-
cal packaging applications. Second, our laboratory has a unique capability to independently
vary CNT length and volume fraction. Unlike other CNT-polymer composites in the literature,
A-CNT-PNCs in this thesis are fabricated and well-characterized to minimize uncertainty and
to keep consistency among sample sets. Growth of vertically aligned CNTs on silicon substrates
was previously established; the aligned CNTs are characterized for quality (Raman [47]) and
geometry (electron microscopy [47] and X-ray scattering [48,131,132]). CNT length can be con-
trolled by adjusting carbon source gas exposure time during chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
CNT volume fraction (inter-CNT spacing) can be controlled by biaxial mechanical densifica-
tion [46]. Volume fraction control allows trends to be discerned, including effects of inter-CNT
contacts. Furthermore, with the size of these samples, even some bulk characterization meth-
ods can be applied, unlike dry CNTs that require elaborate sample preparation efforts. Last,
A-CNT-PNCs have a simple and anisotropic morphology. This simple configuration of aligned
CNTs embedded in polymer is relatively easy to be modeled with analyses and simulations.
Thorough characterization of A-CNT-PNCs is planned, and comparison between properties
along the CNT direction (axial) and perpendicular to the CNT direction (transverse) is expected
to reveal the effect of transport across boundaries (CNT-polymer and inter-CNT) in an ampli-
fied manner. Characterization of A-CNT-PNC sample sets with known and quantified morphol-
ogy can potentially deliver the first benchmark data of CNT-implemented materials, and such
data are useful in further analyses to understand the effectiveness of CNT implementation.
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Figure 3-2: Schematic of an idealized aligned CNT polymer nanocomposite (A-CNT-PNC) with
collimated CNTs.
3.2.2 CNT-Hybridized Nano-Engineered Composite Laminates
The nano-engineered composites studied in this thesis are based on the architecture illus-
trated in Figure 3-3 [45], consisting of advanced fibers (high volume fraction of -60%), poly-
mer matrix, and radially aligned CNTs. The laminate structure employs dense, uniformly dis-
tributed, and radially aligned MWNTs grown in situ on the fiber surface of 3D woven alumina
cloth [47, 133]. This structure is referred to as a fuzzy fiber reinforced plastic (FFRP). The FFRP
nano-/micro-structure has two major advantages. First, aligned CNTs grown on adjacent fibers
interact with one another inside and in-between the plies (inter-laminar) and within the plies
and tows (intra-laminar), forming conductive pathways (and mechanical bridging) throughout
the composites. Second, the fabrication method is potentially scalable, using catalyst applica-
tion over large 3D surface areas by dip-coating, bulk MWNT production by CVD (currently on
5 x 15 cm 2 area substrates), and traditional composite fabrication by lay-up (and recently infu-
sion processing [134, 135]). In addition, aligned CNTs, capillary-infiltrated with polymer, are
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Figure 3-3: Nano-engineered composite reinforced with aligned CNTs, a fuzzy fiber reinforced
plastic (FFRP) [45]: (left) micro-structure schematics, and (right) cross-sectional schematic to
show inter- and intra-ply CNT networks.
automatically well dispersed within the matrix because CNTs remain attached to the fibers as
grown [45,63]. CNTs are thus introduced in an ordered way to composites, unlike the conven-
tional way of CNT mixing into polymer materials that causes CNT agglomeration, damage, and
poor composite properties even at low VCNT [105, 136]. Previously, FFRP samples were tested
for a variety of mechanical properties, and enhancement was observed with short beam shear
strength, Mode I fracture toughness, and bearing stiffness [45,63]. In order to confirm FFRP's
multi-functionality, electrical and thermal property characterization needs to follow. Data and
trends established for this novel material create benchmark data where performance can be
predicted only with a more thorough understanding about transport via the RVE described in
Section 3.2.1.
3.2.3 Summary
Steps taken to approach the existing set of issues and to achieve the objectives are summarized
below. The work is focused on electrical and thermal properties at room temperature.
* To develop A-CNT-PNC sample sets with varying parameters (e.g. CNT volume fraction),
while maintaining their controlled morphology through well characterization.
- To establish experimental methods that allow accurate and thorough measurement of
small-size (mm-scale) A-CNT-PNCs.
- To obtain engineering knowledge on scaling effects from the above experimental data.
- by experimental observation of electrical and thermal transport behaviors in aligned
CNT composites.
- by quantitative evaluation of properties critical to describe the above transport be-
haviors in CNT composites such as boundary resistances.
- by validation/contradiction of currently proposed transport theories that can be also
applied to other conductive nano-scale materials.
e To assess the relative ability of controlled CNT implementation into macro-scale struc-
tures based on the knowledge obtained above.
- by developing and characterizing a model fiber-polymer composite reinforced with
controlled implementation of aligned CNTs (FFRPs).
- by evaluating the above properties against other CNT-polymer composites' proper-
ties and application-driven requirements.
The combined experimental and theoretical investigations of electrical and thermal prop-
erties of two types of samples (A-CNT-PNC and FFRP) for this thesis are shown in Table 3.1.
Samples sets were carefully fabricated to maintain CNT alignment, and effects of incorporated
aligned CNTs were evaluated using suitable methods to eliminate errors and uncertainties,
which are unfortunately oftentimes amplified in measurements with small-sized samples. The
measured data were also compared with previously proposed theoretical studies for their pos-
Properties
Electrical conductivity Thermal conductivity
Individual CNTs Out of scope, only inference from A-CNT-PNC data and models
Aligned-CNT polymer
nanocomposites Experiments: Experiments:
(A-CNT-PNCs) - DC volume (ASTM D257) - Comparative using infrared
vCNT -1-20% * Probe local microscopy (ASTM El225)
-Pump-probe
Theories: Theories:
Simple rule of mixtures - Effective medium approach
- Monte Carlo simulation
CNT hybridized Experiments: Experiments:
nano-engineered composites - DC volume (ASTM D257) - Laser flash (ASTM E146)
vCNT = ~1-8 - DC surface (ASTM F390) - Comparative using Infrared
- AC loss (ASTM D150) microscopy (ASTM E1225)
Theories: Theories:
- Percolation analysis - Out of scope
- Equivalent circuit model
Table 3.1: Summary of experimental and theoretical work in this thesis.
sible validation. Reasons behind the choice of suitable measurement methods and employed
theoretical studies will be discussed in each relevant Chapter that follows.
Chapter 4
Fabrication of A-CNT-PNCs
The fabrication method for creating aligned CNT polymer nanocomposites (A-CNT-PNCs) has
been previously established in the work of our group at MIT. As illustrated in Figure 4-1, the
method consists of growth of vertically aligned MWNT forests [59], mechanical densification
of the forests, and finally capillarity-induced wetting of the forests with a polymer [46], such as
an unmodified aerospace-grade thermoset epoxy [48]. This novel fabrication technique yields
aligned CNTs and anisotropic materials, with independent control of aligned CNT volume frac-
tion. In the following, each fabrication step will be explained, together with a variety of in-
spection techniques employed to characterize quality and morphology of A-CNT-PNCs. Con-
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Figure 4-1: Overview of A-CNT-PNC fabrication steps [46].
el
sistency among samples is essential in order to properly evaluate the effect of each parameter
on physical properties, e.g. electrical and thermal transport as in this thesis.
4.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) of CNTs on Silicon Wafer
Substrates
Millimeter-thick vertically aligned MWNT forests are synthesized on silicon (Si) wafer substrates
using a modified chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process [59]. The CVD process steps are
summarized in Figure 4-2. Si wafers (150 mm, n-type, test grade, WaferNet, Inc.) were RCA-
cleaned, and then thermally deposited with a -300 nm-thick Si oxide as a diffusion barrier.
Then, a metal-support layer of -10 nm-thick aluminum oxide and a catalyst layer of - nm-
thick iron (Fe) were deposited by electron-beam evaporation on the silicon wafers. Such sub-
strates were cut into -10 x 10 mm2-sized squares with a diamond cutter, and cleaned with ace-
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Figure 4-2: Overview of CVD growth of an aligned MWNT forest: catalyst deposition, catalyst
reduction and formation of nano-particles, CNT nucleation, and CNT growth [47].
tone in an ultrasonicator for 30 seconds. Prepared Si substrates were placed inside a quartz tube
furnace (Lindberg, 22 mm inner diameter, 305 mm heated length). After purging the tube with
helium (He, Airgas UHP grade), the tube was heated to 750 *C under 75 sccm of He and 400 sccm
of hydrogen (H2, Airgas UHP grade) reducing gas to pre-condition the Fe catalyst into metallic
nano-particles. After temperature stabilization, 200 sccm of ethylene (C2 H4 , Airgas 99.5%) gas
was introduced to grow CNTs for 15 minutes. After CNT growth, the C2 H4 flow was terminated
but H2 gas was left flowing for an additional 5 minutes. This reducing gas flow is aimed to
weaken bonding between CNT forests and the silicon substrates [46] so that the grown MWNT
forest can be easily detached from the substrate. Finally, the tube was cooled down with He
flushing. After growth, no modification or functionalization was used on the grown CNTs.
These as-grown MWNT forests, as shown in Figure 4-3, have been extensively characterized.
The height of the grown bulk MWNT forest was measured to be -1-1.5 mm. As-delaminated
MWNT forests were weighed to be ~ 1.0 ±0.1 mg, giving a bulk forest density of 8.0 x 10-3 g/cm 3 .
In order to characterize MWNT morphology within the forest, MWNTs were imaged using scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM, JOEL 5910 and Philips XL30). From SEM images (see Figure 4-
3b), MWNTs grown using this CVD set-up were observed to be directional and wavy due to the
large aspect ratio (x 105) of the CNTs. MWNTs are also continuous with metal clusters observed
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Figure 4-3: MWNTs grown on a Si substrate (1% vCNT): a) optical image of an aligned MWNT
forest, b) SEM image of directional MWNTs within the forest, and c) exemplary TEM image of a
MWNT.
at the CNT roots, indicating base-growth. From these SEM images, CNT waviness and align-
ment were quantitatively evaluated using mean-square cosine < cos 2 0>.
< cos 2 0> is calculated as a function of the azimuthal angle 0, as illustrated in Figure 4-4,
with its statistical distribution among all CNTs, p (0), as the weighting factor [60]:
<Cos 2 O fp(0)cos 2 0sin0dof p() sinOdO (4.1)
< cos 2 0 > is equal to 1 for perfect vertical alignment, and is equal to 1/3 for random orientation.
Herman's orientation parameter can be expressed as (3 < cos 2 0> - 1)/2 [60]. If the CNT axis is
tilted by p as shown in Figure 4-4, 0 in the real 3D structure can be estimated from the as-
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Figure 4-4: Estimation of 3D CNT alignment with an azimuthal angle 0 from 2D SEM images.
measured angle in the 2D SEM images, 0', as follows:
tan0' = f2 tan sinpdp (4.2)
fo| dTp
0 = tan- (- tan 0') (4.3)2
0' was measured with over 100 as-grown MWNTs on 2D SEM images, and < cos2 0 > was esti-
mated to be 0.66.
MWNTs were also inspected individually using high resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM, JOEL 2011) to measure tube diameter and number of tube-walls, and most
importantly to confirm that the grown material has the CNT structure of concentric tubes. To
prepare TEM samples, delaminated CNTs were immersed in 2-propanol and ultrasonicated. A
drop of the solution with dispersed CNTs was deposited on carbon-coated copper grids (Ladd
Research, 40750), and dried in ambient air. As shown in Figure 4-3c, TEM images verify the
parallel wall structure (-4-5 walls) with outer and inner diameters of -5 nm and -8 nm re-
spectively.
The above features are consistent with MWNTs grown without the H2 step for easy delam-
ination, as compared in Table 4.1. Previously, such MWNT forests were measured to have a
forest density (CNTs and air) of 8.1 x 10-3 g/cm 3 from thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA, Perkin-
Elmer), and MWNTs are characterized to have -3-7 walls, and -5 nm inner and -8 nm outer
diameters from TEM images [47,59]. Furthermore, previous sets of MWNTs were analyzed using
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) for spatial distribution of diameters and alignment [60,61].
Unlike SEMs and TEMs that capture only local images of pm2 area, X-ray analyses are capable of
scanning the full sample volume slice by slice. SAXS provides a Fourier transform of real space
information, and detects 2D images corresponding to counts of total X-ray impingement pri-
marily due to scattering at CNT cross-sections. Outer diameters measured using SAXS are larger
near the top surface than near the substrate, and are larger in the center than in the corners of
the substrate. But the diameter variation range is small -7-8.5 nm. < cos 2 0 > was also directly
measured. Along the CNT height, < cos 2 0> is higher than 0.7 in the middle region (-0.2 mm
with H2  w/o H2
treatment treatment*
Diameter Outer [nm] ~8 -7-8.5
Inner [nm] -5 -5
# of walls 4-5 3-7
Alignment <cos20>
Dry 1% vCNT -0.66 -0.5-0.7
20% vCNT -0.86
In polymer 1% vCNT ~0.77 0.58
20% vCNT -0.77 0.64
Density of CNT forest in air [g/cm 3] 8.0x10-3 8.1x1 0-3
CNT density [g/cm 3] (1.4-1.5)
Areal CNT number density [CNTs/cm 2] (0.8-1.3x1010) 1.6-1.9x1010
As-grown CNT spacing [nm] (-87-110) -73-80
Table 4.1: Characterization of aligned MWNT forests, with and without the H2 step for easy
delamination. The properties of MWNTs grown with the H2 step are measured in this work, ex-
cept for the values shown in parentheses that are estimated. *The properties for MWNTs grown
without the H2 step are measured values reported elsewhere [47, 59-61], except for alignment
of CNTs in polymer that was evaluated from SEM images.
away from both the top and substrate surfaces), and decreases down to 0.5 at the top and sub-
strate surfaces. Meanwhile, < cos2 0 > in the center and corners of the substrate are similar.
These < cos 2 0 > values are comparable with the values estimated above from the SEM images.
Considering that the geometrical features and mass are in the same range, the H2 post-growth
step added for this work can be assumed to affect only the CNT roots. These spatial variations
will be considered as uncertainties for property characterizations in later Chapters.
For quantitative analysis of CNT composites, proper estimation of CNT component volume
fractions is important, and CNT component density and as-grown CNT configurations are re-
quired to calculate VCNT. First, CNT component density is calculated by adding the mass of all
the tube walls and dividing by the total CNT volume including the inner hollow section. Due
to the small inner opening with nm-scale radius, polymer chains are unlikely to fill in the inner
space. Thus, a CNT can be considered to occupy a solid cylinder volume. The concentric tube
walls are assumed to be equally spaced and to have the theoretical areal density of graphene.
The graphene areal density is calculated as 7.9 x 10-7 kg/m 2 , based on a carbon atom weight
of 2.0 x 10-23 g and a bond length between atoms of 0.14 nm. The tube wall spacing is cal-
culated by dividing the tube thickness (the outer diameter minus the inner diameter) by the
number of walls to be -0.4-0.5 nm, larger than the graphene layer spacing of 0.34 nm. The
density of MWNTs grown on a Si substrate using the above estimation is calculated as -1.4-
1.5 g/cm 3 , which is comparable with the bulk density of tightly packed SWNTs, ~1.4 g/cm 3 [44].
Second, the center to center spacing between adjacent CNTs is estimated from the MWNT den-
sity calculated above, and the measured volume and mass of the CNT forest (CNTs and air).
The average inter-CNT spacing is calculated as -87-110 nm. This estimated spacing is com-
parable with spacing of MWNTs without the H2 treatment -73-80 nm [47,61], since inter-CNT
spacing is primarily considered to be determined by the pre-growth process step, and the post-
growth H2 treatment should not change the CNT arrangement. Since SAXS measurement can
give more accurate and direct measurement, in the following the CNT spacing was set as -73-
80 nm (see Table 4.1) and thus the VCNT of an as-grown MWNT forest was calculated to be -1%.
Accordingly, the CNT areal density is estimated to be on the order of 1010 CNTs/cm 2.
4.2 Mechanical Densification of Aligned CNT Forests
CNT volume fraction of A-CNTs was varied by changing the inter-CNT spacing through lateral
mechanical densification. The grown CNT forests were easily delaminated from the Si sub-
strates with light contact with a tweezer at the corner of the CNT forest. The free-standing CNT
forest is placed in a device developed in our group [46] that allows mechanical compression in
two orthogonal directions (see Figure 4-5). The VCNT of the densified forest was estimated by
multiplying the VCNT of the as-grown forest (-1%) with the ratio of the forest area before and
after densification. The maximum VCNT obtainable with the current device is in excess of 20%.
The resulting CNT forests have been qualitatively inspected for alignment and damage. CNT
alignment preservation after densification was confirmed with SEM images (see Figure 4-6).
< cos 2 0 > of A-CNTs with 20% VCNT is estimated as 0.86 from these 2D SEM images. Alignment
improves with higher VCNT because CNTs become less wavy as their spacing decreases due
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Figure 4-5: Bi-axial mechanical densification of an aligned MWNT forest: a) overview of the
nano-squeezing device and b) densification steps.
to repulsive van der Waals forces between each other. Damage caused by densification is a
possible concern, and it could result in degradation of electrical and thermal properties [137].
Quantitative characterization of CNT defects is difficult. For SWNTs, G/D ratio measured by
Raman spectroscopy can be a CNT quality indicator; G/D ratio is the ratio of intensities at G
(graphite) band and at D (defect) band. Minimal difference was observed with G/D ratios before
and after densification of A-CNTs as shown in Figure 4-7, suggesting no significant damage by
the densification process (breakage, etc.). However, further investigation is necessary due to
the complexity of Raman data analysis on MWNTs.
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Figure 4-6: A-CNT forest densified to 20% VCNT: a) optical image and b) SEM image.
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Figure 4-7: Raman spectroscopy measurement of A-CNTs: as grown (G/D ratio of 1.24) and
densified to 20% VCNT (GID ratio of 1.27).
4.3 Epoxy Infiltration of Aligned CNT Forest
A-CNT-PNCs were fabricated by infiltrating A-CNTs with epoxy resin through capillarity-driven
wetting [138]. The wetting behavior was influenced by polymer viscosity and inter-nanotube
gaps between CNTs. Previously, effective wetting of aligned CNT forests with several types of
polymer matrices was confirmed [51, 138, 139]. An aerospace-grade epoxy (HexFlow RTM6,
Hexcel Corp.) was selected for this work. This mono-component epoxy was heated up to
90 *C (~33 cP viscosity). The unfunctionalized forests were slowly immersed in an uncured
epoxy pool. After allowing 1 minute for complete wetting, CNTs infiltrated with epoxy were
cured for 75 min. at 160 *C and then for 120 min. at 180 *C, as suggested by Hexcel Corp.
The temperature ramp rate was kept low (1 *C per min.) to allow time for CNTs to uniformly
re-distribute themselves within epoxy, and to prevent samples from curling up due to any tem-
perature gradients. When the spacing between CNTs is very small (~10 nm) at high vCNT, infil-
trated epoxy between CNTs expands the CNT spacing during the long curing process. In order
to keep the desired high VCNT, Teflon molds were used to retain highly densified A-CNTs (-15-
20% VCNT) during curing. Typical A-CNT-PNC samples, right out of the molds, are shown in
Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Optical images ofA-CNT and A-CNT-PNC samples made with HexFlow RTM6 epoxy:
(back) a silicon substrate wafer piece after detaching a CNT forest, (front, from left to right) an
A-CNT with VCNT of 15%, and A-CNT-PNCs with VCNT Of 0% (pure epoxy without CNTs), 10%,
and 20%. An extra epoxy layer on top of A-CNT-PNCs is generally created due to excess epoxy
in the mold.
Fabricated polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) were investigated for voids and CNT align-
ment/morphology within the matrix. Voids in A-CNT-PNCs were evaluated using optical mi-
croscopy and micro-CT scan. The top surface of A-CNT-PNCs was polished and observed un-
der an optical microscope, and air bubbles can at times be observed to be on the order of one
pm. However, with low VCNT, CNT forests can contract by sections due to capillary forces,
and form densified CNT "islands" surrounded by epoxy-rich regions (see Figure 4-9). In addi-
tion to 2D microscope images, 3D images of A-CNT-PNCs were obtained by scan system using
micro-computed tomography (micro-CT, X-Tek HMXST225, 3-5 pm resolution). As shown in
Figure 4-10, both epoxy-rich areas and air bubbles can be observed with this technique. A-
CNT-PNC samples with voids were eliminated from the sample sets characterized in Chapter 6
and Chapter 7. Epoxy-rich areas cannot be avoided in A-CNT-PNCs with low VCNT (< ~10%)
with the current fabrication method and the matrix. Minimization of and compensation for
this non-homogeneity will be discussed for each test.
Retainment of CNT alignment in A-CNT-PNCs was again confirmed using SEM images as
shown in Figure 4-11 and as summarized in Table 4.1. < cos 2 0 > was estimated from these
SEM images to be -0.77 for 1% VCNT A-CNT-PNCs and to be -0.77 for 20% VCNT A-CNT-PNCs.
Alignment at 1% VCNT improved, possibly because of smaller inter-CNT spacing due to CNT
wicking into islands. Previously, A-CNT-PNCs made of MWNTs grown without the H2 treatment
were characterized using SAXS and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) [48]. From the SAXS
results, < cos 2 0 > was estimated as 0.58 for 1% VCNT and 0.64 for 20% VCNT. Alignment is
lower, possibly because MWNT forests grown without H2 treatment do not detach from the
substrate easily, and the forced delamination process with a razor blade might have affected
alignment. Meanwhile, from WAXS results, no measurable interphase between CNTs and the
polymer used in this work (RTM6) is observed [48]. Thus, no alternation to matrix properties
due to CNT introduction is expected, which simplifies evaluation of CNT-polymer composite
property enhancement by CNTs.
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Figure 4-9: A-CNT-PNC top surface inspection using optical microscopy: (left) epoxy-rich
regions observed at lower VCNT (3.7%), and (right) uniform CNT distributions at higher
VCNT (12.2%).
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Figure 4-10: Epoxy-rich regions and air bubbles observed in 3D micro-CT scanned images of
A-CNT-PNCs: (left, 7.8% VCNT) without air bubbles but inhomogeneous due to epoxy-rich re-
gions, and (right, 12.8% vCNT) homogeneous but with an air bubble (void) observed on the
sample edge.
Figure 4-11: SEM images to inspect CNT alignment within A-CNT-PNCs: (left) 1% VCNT and
(right) 20% VCNT. Courtesy of Roberto Guzman deVilloria [48].
4.4 Summary
In the above, a unique fabrication method of A-CNT-PNCs is explained. CVD growth of verti-
cally aligned MWNTs is repeatable and allows easy detachment of intact MWNT forests from
the substrate. A critical parameter of A-CNT-PNCs, VCNT, can be independently varied by me-
chanical densification. Capillarity-driven epoxy infiltration enables fast and complete wetting
of A-CNTs even with high VCNT-
CNT morphology characterization within the epoxy matrix is the focus of this Chapter. After
every major growth step, CNT morphologies are inspected visually using SEM images. When
CNT waviness is quantitatively characterized from these SEM images, their < cos 2 0 > values
are comparable with measurements taken on similar samples using the complementary SAXS
technique. Waviness of MWNTs is observed to decrease with higher VCNT since wavy CNTs are
flattened as CNTs are brought closer to each other.
Although not in the scope of this thesis, mechanical properties of A-CNT-PNCs have been
previously measured using standard nanoindentation loading and unloading curves [48]. The
effective modulus measured is roughly 10 times smaller than expected for collimated CNTs,
indicating CNT waviness is a limiting factor in polymer enhancement by aligned CNTs. electri-
cal and thermal property characterization of A-CNT-PNCs will be presented in Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7.
Chapter 5
Development of CNT-Hybridized
Nano-Engineered Composite Laminates
This Chapter discusses the fabrication and characterization of a nano-engineered composite
hybridized with aligned CNTs, as depicted in Figure 3-3. In such "fuzzy fiber" reinforced plas-
tics, CNTs form nano-scale mechanical connections among adjacent fibers, and serve as elec-
trical and thermal conductive pathways throughout the composite. In this work, fibers refer
to continuous filaments with a -10 pm diameter and a meter length, such as carbon or glass
fibers in fiber reinforced plastics (FRPs). CNTs are also filamentary with a -10 nm diameter and
a ~100 pm length in the FFRP But in this work, the nano-scale diameter CNT filaments are dis-
tinguished from the pm-diameter fibers, and are simply denoted as CNTs. Unlike CNT growth
on planar silicon substrates for the two-phase A-CNT-PNCs described in Chapter 4, the applica-
tion of CNTs in a three-phase composite requires integration of CNTs with a three-dimensional
arrangement of advanced fibers. Previously, CNT integration into three-phase composites is
accomplished by dispersion of CNTs in epoxy, followed by impregnation of fibers [140-142].
However, direct growth of CNTs on fiber substrates [45, 104, 105] is an alternative and more
promising approach to achieve uniform CNT distribution and alignment throughout a com-
posite even at high volume fractions. In this thesis, alumina fibers were selected for the first
model composite, because alumina substrates and iron catalyst work well for CNT growth [47],
and also because no damage by the CNT growth process was observed in single-fiber tensile
testing in prior work [74, 143]. Although the FFRP architecture has been previously shown to
be feasible, several important manufacturing and characterization steps had still been missing.
In this work, a repeatable and scalable process for uniformly distributed CNT growth on alu-
mina fiber weaves was established based on an improved understanding of the growth mech-
anism. Visual and elemental inspections of catalyst nano-particles highlighted the importance
of H2 reduction time in catalyst preparation prior to CNT nucleation. The details of the study
have been published elsewhere [133]. CNT-grown fiber cloths were processed into an FFRP
composite using the traditional hand lay-up method with additional refinements.
5.1 Hybrid Fiber Architecture Development
Previously, CNTs have been grown on the surfaces of various fibers by thermal CVD, including
carbon fibers [104, 107, 144-147], ceramic fibers [105, 148, 149], and glass fibers [150]. Due to
unfavorable catalyst-carbon interactions, CNTs grown on carbon fibers are often tangled, and
the growth processes at high temperatures can degrade the fiber tensile strength [107]. Growth
on ceramic or glass fibers, which typically do not react with the catalyst, has previously been
limited to non-woven fibers or has been achieved only on the outer surfaces of woven cloths
rather than through the weaves. To most effectively use CNTs in an FFRP architecture, it is crit-
ical to understand and control the high-yield growth of radially aligned CNTs on all fibers, and
not to degrade the fiber properties. In the following, the key factors governing the morphology
of CNTs grown directly on 3D alumina fiber cloths are identified.
5.1.1 Parametric Study of CNT Growth on Fiber Surfaces
The CNT growth process for the FFRP is developed based on our previous approach for aligned
MWNT forest growth on Si substrates [59] discussed in Chapter 4. As the substrate, a commer-
cial alumina fiber woven cloth (Thermeez 391, Cotronics) was obtained. Fibers of 11 pm diam-
eter are woven into a 00 /900 satin pattern to have a dry volume fraction of -65% and an areal
density of 1.02 mg/mm2 . The as-obtained cloth was cut into 2x 4 cm 2 swatches and soaked in
a solution of iron nitrate (Fe(N0 3)3 9H 20) dissolved in 2-propanol. This dip-coating method
allows uniform catalyst precursor coating of fiber surfaces, and is scalable and low-cost [151].
After drying, a cloth sample was placed in the same CVD furnace system as explained in Chap-
ter 4, but with a different timing and duration of H2 gas flow. At room temperature, the furnace
was first purged with He. Then, the furnace was heated to 750 *C under pure He at 75 sccm.
After the temperature stabilized, 400 sccm of H2 was introduced to prepare catalyst. Finally,
110 sccm of C2 H4 was added to the H2 /He mixture flow for 5 minutes to grow CNTs.
In order to achieve the desired aligned CNT morphology on fiber surfaces, parameters were
varied as listed in Table 5.1. The concentration of Fe(NO 3)3 -9H 20 in the 2-propanol solution
determines the amount of Fe deposited on fiber surfaces. The duration of H2 treatment before
C2H4 introduction influences the formation of suitable catalytic sites for CNT growth. The lo-
cation of the cloth substrate in the tube furnace is also important, as thermal decomposition of
C2H4 in the flow along the tube determines the activity of the CVD atmosphere. At least three
samples were fabricated under each combination of parameters to confirm repeatability of the
growth process. Each sample was visually inspected with SEM (JOEL 5910 and Philips XL30)
across its area at a minimum of three points for the CVD growth results.
Concentration of Fe(N0 3)3 -9H 20 in 2-propanol [mM] 10,25,50
Duration of pre-treatment in H2 [min.] 0, 2, 5
Sample position downstream of control thermocouple at the furnace center [cm] 0-3, 3-6, 6-9
Table 5.1: Process parameters for study of CNT forest growth on alumina cloth.
5.1.1.1 Effects of Catalyst Precursor Concentration
The effect of the Fe solution concentration is shown in Figure 5-1. A uniform coating of aligned
CNTs was found only on samples prepared with 50 mM Fe solution. On samples prepared with
10 or 25 mM Fe solution, CNTs are locally aligned, but the coverage of aligned regions is poor.
Therefore, an appropriately high concentration of Fe is needed for uniform CNT forest growth
on the fiber surfaces.
Figure 5-1: Effect of catalyst solution concentration on CNT growth on alumina cloth. Scale
bars are all 100 pm. All samples prepared with 2 minutes H2 pre-treatment time and with a
sample location of 3-6 cm downstream of the furnace center.
5.1.1.2 Effects of Hydrogen Pre-Treatment Duration
The effect of H2 pre-treatment duration is summarized in Figure 5-2. In this study, 2 minutes
H2 pre-treatment time always gave the most uniform growth coverage of CNT forests for all cat-
alyst concentrations and sample locations tested. On the samples prepared with the catalyst
solution of 10 or 25 mM, CNTs grew in an aligned morphology but with poor coverage under all
conditions. The coverage was still best with 2 minutes H2 pre-treatment time when compared
with 0 or 5 minutes treatment. The observed trend of grown CNT coverage can be correlated
to the size and coverage of catalyst nano-particles formed during the pre-treatment stage. To
further understand the effect of pre-treatment, cloth samples were prepared identically to the
CNT growth process except that at the end of the pre-treatment step, gas flows other than He
were terminated and the furnace was cooled rapidly. This sequence was attempted to "freeze"
the catalyst state at the start of CNT growth. In addition to SEM inspection, energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to determine the elemental composition across such pre-
pared fiber surfaces. SEM images and accompanying EDX spectra are shown in Figure 5-3. With
a) 10 mM b) 25 mM c) 50 mM
no H2 pre-treatment time, a highly non-uniform catalyst morphology was observed: fibers have
areas with a smooth morphology that give a low-intensity Fe signal (Figure 5-3a), and other ar-
eas with large clusters that give a strong Fe signal (Figure 5-3b). This surface morphology is
analogous to the initial structure of the Fe salt layer after dip-coating, and the non-uniformity
can be directly related to the non-uniform CNT growth on samples without H2 pre-treatment
(Figure 5-2a). After 2 minutes of H2 pre-treatment time, a uniform fiber surface morphology
was observed. Nano-scale clusters with -100 nm average lateral dimension were observed on
most surface areas (Figure 5-3c). Thus, this pre-treatment condition resulted in uniform growth
of CNT forests (Figure 5-2b). With longer durations of H2 pre-treatment (5 minutes), the clus-
ters coarsened [152] into larger particles (Figure 5-3d), de-wetting Fe from the rest of the fiber
surface (Figure 5-3e). As a result, the corresponding coverage of CNTs on the fibers was non-
uniform (Figure 5-2c).
a) 0 min b) 2 min c) 5 min
Figure 5-2: Effect of H2 pre-treatment duration on CNT growth on alumina cloth. Scale bars are
all 100 pm. All samples prepared with 50 mM catalyst concentration and with a sample location
of 3-6 cm downstream of the furnace center.
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Figure 5-3: Evolution of surface structure of catalyst-coated alumina fiber surfaces with varying
H2 pre-treatment time. All samples prepared with 50 mM catalyst concentration, with a sample
location of 3-6 cm downstream of the furnace center.
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5.1.1.3 Effects of Sample Location
The location of the cloth sample inside the quartz tube also influenced growth, as shown in
Figure 5-4. In our system, placing the sample at 3-6 cm downstream of the furnace center gave
good CNT alignment and coverage. Growth results depend on sample position because the
reactant mixture decomposes into a plurality of active species as heated in the furnace [153].
While the chemical composition of the most active compounds has not been identified in our
system, thermal decomposition of C2H4 was clearly essential for high-yield CNT forest growth
[154], and this determined a growth "sweet-spot" in a tube furnace. When the sample is placed
farther downstream (6-9 cm), excessive thermal decomposition is hypothesized to occur, lead-
ing to a less favorable atmosphere for CNT growth.
a) 0-3 cm b) 3-6 cm c) 6-9 cm
Figure 5-4: Effect of sample location in the tube furnace on CNT growth on alumina cloth. Scale
bars are all 100 pm. All samples prepared with 50 mM catalyst concentration and with 2 minutes
H2 pre-treatment time.
5.1.1.4 Morphologies of CNTs Grown on Fiber Surfaces
Upon variation of the above critical process parameters, various CNT morphologies were ob-
served on the fiber surfaces (see Figure 5-5).
b) Partial growth, short c) Partial growth, long
d) Radial, short e) Mohawk, mid length f) Mohawk, long (edge)
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Figure 5-5: Morphology variation of CNT growth on alumina fiber cloth: a) tangled CNTs grown
with 50 mM catalyst concentration with 5 minutes H2 time at 0-3 cm position; b) partial cover-
age of short aligned CNTs (50 mM, 5 minutes, 0-3 cm); c) partial coverage of long aligned CNTs
(50 mM, 2 minutes, 6-9 cm); d) radial coverage short aligned CNTs (25 mM, heating in the air,
5 minutes, 0-3 cm); e) "mohawk" aligned CNTs; (25 mM, heating with H2 flow, 3-6 cm); f) very
long mohawk CNTs (50 mM, 2 minutes, 3-6 cm). Schematic insets describe cross-sections of
alumina fibers with CNTs on the surfaces.
Tangled or locally-grouped growth (Figure 5-5a, b, and c) occurred when the catalyst coating
and/or activation was non-uniform. When the catalyst nano-particles were well-distributed,
growth was dense, uniform, and aligned perpendicular to the fiber surfaces (Figure 5-5d, e, and
f). When CNT length was shorter than the alumina fiber diameter (11 Ipm), CNTs had a. uni-
form radial morphology (Figure 5-5d) that creates an aligned CNT annulus around the fibers as
shown in the inset. When CNTs were approximately longer than the fiber diameter, "mohawk"
a) Tangled
morphology was observed where radially grown CNTs splits into two or more distinct groups
(Figure 5-5e and f). This behavior is possibly determined by competition between the extrusion
of directional CNT growth and entanglement and/or adhesion among nearby CNTs. Similar
CNT "mohawk" bundle formation was observed in CNT growth on ceramic spheres [148,155].
5.1.2 Uniform and Radially Aligned CNTs on Fiber Surfaces
According to the above parametric study, the growth process was tuned to achieve the desired
fuzzy fiber cloths (see Figure 5-6) using optimized parameters: a 50 mM Fe salt solution, 2 min-
utes H2 treatment time, and a sample location of 3-6 cm downstream of the furnace center.
With these conditions, the CNT growth rate was typically -0.3 pm per sec. As shown in Figure 5-
6b and c, the cloth expanded considerably, because CNT forest growth generated an extrusive
force [156] and pushed the fibers apart. In order to confirm growth throughout the interior
of the weaves, fiber bundles were manually removed from the cloth and were inspected un-
der SEM and TEM (JOEL 2011). As shown in Figure 5-7a, although some CNTs detached from
the fibers during the unraveling process, relatively aligned growth was confirmed. TEM images
(Figure 5-7b) verify the parallel wall structure of the CNTs (-7-8 walls). When averaged over
30 CNTs, the inner and outer diameters are -9.7 nm (standard deviation 1.8 nm) and -17.1 nm
(standard deviation 3.3 nm), respectively. From these diameters and the number of walls, the
bulk density of CNTs grown on the fibers is calculated based on the graphene density, in the
same way as in Chapter 4 to be -1.0-1.2 g/cm 3.
Each cloth sample was weighed using a microbalance (Sartorius ME36S, 1 pg resolution)
after catalyst coating and after CNT growth. CNT weight was estimated as their difference.
Such calculated CNT weight is a lower-bound value because organic elements in the catalyst
layer vaporize during the CNT growth process. CNTs constitute 2.6±1.4% (averaged over 29
samples) of the total sample weight with 2 minutes growth, and up to 3.8± 1.2 % (8 samples)
with 5 minutes growth. Assuming uniform growth over the fiber surfaces, the spacing between
CNTs at the root on the alumina fiber surfaces is calculated as -200 nm. This gives an areal
density of 2 x 109 CNTs/cm 2 on the fiber surfaces. These values are consistent with the catalyst
nano-particle distribution observed in Figure 5-3c. The Fe catalytic sites are -100-nm-sized for
growth of the MWNTs with 17.1 nm-diameter, and these are consistent with previous work on
correlation between nano-particles sizes and the resulting single-walled CNTs [157, 158]. The
spacing between the Fe catalytic sites (100s of nm) also correspond well with the MWNT spac-
ing of -200 nm.
Before CNT qrowth After CNT growth
Figure 5-6: Alumina fiber cloths before and after CNT growth: a) optical images of cloth, b) SEM
images of fiber weave, and c) SEM images of fiber bundles.
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Figure 5-7: CNTs grown on alumina fibers with 50 mM catalyst solution, 2 minutes H2 pre-
treatment time, and a sample location of 3-6 cm downstream of the furnace center: a) SEM
images of aligned CNTs uniformly grown on alumina fibers inside the weave, and b) TEM image
of an individual MWNT.
5.1.3 Scaling of CVD CNT Growth
Scaling up of CVD growth is desired to produce large samples suitable for mechanical prop-
erty characterizations, and to eventually achieve industrial-level fabrication of CNT-reinforced
composites. The above CVD process was transferred to a larger quartz tube with twice the di-
ameter. Considering the following three conditions observed above to be critical in CNT growth
on fiber surfaces using a salt-based precursor, the growth recipe for this new system was devel-
oped and tuned.
" The catalyst concentration must be sufficient to fully coat the fiber surfaces.
- The H2 pre-treatment time must be sufficient to create a uniform coating of nano-scale
clusters which catalyze CNT growth, while not causing excessive coarsening which leads
to non-uniform growth.
e Thermal decomposition of the reactant mixture must be sufficient to nucleate and supply
carbon to yield a high density of CNTs.
In order to heat a 51 mm ID quartz tube, a larger furnace (Lindberg, 102 mm ID heater coils,
61 cm heated length) with three independently-controllable temperature zones was employed:
temperature zone 1 as the first section upstream, zone 2 as the middle section, and zone 3 as
the last section downstream. As a first trial, CNTs were grown in this new system, with exactly
the same catalyst deposition and growth process as the above case with the smaller furnace,
except for the gas flow rate. All the gas flow rates were quadrupled in order to maintain the
same gas residence time. As shown in Figure 5-8a, growth was poor in terms of both coverage
and CNT length, and this poor growth was attributed to the temperature difference. While set
at 750 *C, the actual temperature inside the larger quartz tube was measured to be 40 *C higher
(840 *C) than the temperature of 800 *C measured inside the smaller furnace. This is due to the
larger diameter of the heater coils in the larger furnace. Accordingly, a series of experiments
were carried out varying the individual zone setpoint temperatures and sample position, to
study their effects on the coverage and length of grown CNTs. Finally, temperature zone 1 was
set at 850 *C to increase gas-phase decomposition of the reactants, zone 2 was set at 600 *C to
isolate zone 1 from zone 3, and zone 3 was set at 700 *C to pre-condition catalyst nano-particles
and give a suitable growth temperature. In addition, the flow rate of each gas was decreased
by 20% to increase the residence time and therefore move the location of best growth closer
upstream in the furnace. This growth condition gave uniform aligned CNT growth throughout
an extended range of the larger furnace tube, enabling preparation of a fuzzy fiber cloth as large
as 5 x 15 cm 2. The further optimization of the recipe is on-going [63].
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Figure 5-8: Tuning of CNT growth process to achieve uniform CNT growth in the scaled-up tube
furnace. All scale bars are 20 pm. All samples prepared with 50 mM catalyst concentration and
2 minutes H2 pre-treatment time.
5.2 'Fuzzy Fiber' Reinforced Plastic (FFRP) Laminate Fabrica-
tion by Hand Lay-up
CNT-grown alumina cloths were processed into composites using a refined hand lay-up method.
Fabricated composites were inspected using optical and electron microscopy. Minimum voids
and CNTs' alignment and attachment to fibers in the polymer were observed, verifying that this
fabrication method can achieve the desired FFRP structure.
5.2.1 Epoxy Infiltration and Cure of CNT Fuzzy Fiber Cloths
After the CNT growth method was established, hybrid composites of three phases (advanced
fibers, CNTs, and epoxy) were fabricated by immersing and curing the alumina fiber cloths
with radially aligned CNTs in room-temperature curable epoxy based on the traditional lay-
up method of dry fibers [45], as illustrated in Figure 5-9. In order to vary CNT volume fraction,
CNT lengths were controlled by C2 H4 introduction time to be -20-200 Pm. First, epoxy (West
Systems, 105 Epoxy Resin and 206 Slow Hardener) was poured into a dam made of cork tape (I
G. Marston, -0.8 mm thickness per layer, 25.4 mm width), on a guaranteed non-porous Teflon
(GNPT) covered vacuum table. Cloth plies were then added one by one. Enough time was al-
lowed for epoxy immersion, and extra epoxy was poured between the plies. A postulated epoxy
wetting route into fuzzy fiber cloth is illustrated in Figure 5-10. Aswith the case of A-CNT-PNCs
in Chapter 4, epoxy wetting of the interior portions of the laminate is assumed to be capillarity-
driven, primarily along the aligned CNTs and then secondarily and less effectively orthogonal
to the aligned CNTs. After all the plies were assembled (1-5 layers), a porous Teflon layer, two
layers of bleed paper, a GNPT layer, a stainless steel caul plate, and a fiber glass cloth were
placed on the sample to apply uniform pressure and to allow escape pathways for air bubbles
during curing. The samples were vacuum-bagged and cured for 6 hours under -88 kPa below
atmospheric pressure at 60 *C. The thickness of the laminates was approximately maintained
by the total thickness of the cork tape dams. The cured composite specimens are wet trimmed
using a water-assisted cutting wheel with a carbide-grit-edge blade. In addition to FFRPs, com-
posites made without CNTs were also fabricated with pure alumina fiber cloth and epoxy as a
baseline. The baseline composite properties were measured and compared with those of FFRPs
to evaluate CNT inclusion effects in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.
A parallel study was undertaken to understand nanoparticle exposure during FFRP process-
ing, as collaboration with Prof. D. Bello (Univ. Mass, Lowell). During the fabrication process
(CNT growth, composite fabrication with the lay-up method, and composite machining), par-
ticle emission was monitored using a set of complementary detectors with the size detection
coverage from 5 nm to 20 pm [159-161]. No notable difference was observed with particles
emitted from samples with and without CNTs in terms of shapes and sizes (-1-10 pm). Few
nano-scale particles were observed since CNTs are emitted as bulks, either entangled or em-
bedded in a polymer piece. Further study is necessary and ongoing to more fully evaluate any
exposure risks.
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Figure 5-9: Hand lay-up of dry fuzzy fiber cloths to fabricate FFRP laminated composites.
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Figure 5-10: Postulated epoxy wetting routes of CNTs in an FFRP laminated composite [45].
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5.2.2 Characterization of FFRP Laminates
The fabricated baseline and FFRP composites are shown in Figure 5-11. Volume fractions of
three components in the composites were calculated as follows. First, alumina cloths were
weighed just before growth (with catalyst deposited) and after growth, and thus the weight ra-
tio of CNTs over the cloths was obtained. Second, alumina cloth weight inside the composite
was estimated by multiplying the area density of the alumina cloth (1.02 mg/mm2 ) with the
sample's lateral area and the number of plies. Third, the weight of CNTs was calculated using
the cloth weight and the weight ratio of CNT and alumina cloth obtained earlier. Fourth, the
epoxy weight was derived by subtracting the weight of the CNTs and the cloth from the mea-
sured composite weight. In this way, weight fractions were obtained. Then the volume of CNTs
and epoxy were estimated using their densities: 1.1 g/cm 3 for CNTs as estimated earlier in this
Chapter, and 1.18 g/cm3 for West Systems epoxy. Finally, the volume of alumina cloth was ob-
tained by subtracting these two volumes from the measured composite volume. Void fractions
and catalyst weight change during the growth were ignored since they are small. CNT volume
fractions were controlled by the CNT length (i.e., C2 H4 introduction time), and the ply number
and the thickness were kept consistent within a sample set.
1cm
Figure 5-11: Optical image of trimmed baseline and FFRP laminated composites.
Cross-sections of FFRPs were inspected to measure void fractions and to observe CNT mor-
phology within the matrix. Micron-scale voids were observed with an optical microscope as
shown in Figure 5-12, due to the high viscosity (-1000 cP) of the resin. Void percentages were
estimated as the ratio of the total bubble area appearing over the sample cross-sectional area,
assuming uniform bubble distributions across the sample volume. For 10 samples, the void
fraction was s 2% regardless of CNT inclusion, except for the case with high vCNT (-8%) where
more voids were observed (see Figure 5-12). Epoxy wetting of fuzzy fibers were further in-
spected with higher resolution images. FFRP samples surfaces were polished (5 pm, silicon
carbide paper, Struers), and inspected under SEM (JOEL 5910). As shown in Figure 5-13a and b,
excellent consolidation and epoxy wetting of fiber plies were confirmed. The spacing between
the alumina fibers in the hybrid composite was observed to be slightly larger than in the base-
line due to the CNT growth pushing the fibers apart as previously discussed. CNTs could not
be observed on these cross-sections, because the polishing process obscured CNTs within the
epoxy. Thus, a new and clean cross-section was prepared by sample breakage by forced bend-
ing. Figure 5-13c is a SEM (Philips XL30) image on this cross-section, showing retainment of
CNTs' radial alignment and attachment to alumina fibers in the epoxy.
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Figure 5-12: Optical microscope images of composite cross-sections: (left) baseline with alu-
mina 47.2% and epoxy 52.8% volume fractions and (right) FFRP with alumina 48.5%, epoxy
42.8%, and CNT 8.8% volume fractions. Both made of 5 alumina cloth plies. Cross-sections
made perpendicular to the plies.
b) Baseline
FFRP
Figure 5-13: SEM images of composite sections: a) fiber plies at a cross-section of an FFRP (2
ply, alumina 69.0%, epoxy 28.3%, and CNT 2.7% volume fractions), b) fiber bundles at cross-
sections of a baseline (2 ply, alumina 70.9% and epoxy 29.1% volume fractions) and FFRP sam-
ples (the same as a)), and c) radially aligned CNTs at a broken surface attached to a fiber (2 ply,
alumina 48.2%, epoxy 46.8%, and CNT 5.0% volume fractions).
In addition to the hand lay-up method described above, an infusion process using RTM6
resin has been recently investigated in our laboratory as an extension to this work. Its details can
be found elsewhere [134,135]. Figure 5-14 is an SEM image (XZEISS FESEM Ultra55) of an FFRP
prepared via infusion; CNTs are radially aligned and attached to fibers in epoxy. In Chapter 8
and Chapter 9, a few such FFRPs infused with the RTM6 resin are tested and compared with the
FFRP prepared with West Systems epoxy as reference points.
Figure 5-14: SEM image of a cross-section of an FFRP laminated composite, fabricated with
RTM6 infusion (2.6% VCNT, 6 ply). Courtesy of Kyoko Ishiguro.
5.3 Summary
A CVD process to achieve the desired FFRP structure has been developed. Using a low-cost dip-
coating method, catalyst was deposited over a large 3D surface area of a woven alumina fiber
cloth. A parametric study with visual and chemical inspections highlighted the importance of
hydrogen reduction time on catalyst preparation prior to CNT nucleation [133]. Using opti-
mized parameter values, radially aligned CNTs were successfully grown even on fibers internal
to the weave. Scalability was demonstrated by transferring the growth to a furnace system 4 x
larger by area. CNT-grown fiber cloths were processed into composites using a refined hand lay-
up method. CNTs in epoxy were observed to maintain their radial alignment and attachment
to fibers in SEM images.
The alumina-fiber FFRP can serve as a model FRP composite system. The above develop-
ment of growth can be vital to achieve commercial feasibility of CNT-enhanced fiber-polymer
composites. The applications of these 3-phase composites include next-generation armor and
ballistic protection materials, wherein ceramic and glass fibers are chosen over carbon fibers
due to their higher energy absorption per weight [162,163]. Previously, improvements were ob-
served in the interfacial shear strength of the individual fibers in matrix [107, 144] and in the
multi-functional properties of the final CNT-fiber-matrix composites [104, 105]. Electrical and
thermal properties of our FFRP composites will be presented in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.
Chapter 6
Electrical Transport in A-CNT-PNCs
A-CNT-PNC samples were tested as a representative volume element of the FFRP, for electri-
cal properties (see Chapter 3). A-CNT-PNCs are small (on the order of millimeters), thus out-
side the geometrical requirements needed to avoid current fringing and stray capacitances at
the sample edges known to affect bulk measurement results [126, 127]. In addition, electrical
resistance of A-CNT-PNCs were expected to be small, since the A-CNT-PNC samples are di-
mensionally small and highly conductive. Thus, resistances of components in series with the
sample during measurements (Rseries), which can normally be ignored as small, needed to be
carefully separated from the A-CNT-PNC resistance contribution in our measurements. Two
measurement techniques, bulk volume and local pad, were employed to accurately evaluate
A-CNT-PNC electrical conductivity. As described in Chapter 4, within our A-CNT-PNC sam-
ple set, CNT volume fraction was independently varied while retaining CNT alignment. From
thorough characterization of these non-isotropic A-CNT-PNCs, inter-CNT boundary resistance
was estimated through comparison of measured conduction properties along the CNTs and
perpendicular to the CNTs.
6.1 Bulk DC Volume Conductivity of A-CNT-PNCs
6.1.1 Experimental Set-Up
DC electrical volume conductivities were first measured using the standard volume measure-
ment, based on ASTM standard D257 for insulating pure polymer samples (without CNTs),
and D4496 for moderately conductive A-CNT-PNCs. The bulk volume measurement set-up
is depicted in Figure 6-1. Measurements were taken in the directions along CNTs (axial) and
perpendicular to CNTs (transverse). After fabrication (see Chapter 4), A-CNT-PNC samples
were trimmed into rectangular solids through polishing (3 pm roughness silicon carbide cloth,
Struers). In this way, only the middle section of a fabricated A-CNT-PNC was used, avoiding
outer sections with less aligned CNTs (see Chapter 4). Sample dimensions were on the order of
millimeters, and the dimensional variation was maintained lower than 2%. Two parallel elec-
trodes were deposited on relevant sample surfaces, and the bottom electrode was connected
to a copper (Cu) plate (-4 x 10x 10 mm3 ) using conductive silver (Ag) paint (Flash Dry Silver
Paint, Structures Probe Inc.). Before measurements were taken, samples were conditioned for
48 hours in an environment of -9-15% humidity and 25±3 *C temperature, following ASTM
D6054 and D4496. DC current was applied between the top electrode and the Cu plate (in con-
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Figure 6-1: DC volume electrical conductivity measurement set-up of A-CNT-PNCs in the axial
and transverse directions.
tact with the bottom electrode), and the voltage across the sample was measured. In order to
accommodate small-sized samples, two steps were added to the procedures specified in the
standards.
The first modification was made with regard to the electrode. In the ASTM standard, general
conductive paints are recommended for application on samples, so that the painted electrodes
distribute current across the sample volume. These paints are compatible with macro-scale
samples, but when dealing with small samples like A-CNT-PNCs, these conductive paints are
not ideal. Such paints consist of pm-sized metal particles dissolved in alcohol, which are much
larger than CNT tips (-nm order) and thus disable conformal and effective electrode forma-
tion. In addition, these paints are manually applied, forming electrodes that are not repeat-
able or consistent. In order to properly establish electric contact with CNTs, electrodes were
carefully prepared using the following method. Sample surfaces were intensively polished to
ensure a smooth clean surface to expose CNT tips, first on an automatic rotating disc down to
0.3 pm (Struers, silicon carbide cloth and aluminum oxide slurry), and then on an automated
vibratory polishing system down to 60 nm (Buehler Vibromet 2, silicon oxide slurry). Then, a
thin platinum (Pt) layer (-200 nm) was sputter-deposited (Kurt J. Lesker) on the polished sur-
face. Pt was chosen as the electrode material because Pt is experimentally and theoretically
shown to have small Schottky barriers and tunneling barriers at the CNT-metal junction. Met-
als with suitable energy levels to form contact with CNTs are titanium (Ti), palladium (Pd), Pt,
Cu, aluminum (Al), and gold (Au), in a preferred order [164-166]. While Ti can easily oxidize and
Pd is expensive, a Pt target was readily available for use on the sputtering machine on campus.
In addition, due to good reflectivity, the same Pt layer was used for pump-probe thermal mea-
surement (see Chapter 7), and electrode consistency was kept for both electrical and thermal
tests. For the Pt film deposition, the sputtering chamber was first mechanically and then cryo-
genically pumped for a few hours until the pressure inside reached below 10-6 Torr. Argon (Ar)
gas was introduced (5 mTorr) and ionized under plasma with a DC voltage applied (50 W). Bom-
bardment of Ar ions to the Pt target achieved a deposition rate of 2.6 A/sec on a rotating sample
stage. After the Pt electrode film deposition, the sidewalls of A-CNT-PNCs were wet-polished
using sandpaper (3 pm, Struers) to eliminate Pt layers on non-relevant surfaces. These Pt elec-
trodes were expected to enhance the contacts with most of the CNTs inside the A-CNT-PNCs.
Importantly for data interpretation, this electrode preparation is repeatable, and keeps Rseries
constant for all samples.
The second modification was the introduction of a technique to eliminate Rseries. Measured
resistance, Rmeasured, consists of the contact resistance between CNTs and the metal layer, the
experiment set-up component resistances, and any other resistances in series with the sam-
ple (summed up as Rseries), in addition to the intrinsic CNT resistance, RA-CNT-PNC, from
scattering (in the diffusive range) and the tube-tube junctions. In order to eliminate Rseries,
measurements were repeatedly taken on the same A-CNT-PNC sample with decreasing height.
After the first measurement on a sample, the same sample was polished to a shorter height, and
was prepared with another electrode and re-measured, and this process was repeated at least
three times per sample in total. Considering diffusive transport in ~1-mm-long MWNTs and
assuming constant Rseries achieved by consistent electrodes, the decreasing trend of the total
measured resistance, Rmeasured, with the sample height can be associated with the resistance
contribution solely from the A-CNT-PNC sample in the diffusive regime, RA-CNT-PNC [54].
6.1.2 Measurement Method
The current applied to anA-CNT-PNC sample was cycled twice up to -200 mA, and correspond-
ing voltage was measured. Both current and voltage were kept small (-200 mA and -200 mV)
to avoid melting and degradation of the epoxy due to Joule heating. A typical current-voltage
(I-V) curve set is depicted in Figure 6-2, and was observed to be linear. Each I-V cycle was there-
fore curve-fit using a linear approximation (Rsquared>O.9), and the I-V slope value was recorded
as Rmeasured, which includes the resistances in series with the sample, Rseries, and the sam-
ple resistance, RA-CNT-PNC. RA-CNT-PNC increases linearly with the sample height (see Equa-
tion 6.1). o-A-CNT-PNC, L, and A are the volume conductivity, thickness, and area of the sample,
respectively.
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Figure 6-2: Typical current-voltage (I-V) curves from axial measurements on an A-CNT-PNC
with 3.7% VCNT, 0.24 mm thickness, and 3.0 x5.1 mm2 area.
An example of repeatedly measured Rmeasured of an A-CNT-PNC with decreasing sample
height is shown in Figure 6-3. From linear curve-fitting (with Rsquared>0.9 ), JA-CNT-PNC and
Rseries were extracted. Uncertainties in the measurements were calculated from the deviation
of Rmeasured from the curve-fit. It turned out that mostA-CNT-PNCs are conductive (>100 S/m),
suggesting that effects of surface leakage and current fringes are minimal even with non-guarded
electrodes. Rseries was measured to be -0.1-0.7 Q, while RA-CNT-PNC was -0.5-10 Q depend-
ing on sample VCNT and size. These two resistances are comparable, showing the importance
of Rseries elimination from Rmeasured for accurate measurement of RA-CNT-PNC.
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Figure 6-3: Area-normalized resistance variation measured as a function of A-CNT-PNC sample
height. Axial measurements on an A-CNT-PNC with 3.7% VCNT and 3.0 x 5.1 mm 2 area.
6.1.3 Measurement Results
DC volume conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs both in the axial and transverse directions (a-l and
oL, respectively) are summarized in Table 6.1, and are plotted against VCNT in Figure 6-4.
Error bars in the plot represent deviations of Rmeasured from the linear curve-fit for varying
sample height. In a previous study, A-CNT-PNC samples had been fabricated using the same
method, but prepared only with Ag paint and without fine polishing or Pt deposition [48]. Their
electrical conductivities, extracted without Rmeasured elimination, were smaller (-1/10) than
oA-CNT-PNC measured in this work, as shown in Figure 6-4. Here, the increase in conductivity
measurement can be attributed to successful removal of Rseries. However, Rseries removal can-
not be the only factor, because the Rseries contribution is only up to -50% of Rmeasured, while
RA-CNT-PNC measured in this work is 10 times higher than the previously measured values.
Another improvement made in this new measurement concerns surface roughness. It is highly
likely that fine polishing allowed more CNTs to be exposed from the insulating matrix, thus
making more direct contacts with the Pt electrode. In other words, previously, only a fraction of
CNTs within a PNC made connections with the electrode. Further observations on this matter
will be discussed later in this Chapter.
Rmeasured
VCNT OA-CNT-PNC min. max. Rseies
Sample ID [%] [S/m] [Ohm] [Ohm] [Ohm]
Axial (~A-CNT-PNC 0||
120809h 1.0 80.2 0.78 1.32 0.41
122809i 3.7 107.6 0.43 1.16 0.16
122809g 6.1 191.0 0.54 0.65 0.30
012010i 8.4 199.2 0.57 0.84 0.39
010510c 11.7 261.3 0.54 0.94 0.38
010810c 17.7 411.1 0.54 0.62 0.40
Transverse (UA-CNT-PNC =I)
120809h 1.0 20.6 4.48 10.00 0.66
122809k 5.0 69.5 1.12 7.57 0.45
010210d 8.6 136.6 1.01 3.37 0.66
122809q 10.1 144.7 1.15 5.41 0.26
010509e 14.2 157.2 0.52 0.63 0.17
012010c 17.8 261.6 0.49 0.97 0.10
Table 6.1: Measured electrical properties of A-CNT-PNCs: 0 A-CNT-PNC, Rmeasured, and Rseries
both in the axial and transverse directions. Maximum and minimum Rmeasured correspond to
as-measured A-CNT-PNC resistances with the initial sample height and with the final sample
height after polishing, respectively.
In Figure 6-4, conductivity variation as a function of increasing VCNT is very different from
percolation behavior. As will be discussed in Chapter 8, rapid conduction increase at a cer-
tain particle loading, or percolation threshold, has been observed with PNCs with randomly
oriented CNTs in the literature. Meanwhile, with our A-CNT-PNCs, conductivity increases ap-
proximately linearly with VCNT- Such behavior can be attributed to the continuous aligned CNT
morphology within A-CNT-PNCs. In the axial direction, CNTs aligned along the current direc-
tion act as fully "percolated" and continuous conductive pathways, even with minimal CNT
loading (-80 S/m for -1% VCNT). As VCNT increases, axial conductivity linearly increases be-
cause the number of CNT conductive pathways per area increases linearly. This behavior can
be correlated with the A-CNT-PNC structure. In the transverse direction, conductivity is smaller
than in the axial direction, because conductive pathways are not continuous throughout the
structure. As observed in Figure 4-11, CNTs in A-CNT-PNCs are rather wavy and are expected
to form contacts with each other. Electrons tend to transfer from one CNT to an adjacent CNT,
through polymer sections with zero or minimal inter-CNT distances. As VCNT increases, trans-
verse conductivity also increases, because the conductive component (CNT) volume fraction
and inter-CNT transport increases.
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Figure 6-4: DC electrical conductivity of A-CNT-PNCs measured both in the axial and transverse
directions. One data point of an axial A-CNT-PNC with 8.4% VCNT has a large error range, due
to a poor linear curve-fit of the Rmeasured-sample height plot. In all data presented, Rseries was
eliminated (see Equation 6.1). Data are compared with the previous data taken on A-CNT-PNCs
prepared without sample and testing refinements made herein [48].
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6.1.4 Comparison of Measured A-CNT-PNC Conductivities with Extant Data
6.1.4.1 Comparison with CNT-PNC Conductivity
The measured A-CNT-PNC conductivity was compared with the conductivity of other CNT-
PNCs in the literature, as shown in Figure 6-5. A-CNT-PNCs are measured to have better con-
ductivity than any other CNT-PNCs made with a thermoset, both in the axial and transverse
directions, regardless of CNT qualities and polymer types. This comparison shows that the A-
CNT-PNC fabrication method preserves CNT alignment, distribution, and quality in the poly-
mer, and that aligned and long CNTs effectively contribute to the conduction of A-CNT-PNCs.
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Figure 6-5: Comparison of DC electrical conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs with other CNT-PNCs
made with thermoset in the literature reviewed in [49], and with A-CNT-PNCs prepared without
refinements made herein [48]. For this plot only, CNT fractions are by weight as given in the
literature for comparison. CNT weight fractions of A-CNT-PNCs were calculated based on the
bulk CNT density of 1.4 g/cm3 (see Chapter 4) and the RTM6 polymer density of 1.1 g/cm3 [50].
Please note that sample preparation and CNT quality and morphology are all different in the
extant work.
The ratio of the conductivity in the axial direction over that in the transverse direction (oll /a-)
was calculated as an indication of anisotropy. o /u-± decreases with increasing VCNT, from
-3.9 with 1% VCNT to -1.6 with 18% VCNT. This is much lower than the corresponding ratio of
graphite (103 to 104 [167]). In graphite, strong carbon bonding leads to high rigidity and con-
ductivity in the in-plane direction (106 S/m), while weak inter-plane coupling interactions lead
to low conductivity in the out-of-plane direction (102-103 S/m) [167]. In CNTs, the transport
within shells also contributes, in addition to the inter-tube hopping processes, thus resulting in
the smaller o /o-1 ratio. This trend coincides with the experimentally measured conductivity
ratio of dry aligned CNTs in the literature (-6-24 [20,54,168]).
6.1.4.2 Comparison of Deduced CNT Conductivity with Individual CNT and A-CNT Bundle
Conductivities
CNT component conductivity was simply deduced from the measured RA-CNT-PNC using the
rule of mixtures. This is not an accurate way to extract CNT conductivity because only VCNT
is considered and morphology is not, but it is useful in observing the effect of inter-CNT con-
tacts; the effect varies with VCNT and is different in the axial and transverse directions. CNT
constituent conductivity was calculated by dividing RA-CNT-PNC by the CNT component area
fraction for each direction: VCNT for the axial direction, and VVCNT for the transverse direc-
tion. In this estimation, transport through inter-CNT contacts was ignored, and isotropic con-
ductivity of CNTs was assumed. Deduced CNT component conductivities are summarized in
Figure 6-6. In the axial direction, CNT component conductivity is as large as 8 x 103 S/m, but
decreases rapidly down to and remains at -2-3 x 103 S/rn as the VCNT increases. This behavior
can be attributed to the inter-CNT contacts that are not considered in this calculation. As VCNT
increases, more inter-CNT contacts are introduced, and they can act as defects, and can possi-
bly lower the mean free path of the electrons [168]. The effect is large at low VCNT from the ini-
tial introduction of inter-CNT contacts, but once the inter-CNT contacts are formed, their effect
stabilizes because conduction is more significant along CNTs than across inter-CNT boundaries
in the axial direction. In the transverse direction, CNT component conductivity nearly linearly
increases with VCNT (from -200 to 600 S/m). This trend can again be attributed to the increas-
ing number of inter-CNT contacts with increasing VCNT- In the transverse direction, inter-CNT
contact allows more conductive pathways rather than through the insulating polymer, and thus
enhances conductivity.
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Figure 6-6: DC electrical conductivity of CNT constituent, simply deduced from as-measured A-
CNT-PNC conductivity using VCNT. Both in the axial (top) and transverse (bottom) directions.
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Similarly, per-CNT resistance was obtained simply by multiplying the axial RA-CNT-PNC
with the number of CNTs. In the axial direction, an A-CNT-PNC was modeled as a simple col-
lection of CNT resistors in parallel, and conduction across inter-CNT contacts was ignored. Cal-
culated per-CNT resistance is on the order of 109 Q. Although our A-CNT-PNCs exhibit higher
conductivity than other CNT-PNCs (see Figure 6-5), this extracted per-CNT resistance is larger
than measured resistances of individual -1-ym-long MWNTs (102-108 f2 [11, 14, 16,37]) and
larger than per-CNT resistance estimated from measurements on dry forests of ~1-mm-long
MWNTs grown with the same CVD method and facility (~ 108 j2 [51, 52]). Considering that
MWNTs were fabricated in the same method as our A-CNT-PNCs in [51,52], such discrepancy
(-10 x resistance) is unlikely due to the intrinsic CNT properties. Rather, polymer introduction
is a conceivable detriment to electron transport, at inter-CNT contacts and at CNT-electrode
interfaces.
6.1.5 Current Carrying Capacity of A-CNT-PNCs
After the DC volume electrical conductivity measurement, A-CNT-PNC samples were tested
for current carrying capacity (CCC), under a vent hood. Using the same set-up, current was
slowly increased beyond -200 mA until a non-linear I-V curve was observed, and was continu-
ally increased until the A-CNT-PNCs began to emit smoke from the epoxy degrading. These I-V
curves, with the current normalized by the sample area, are shown in Figure 6-7. It should be
noted that the curve slopes show Rmeasured, instead of RA-CNT-PNC. The plots are shown with
solid lines for the linear region below the CCC limit, and with dotted line for the non-linear re-
gion up to the epoxy degradation point. Both in the axial and transverse directions, CCC showed
increasing trends with VCNT, but only slightly within a range of -100-500 mA/mm 2 . This CCC
range is comparable with previously prepared A-CNT-PNCs without the surface roughness im-
provement [48]. Calculated per-CNT CCC is on the order of 10-3 pA, much smaller than the
experimentally obtained value on an individual MWNT, 12 pA per shell [169]. Thus, the CCC of
A-CNT-PNCs seems to be dominated by the epoxy, rather than the CNTs.
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Figure 6-7: Current carrying capacity (CCC) of A-CNT-PNCs both in the axial (top and middle)
and transverse (bottom) directions with different VCNT. Solid lines for the linear region below
the CCC limit, and dotted lines for the non-linear region up to the epoxy degradation point.
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6.2 Axial DC Conductivity of A-CNT-PNCs with Patterned Elec-
trode Pads
As discussed in Section 6.1.3, significant improvement was observed in the measured conduc-
tivity with intensive polishing on A-CNT-PNC surfaces for metal electrode deposition. Consid-
ering that the CNT diameter is in the nm scale (-8 nm), surface roughness can have a high im-
pact on CNT-electrode contact condition. When the surface is smoother and cleaner, CNTs can
be potentially exposed to make direct contacts with the metal electrode without being blocked
by the polymer, and thus more effectively contribute to electron transport within A-CNT-PNCs.
Motivated by this trend, the surface roughness of A-CNT-PNC samples was further improved
and controlled with inspection by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Since RA-CNT-PNC and
Rseries values are comparable (see Table 6.1) with the above surface preparation, RA-CNT-PNC
was expected to have a further smaller proportion of Rmeasured than Rseries with the surface
roughness improvement, disabling accurate measurement of UA-CNT-PNC. Thus, A-CNT-PNC
sample area was decreased and height was increased in order to amplify RA-CNT-PNC vs. Rseries
for more accurate measurements. A-CNT-PNCs with 20% VCNT were used in all cases due to
ease of fabrication vs. other volume fractions. All measurements taken were in the axial di-
rection. Work in this section is collaboration with Robert Mitchell in Prof. Carl V. Thompson's
group at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering at MIT.
6.2.1 Sample Preparation
A step to examine and control surface roughness was added to the sample preparation pro-
cess (see Section 6.1) for further improvement, using atomic force microscopy (AFM, Nanosurf
EasyScan 2, NanoScience Instruments). The final polishing process with Vibromet 2 was
tuned and extended until A-CNT-PNC sample surface under AFM exhibited a roughness of
s 3 nm vs -5-10 nm roughness of the original A-CNT-PNC samples used for the above mea-
surement in Figure 6-4. 3 nm was the minimum roughness that was repeatedly achievable, and
exemplarily shown in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8: Atomic force microscopy image of a polished top surface of an axial A-CNT-PNC
with 20% VCNT. Area roughness calculated to be -3 nm. Courtesy of Robert Mitchell (MIT,
Department of Materials Science and Engineering).
Pt electrode size was decreased, by -1/100 compared with measurements shown in Fig-
ure 6-4, to amplify RA-CNT-PNC Vs. Rseries within Rmeasured. Instead of continuous Pt film
deposition, a TEM grid (PELCO, Ted Pella) with square openings (90 pm for 200 mesh, and
38 pm for 400 mesh) was placed on each polished surface, and Pt was sputter-deposited through
Pt
electrodes
Pt electrode
and Cu plate
Figure 6-9: A schematic (left) and top-view optical image (right) of an A-CNT-PNC with pat-
terned Pt electrodes deposited through -90 pm square openings. Courtesy of Robert Mitchell
(MIT, Department of Materials Science and Engineering).
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this TEM-grid shadow mask to form square patterns (see Figure 6-9). Due to the gap between
the TEM grid and a sample, and also due to the step height of the TEM grid thickness, deposited
pattern sizes varied slightly from the grid opening sizes. Thus, area size was measured from op-
tical images for each pad, and measured resistance was geometrically normalized accordingly.
A cross-section at the interface between an A-CNT-PNC and an electrode was prepared and
inspected using focused ion beam (FIB, Helios Nanolab 600 Dual Beam). As shown in Figure 6-
10, CNTs are observed to form contacts with the Pt layer. Images with higher resolution are
desired for a quantitative observation.
Pt layer
200mm 50nnlgndCm
Figure 6-10: Cross-section SEM images of an A-CNT-PNC with 20% VCNT at the interface be-
tween the Pt layer and the sample. Cross-section surface prepared by FIB.
6.2.2 Measurement Method
Electrical data were collected using a standard electrical probe station with a Tungsten probe
of 5 pm tip diameter. Two types of measurements were taken on these pads, as shown in Fig-
ure 6-11. The first set-up was for measurements between a single pad and a bottom continuous
Pt pad (the 1-pad measurement), similar to the above bulk volume measurement but with a
smaller area. On these patterned electrodes, current supplied at the top pad was expected to
spread beyond the volume directly underneath the electrode pad due to inter-CNT contacts.
The number of CNTs carrying current were expected to be larger than CNTs directly under-
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neath the pad, and needed to be evaluated in order to deduce per-CNT resistance from as-
measured resistance, R1_pad. Thus, the second configuration was conceived to evaluate the
lateral spreading of current, through measurements between two electrically connected single
pads and the bottom continuous Pt pad (the 2-pad measurement, R2-pad). If the two pads do
not share CNTs as current pathways, the 2-pad configuration is equivalent to two 1-pad config-
urations in parallel, and thus R2-pad should be equal to one half of Rl-pad. If current spreads to
the extent that two pads share CNTs as current pathways, R2-pad is larger than Rl-pad /2. After
the initial measurement using two adjacent pads, more measurements were taken by keeping
one pad in place but moving the other pad's location, until the pad distance was large enough
to separate the CNT current pathways.
1-pad 2-pad
Separate CNT conductive pathways Shared CNT conductive pathways
RI-pad R2-pad R1-pad/2 R2-pad > R1-pad/2
Probe
Pt electrode
Pt electrode and Cu plate CNT current pathways overlap
.................- CNTs
CNTs that carry current
Figure 6-11: Schematics of the 1-pad and 2 -pad axial electrical measurements for A- CNT- PNCs
with patterned electrodes.
In Figure 6-12, the breakdown of as-measured resistances RI-pad and R2-pad are de-
scribed using an equivalent resistance circuit model: CNT intrinsic resistance underneath a
pad (RCNTpad), and resistance in current-spread regions (RCNTspread), resistance from set-up
components in series (Rseries), and contact resistance at the CNT-electrode contact (Rcontact).
Conduction contribution from the insulating matrix was ignored, and Rseries and Rcon tact were
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Figure 6-12: Equivalent resistance circuits for the 1-pad and 2-pad measurements for A-CNT-
PNCs with patterned electrodes.
assumed to be constant for all pads. In the following equations, and as illustrated in Figure 6-12,
w is the electrode square pad width, dw is the extended width from current spreading, I is the
center-to-center distance of electrode pads, L is the A-CNT-PNC height, and p is the current
spreading angle.
RI-pad can be expressed as follows:
Ri-pad Rseries + Rcontact +
=Rseries + Rcontact +
I1 + 1 + 1
RCNTspread RCNT pad RCNTspread
1
(wdW2-w 2  w2
2 LpCNTspread LpCNT pad
PCNTpad and P CNTspread are the resistivities of the region directly underneath the pad or in the
current spread region, respectively.
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(6.2)
+ (w+dw)2 -w
2
2 LpCNTspread
R2-pad can be calculated as follows for cases where CNT current pathways are separate
(R2-pad-separate, when 1 > w + d w) or shared (R2-pad-shared, when 1 < w + d w), respectively.
1 1
R2-pad-separate Rseries + (Rcontact + + + R
RCNTspread RCNT pad CNTspread(6.3)
1 1
Rseries + (Rcontact + +
2LpCNTspread LpCNTpad 2 LpCNTspread
1 1
RCNTspread + RCNT pad RCNTspread (6.4)
1 1
Rseries + (Rcontact + w 2 w 2  w2  (w+dwl-w2)
2 LpCNTspread +LPCNT pad 2 LpCNTspread
Using the sample height variation technique, resistance contributed from components other
than the sample, Rseries+Rcon tact, was extracted. Meanwhile, Rseries alone was also extracted as
shown in Equation 6.5 by sorting out the subtraction of as-measured R1-pad from R2-pad-separate
based on the above Equation 6.2 and Equation 6.3. Extracted Rseries and Rcontact can be elimi-
nated from as-measured R1-pad and R2-pad to study the transport properties of A-CNT-PNCs.
Rseries = 2 R2-pad-separate - R1-pad (6.5)
6.2.3 Measurement Results
6.2.3.1 With -100 pm Sidelength Square Pad Electrode
An A-CNT-PNC of 20% VCNT was prepared with patterned Pt pads using a 200 mesh TEM grid
(square hole width 90 pm, and bar width 37 pm). As stated above, the average deposited pad
area, w2, was 1.1x 104 pm 2 with a standard deviation of 1.1-1.2x 103 pm 2, corresponding to a
square with ~100 pm width, w. The sample height, L, was decreased from -437 pm to -126 pm,
aiming to obtain Rseries and Rcon tact in the same way as the bulk volume measurement.
The effect of the new step to control surface roughness down to 3 nm is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6-13, using an example A-CNT-PNC set with a comparable VCNT but with different surface
roughness. Measured resistance consisted of RA-CNT-PNC and Rseries (see Equation 6.1), and
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was geometrically normalized as described in Equation 6.6, in order to compare samples of
different sizes.
w2 1 w2
Rmeasured = + Rseries (6.6)
L UA-CNT-PNC L
When the sample height L increases, as-measured RmeasuredT asymptotically approaches the
sample resistivity, 1 - . With 53 nm of surface roughness, was measuredA-CNT-PNC UA-CNT-PNC
to be 10 times smaller than with -5-10 nm of surface roughness. Accurate measurement of
such small resistivity IA CNT-PNC was enabled by amplifying RA-CNT-PNC with small pad area
size; -0.4-1.4f2 of RA-CNT-PNC and ~1.6M of Rseries for the A-CNT-PNC with 53 nm of surface
roughness, vs. -0.1-0.2Q of RA-CNT-PNC and -0.4f2 of Rseries for the A-CNT-PNC with 55-
10 nm of surface roughness. The observed conductivity increase with improved surface rough-
ness is consistent with conductivity increase with the original surface roughness improvement
(from pm order to -5-10 nm) as shown in Figure 6-4.
o -5-10 nm roughness, 18% VCNT
1 <3 nm roughness, 20% VCNT1.E+03
1.E+02
E
E T*
1.E-02
1.E-02 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
A-CNT-PNC sample height, L [mm]
Figure 6-13: Comparison of geometrically normalized (see Equation 6.6) axial resistances of
two A-CNT-PNCs with different surface roughnesses at the CNT-electrode interface: 18% VCNT
with -5-10 nm roughness (bulk measurement), and 20% VCNT with -3 nm roughness (1-pad
measurement).
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All measured resistances on pads (>100 pads at each height) were normalized with area, and
are plotted against the sample height in Figure 6-14. Extracted effective conductivity of A-CNT-
PNC was -2-3x 104 S/m, an order of magnitude higher than the bulk volume measurement.
The data obtained from these measurements are summarized in Table 6.2.
0.04-
0.03 -
0.02 -
0.01 -
U.U -rI I I
0 0.1 0.2 0.3
A-CNT-PNC sample height, L
0.4
[mm]
Figure 6-14: Variation of area-normalized as-measured resistance from the 1-pad measurement
on an A-CNT-PNC (20% VCNT, -100 pm sidelength square pad) as a function of sample height.
Rsees+Roontact
[Ohm]
RA-CNT-PNC
[Ohm]
Per-CNT
aA-CNT-PNC resistance
[S/m] [Ohm]
1.1x 10-2 + 1.4x10-3
1.2x10-2 + 9.3x1 0-4
1.1x1O- 2 ± 7.3x10-4
Table 6.2: Summary of the 1-pad measurement
length square pad).
on an A-CNT-PNC (20% VCNT, -100 ym side-
After the 1-pad measurement, the 2-pad measurement was taken at -126 Pm height. R2-pad
showed consistent values (< ±2% difference) with Ri-pad , indicating that current spreading was
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Sample
height
L [mm]
# of
pads
Pad area
w2 [mm 2]
RI-pad
[Ohm]
0.44
0.20
0.13
125
118
116
3.03 ± 0.83
2.15 ± 0.36
1.99 ± 0.38
1.61
1.50
1.62
1.42
0.65
0.37
2.8x1 04
2.6x1 04
3.1x10 4
5.8x1 07
2.8x10 7
1.5x10 7
minimal in this configuration (I = 127 pm > w + d w). Thus, CNTs that carried current were as-
sumed to be directly underneath a pad, ~107 CNTs per pad. By modeling the axial A-CNT-PNC
as ~107 CNT resistors in parallel, per-CNT resistance was calculated as on the order of ~107 Q.
This calculated per-CNT resistance is compared with those estimated from the bulk volume
measurement in Section 6.1 and from the previous measurement with Ag paint [48], those es-
timated from measurements on A-CNTs fabricated using the same CVD method [51,52], and
also with those of MWNTs measured individually in the literature [11, 14,16,37], as shown in
Figure 6-15. The obtained per-CNT resistances are two orders of magnitude lower than the
estimated value from the bulk measurement, and show comparable range with the individu-
ally measured values, considering further resistance decrease with CNT height. In other words,
CNTs are observed to contribute to electron transfer as expected from the individual CNT prop-
erties, even when embedded in the polymer, as long as the electrode is carefully prepared to
make direct contacts with the CNTs. The scaling effect was successfully avoided by an A-CNT-
PNC configuration with minimal surface roughness that ensured CNT exposure and effective
contact with the electrode.
- 1.E+12
* A-CNT-PNC
(-3nm roughness) 1.E+10
X A-CNT-PNC
(-5-10 nm roughness)
A A-CNT-PNC (Ag paint) A 1.E+08
[Cebeci] Ar
+ Aligned bundle [Yaglioglu] A-1.E+06
* Aligned bundle [Tawfick] 0
z
o Individual [Dai] A 
- 1.E+04
o> Individual [Wei]
O Individual [Frank] A 1.E+02
A Individual [Ebessen]
F 1.E+00
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10
CNT length [mm]
Figure 6-15: Comparison of per-CNT resistances deduced from A-CNT-PNC measurements,
with those experimentally obtained in the literature [11, 14,16,37,48,51,52].
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Electron mean free path of our MWNTs was evaluated using a model presented by Naeemi
et al. [170], since their model is comparable with our MWNT forest and includes a variety of
metal and semiconducting tubes within a bundle that are >100 pm long. When MWNTs are
substantially longer than the mean free path, their conductance can be represented as follows:
Go L0Gtotal = L N(D) (6.7)
ICNT
In the above, Go is the quantum conductance/channel, 1/(12.9 kM). N(D) represents the aver-
aged number of channels/shell for CNT bundles that consist of 33% metallic and 67% semicon-
ducting tubes, and XN(D) was calculated to be 3.24 (unitless) for our MWNTs with 8 nm tube
diameter and 4 walls. ICNT is the CNT length, and was estimated from the A-CNT-PNC height
and its waviness < cos 2 6> of 0.77 (see Table 4.1). LO is the mean free path, and was estimated
to be -34 nm by fitting the data to this model using the above approximated parameters. The
error on this measurement was calculated by using the extreme values of the slopes from per-
CNT resistance uncertainties to be -21-93 nm. The calculated mean free path is comparable
to other reports in the literature for tests conducted on isolated nanotubes using a four-probe
set-up [83,171].
6.2.3.2 With -50 pm Sidelength Square Pad Electrode
Since current spreading was not observed with square pads of -100 Pm width with 127 pm spac-
ing, another A-CNT-PNC of 20% VCNT was prepared with smaller patterned Pt pads using a
TEM grid with 400 mesh (hole width 38 pm, and bar width 26 pm). The average deposited pad
area was 2.7 x 103 pm2 with a standard deviation of 3 x 102 pm 2, corresponding to a square with
-52 pm width. The 1-pad measurement with -372 pim height gave a consistent resistance of
-4.2 0 with a standard deviation of 0.8 Q (averaged over 19 pads). Since the same experimental
set-up was used, Rseries + Rcontact was set at -1.5 Q, and Rseries was calculated to be -0.03f2
using Equation 6.5. Per-pad resistance was calculated to be -2.7 Q, and effective conductivity
of A-CNT-PNC was -5x 104 S/m, on the same order of magnitude as the above 100 Pm side-
length square pad measurements. With the 2-pad measurement, current spreading was ob-
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served. When the two pads were closer than -400 im (center to center), R2-pad measured was
larger than R1-padI2 . The differences between measured R2-pad and estimated R2-pad based
on measured Ri-pad were investigated. Assuming that the square pad width was equal for the
two pads, the measured resistance Rmeasured and the estimated resistance Restimated for the
2-pad measurement configuration can be expressed as in Equation 6.8. After elimination of
Rseries and Rcontact, the difference in inverse of the measured and estimated resistances de-
creases linearly with the center-to-center pad distance 1. The curve-fit to the measured data is
shown in Figure 6-16, resulting in d w=-424 pm, PCNTspread=~3 -9 X 1-3 f2m (conductivity of
-260 S/m), and p=-27 degrees (see Figure 6-12).
1 1
Restimated Rmeasured
1 1
(R1-pad - Rseries - Rcontact) / 2  R2-pad-shared - Rseries - Rcontact/ 2  (6.8)
(w+dw)2  w+dw
__ _ _- 1
LpCNTspread LpCNTspread
.-.. 0.15
E
0.1
0) 0
E
~1~ 0
.0.05
E
0) 0
0
0
0 F-0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Pad distance, I [mm]
Figure 6-16: Difference between estimated resistances from the 1-pad measurements and mea-
sured resistances from the 2-pad measurements. Rsquare of the curve-fit is 0.92.
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6.3 Estimation of Inter-CNT Electrical Boundary Resistance
Taking advantage of the electrical conductivity data collected on consistent samples in Sec-
tions 6.1 and 6.2, inter-CNT electrical boundary resistance, RinterCNT, was estimated. It should
be noted that the effective A-CNT-PNC conductivity UA-CNT-PNC from the bulk measurement
(-410 S/m axial and ~260 S/m transverse for 18% VCNT, see Section 6.1) and the measured con-
ductivity in the current spread region from pad measurements (-260 S/m for 20% VCNT, see
Section 6.2) are consistent. What is common about these two configurations is that electrons
are expected to travel through inter-CNT contacts, since the direct contacts with electrodes
are not available for all CNTs. In other words, electron transport is dominated by resistance
at inter-CNT contacts. Suggested current pathways within such A-CNT-PNCs are illustrated in
Figure 6-17. In the axial direction, inter-CNT contacts are still expected to act as defects in con-
duction along CNTs. In the transverse direction, current pathways are formed mainly through
Axial Transverse
RinterCNT
linterCNT
Cur-ent
direction
RCNT
Inter-CNT spacing, -16nm
CNTs that carry current (thick solid) and that do not carry current (thin solid)
--------------. Inter-CNT boundaries that carry current (thick dotted) and that do not carry
------------- current (thin dotted)
Figure 6-17: Schematics of inter-CNT resistance effects in the axial and transverse A-CNT-PNC
conduction for a A-CNT-PNC with -20% VCNT.
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these inter-CNT contacts.
In order to evaluate resistance per inter-CNT contact, first, the distance between adjacent
inter-CNT contacts, linterCNT, was estimated. From the pad measurement of the A-CNT-PNC
with 20% VCNT and 372 pm height, the spread length d w12 was measured as 186 Pm. Assuming
constant inter-CNT spacing of -16 nm for 20% VCNT (-73 nm for 1% VCNT, see Table 4.1), the
number of inter-CNT contacts was calculated to be 104 by dividing dw/2 with the inter-CNT
spacing, and thus linterCNT was calculated to be -32 nm. This linterCNT value coincides with
the mean free path independently calculated above from the 1-pad measurement (-34 nm). In
addition, this linterCNT value is consistent with the geometrical estimate of linterCNT, -29 nm,
from waviness < cos2 0> of 0.77 and inter-CNT spacing. Thus, it can be interpreted that the
mean free path is determined by physical inter-CNT contacts, and such contact locations are
controlled by CNT waviness and inter-CNT spacing (i.e., VCNT). Second, based on the estimated
linterCNT, inter-CNT contact resistance RinterCNT was calculated from the bulk transverse con-
ductivity of A-CNT-PNC (-260 S/m for 18% VCNT, see Section 6.1). The number of conduction
pathways per area was calculated assuming that each CNT had inter-CNT contacts at every
linterCNT along its length. The transverse resistance of A-CNT-PNC was modeled as a bundle of
multiple RinterCNT in series, and RinterCNT was calculated as -1.2x 105 Q. This value is compa-
rable with direct measurements of inter-CNT junctions (-1-3x105 Q for inter-metallic SWNT
contact at 200 K) [172].
6.4 Summary
Electrical properties of A-CNT-PNCs were determined by a combination and comparison of
the bulk and pad measurements on consistent sample sets. Electrical conductivities of A-CNT-
PNCs were observed to increase approximately linearly with VCNT, which behavior can be at-
tributed to the continuous, aligned CNT morphology within A-CNT-PNCs. Measured current
carrying capacities also showed increasing trends with VCNT, but was dominated by the epoxy,
rather than the CNTs.
Through the study, two major limiting factors in electrical transport were identified: CNT-
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electrode contact and inter-CNT conduction. For CNT-electrode contact improvement, sur-
face roughness control using fine polishing was the key to expose CNTs to form effective con-
tacts with the electrode, considering that the CNT diameter was typically very small (~8 nm).
Contributions to measured resistance other than from the A-CNT-PNCs (up to 50%) were suc-
cessfully eliminated through a sample height decreasing technique, taking advantage of the
diffusive transport regime of millimeter-long CNTs. With well-controlled surface roughness of
-3 nm, the axial conductivity of an A-CNT-PNC with 20% VCNT was measured to be 104 S/m,
three order of magnitude higher than any existing conductivities of CNT-thermoset compos-
ites. Extracted per-CNT resistance ~107 Q from pad measurements was comparable to in-
dividually measured CNT resistances in the literature. Electron mean free path of CNTs was
also extracted, and observed to be correlated with inter-CNT contacts, whose locations were
controlled by CNT waviness and volume fractions within the polymer. In other words, further
conduction enhancement is expected if CNTs have less inter-CNT contacts, possibly with less
waviness, i.e. collimated. From the above experimental evidence, scaling effects in electrical
conduction, previously observed, as described in Chapter 2, were attributed to imperfect CNT-
electrode contacts due to polymer blockage and to high inter-CNT contacts. Taking advantage
of consistent data sets both in the axial and transverse directions, inter-CNT resistance was also
calculated as ~ 105 Q. This rather small resistance value explains why electrical conduction in
the transverse direction increases with VCNT, more than in the axial direction, as the number of
inter-CNT contacts increases with VCNT-
More accurate local measurements to observe CNT conduction pathways could be achieved
through extensions of this work using conductive-AFM with higher spatial resolution, as pre-
viously pursued with carbon black [173,174] or randomly dispersed nanotubes [175], although
this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 7
Thermal Transport in A-CNT-PNCs
In this Chapter, the investigation of A-CNT-PNCs is continued through characterization of ther-
mal conductivity. For electrical conduction, most CNT-PNCs studied in the literature consist
of CNTs randomly distributed in polymer with morphologies not well characterized. On the
contrary, for thermal applications such as thermal interface materials (TIMs), CNT-PNCs have
been fabricated with directional CNTs embedded in polymer for optimal thermal properties.
Regardless, compositing effects have been observed, as illustrated in Figure 7-1, and also as
previously mentioned in Chapter 2. When aligned MWNTs are in bundles or embedded in a
polymer matrix system, the thermal conductivity is more than 10 times smaller than expected
based on measurements of the thermal conductivity of individual MWNTs. Here, anisotropic
A-CNT-PNC samples were thoroughly characterized for non-isotropic thermal conductivity in
order to identify and evaluate major limiting factors in thermal transport. Two complementary
measurement methods were employed: the comparative method using infrared microscopy,
and the pump-probe thermoreflectance method.
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+Aligned MWNT bundle [Yi]
xAligned MWNT bundle [lvanov
*Aligned MWNT PNC [lvanov]
10000
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0.1
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XAligned MWNT bundle [Shaikh]
o Aligned MWNT bundle [Yang]
mAligned/random MWNT PNC [Huang]
VCNT [%]
Figure 7-1: Comparison of measured thermal conductivities of ~1-mm-long MWNTs in the lit-
erature: in bundles (dry) [23,40,53,54] and in polymer (wet) [22,23]. Please note that sample
preparation, CNT quality, and polymer kind are all different. All aligned MWNT samples were
measured along the MWNT alignment axes. Dotted lines shows CNT-PNC conductivity as a
function of VCNT using the simple rule of mixtures with the given CNT component conductiv-
ity.
7.1 Comparative Method with Infrared Microscopy
A-CNT-PNCs were tested based on ASTM standard E1225, the comparative method for thermal
conductivity in the range of 0.2-200 W/mK. These measurements are a collaborative work with
Amy Marconnet at Prof. Kenneth E. Goodson's group in the Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering at Stanford University [176]. The set-up configuration used in this work is illustrated
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in Figure 7-2. An A-CNT-PNC sample was stacked with reference layers, and was supplied with
heat. Temperature gradients across each layer were measured using infrared (IR) microscopy.
Assuming that the heat flux, q, is constant throughout the stack with minimum heat losses,
the thermal conductivity, k, is proportional to the temperature gradient, d T/dx, according to
Fourier's law:
d T
q = k (7.1)dx
A-CNT-PNC conductivities were calculated in comparison with the reference layers with a known
thermal conductivity. Meanwhile, thermal boundary resistances (TBRs, Rbd) can be defined as:
A T
Rbd = (7.2)
q
For example, TBRs between the layers are observed as the temperature jump as shown in Fig-
ure 7-2.
A-CNT-PNC
(axial in this case)
IR thermal carrera
E
T Boundary resistances
dx
Location, x
Figure 7-2: Schematic of the sample set-up in the comparative method using an IR microscope
with modifications by the author.
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Several modifications were made to the standard comparative method, to be suitable for
A-CNT-PNCs in this work. First, instead of thermocouples, an IR microscope was used for tem-
perature measurement, since non-contact measurement allows minimum conductive heat dis-
sipation, which is critical for small samples like these A-CNT-PNC samples. Convective heat loss
to stagnant air at room temperature, with the heat transfer coefficient of -10 W/m 2K [177], is
negligible (~10-3 W), and so is radiative heat loss (~10-5 W), when compared with heat con-
ducted in the heat flux direction(-10-1 W). More importantly, 2D surface temperature mapping
of the sample and neighboring layers (reference and heater/cooler) uniquely enable identifi-
cation, elimination, and evaluation of thermal resistances at interfaces that can be dominant
(see Figure. 7-2). Second, thermal conductivity was calculated by comparing temperature gra-
dients in the sample vs. the references, without requiring an estimation of heat flux. Previ-
ously, heat flux was estimated from the electric power supplied to the resistive heater, a product
of measured voltage and current. Sample thermal conductivity was calculated directly from
Equation 7.1, and a reference layer was not used [176]. Calculation from the voltage supplied
includes voltage drops in the in-series resistances, and thus overestimates the heat flux and
thermal conductivity (see Equation 7.1). Third, two reference layers were employed so that the
heat dissipation, convective or radiative, to the environment can be evaluated by comparing
d Tref /dx of the two reference layers. With the right preparation of layers and interfaces, dif-
ferences between d Tref /dx of the two reference layers was less than 10%, as specified in ASTM
standard E1225, showing minimal heat dissipation. Thus, the assumption of constant heat flux,
used in the above calculation, was experimentally confirmed to be valid for all samples.
7.1.1 Sample Preparation and Measurement Set-Up
A-CNT-PNC samples were prepared as follows for testing (see Figure 7-3). First, relevant A-
CNT-PNC sample surfaces were polished to have roughness less than -3 nm, and were sputter-
deposited with a -200-nm-thick Pt layer, in the same way as the electrical samples discussed
in Chapter 6. Then, two reference layers and a heater layer were attached to the A-CNT-PNC
sample, using Ag epoxy (Duralco 120, Cotronics) that can withstand high temperature (-260 *C)
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and has a moderate conductivity (7.2 W/mK). Two reference materials were employed to be
comparable with the A-CNT-PNCs whose thermal conductivity increases with VCNT; 0.3 < kref
/kA-CNT-PNC < 3 is recommended in ASTM E1225. Quartz (GE Type 214, 1.4 W/mK) was used
for A-CNT-PNCs with lower vCNT (< 15%), and Pyroceram 9606 (Corning Glass, 4 W/mK) was
used for A-CNT-PNCs with higher VCNT (> 15%). The resistive heater layer was a piece of silicon
wafer sputter-deposited with a thin Al layer (200 nm thickness). After assembly of a 4-layer stack
(A-CNT-PNC, two references, and heater), the sides of the stack were polished with sandpaper
to trim excessive Pt and Ag layers and to obtain a uniform cross-sectional area for all the stack
layers. After trimming, the stack was attached to a heat sink, a silicon wafer piece, using the
same Ag epoxy. Two Pt wires were connected to the heater with Ag paint (16034 PELCO colloidal
silver liquid, Ted Pella) for resistive heating. Finally, all the stacks were sprayed with carbon
(SPRAYON Dry Graphite Lubricant, Sherwin Williams) to enhance emissivity.
X
10 mm
Figure 7-3: Optical image of a sample stack for the comparative method using an IR microscope.
A prepared sample stack was attached to the measurement set-up [176]. The Si heat sink
side of the stack was mounted with thermal grease (OMEGATHERM) onto a Cu plate installed
with a water-cooling system and thermoelectric cooler. The Pt wires from the heater layer were
connected to a power supply (PDS120-6, KENWOOD). This whole set-up was then mounted on
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a stage under an IR microscope (PT-WAL001, Industrial Devices Co.). The IR microscope fea-
tures a 256 x 256 InSb focal plane array, with a detection wavelength ranging from 3 to 5 pm,
a temperature sensitivity of 0.1 K, and a spatial resolution of -2 pm. Magnification can be se-
lected up to 15 x, and for this experiment 1 x and 5 x images were chosen to capture temperature
across the entire stack. Prior to measurement, the system was calibrated using a standard black-
body at given temperatures for radiance intensity. Then, A-CNT-PNC stacks were mounted and
cooled to achieve an isothermal condition, and the emissivity was mapped across the sample
stack using this calibrated radiance and the temperature measured on the stack surface using
a thermocouple. After calibration, a heat flux was applied across the sample and temperature
images were obtained at heater temperatures ranging from room temperature up to -100 *C at
-5 *C increments. Current and voltage from the power supply were also recorded correspond-
ing to each temperature map.
An example of the temperature mapping and temperature gradients within the stack are
given in Figure 7-4. For each plot, the temperature was averaged over a line perpendicular to the
x axis, where samples were observed to be isothermal (see Figure 7-4a). Avoiding the layer inter-
face regions visually detectable on the IR camera images, the temperature gradient d T/dx was
computed across each layer. As shown in Figure 7-4b, dTA-CNT-PNC/dx was plotted against
dTref /dx of the two reference layers with varying supplied power: one reference layer next
to the heater (hot) and another reference layer next to the heat sink (cool). For each sample,
dTre5/dx
dTACNTPNC/d was obtained from the linear slope (Rsquared > 0.94), and used to evaluate the
upper and lower bounds of kA-CNT-PNC, using the following equation based on Fourier's law
(see Equation 7.1), where the reference thermal conductivity kref is known:
kA-CNT-PNC =kref dTrefdx (7.3)dTA-CNT--PNC/dx
Upper and lower bounds refer to using the hot and cole references for d Tref / dx in Equation 7.3
(see Figure 7-4).
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Figure 7-4: Temperature measurement with IR microscopy: a) temperature mapping across an
A-CNT-PNC stack, and b) plots of temperature gradient of reference layers against that of an
A-CNT-PNC sample (axial, 10.1% VCNT, on quartz references).
7.1.2 Measurement Results
Measured thermal conductivity of A-CNT-PNCs are summarized in Figure 7-5, for both the axial
and transverse directions. Error bars represent upper and lower bounds. Thermal conductivity
of pure RTM6 epoxy (0% VCNT) was measured to be -0.27 W/mK, which is comparable with
previously measured data on RTM6 epoxy available in the literature, -0.22 W/mK [50]. Four
major observations are made with measured thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs.
First, the measured thermal conductivity is consistent with other A-MWNT-PNCs (see Fig-
ure 7-1). With 16% VCNT, thermal conductivity in the axial direction, k1l, is -4 W/mK (x 13
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Figure 7-5: A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity (axial and transverse) variation measured as a
function of VCNT via the comparative method using an IR microscope. Error bars represent
upper and lower bounds.
increase over pure polymer). When compared with the electrical transport enhancement (see
Chapter 6), the thermal conductivity enhancement due to the CNTs is small. This is likely be-
cause the thermal property contrast between CNT and polymer is smaller, and because the
thermal boundary resistance is expected to be high when compared with electrical boundary
resistance [38]. Thermal transport within CNTs is dominated by phonons (lattice vibrations). At
boundaries, high-frequency phonon modes in a CNT need to be transferred to low-frequency
modes through phonon-phonon coupling in order to be transported to the surrounding medium
(epoxy or neighboring CNTs). This acoustic impedance mismatch results in large thermal resis-
tance. The number of these boundaries is expected to be large for a nanocomposite packed with
high VCNT of nm-diameter CNTs, especially in the transverse direction, kl. Furthermore, it has
been hypothesized that the surrounding polymer could apply strains to CNTs [178] and could
modify CNT intrinsic transport behavior. Nano-scale transport, especially ballistic conduction,
can be drastically suppressed by inter-tube interactions, impurities, and/or defects [10].
Second, the thermal conductivity increases non-linearly with VCNT both in the axial and
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transverse directions; kA-CNT-PNC, both k1 and k±, slope increases with VCNT. This trend is
different from the linear increase in electrical conductivity with vCNT observed in Chapter 6.
While no other experimental data with continuous A-CNT-PNCs with varying VCNT exist other
than those presented here, a similar non-linear trend has been experimentally observed with
non-continuous but aligned MWNT-PNCs [22] and randomly-oriented CNT-PNCs (SWNT [19]
and MWNT [179]). In models, such non-linear behavior was observed only in numerical models
that include inter-CNT interactions, and at high concentrations, where inter-particle conduc-
tion aids thermal transport within the composites [179].
Third, the ratio of axial and transverse thermal conductivity, kl / ki, slightly increases with
VCNT, from -1.5 at 1% VCNT to -2.7 at 13% VCNT. This trend is opposite of the decreasing trend
observed with electrical conduction (see Chapter 6), where inter-CNT contacts aid transport
in the transverse direction. This trend could result from the high thermal resistances at CNT-
polymer and inter-CNT boundaries.
Finally, by comparing the electrical and thermal conductivities in the A-CNT-PNCs, the
dominant energy carrier was identified. Based on the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz's law [180],
k/uT indicates the electron contribution to heat transfer, where k is thermal conductivity, o-
is electrical conductivity, and T is temperature. If the heat transport is dominated by electron
transport, k/o-T should be equal to 2.45x 10-8 V2/K2 at room temperature. For these samples,
k/u T is on the order of 10-5 V2 /K2, three order of magnitude higher, indicating phonon dom-
inance in thermal transport. This large k/uT is consistent with other previous experimental
data on dry CNT bundles [20,54, 181].
In the past, as mentioned in Chapter 2, both analytical and numerical studies had been
proposed to understand thermal transport behavior within CNTs and their composites. Later
in Section 7.3, the measured data will be further analyzed, focusing on two resistances that
limit thermal transport: CNT-polymer boundary resistance and inter-CNT boundary resistance.
But before further data analyses, a complementary thermal test method was used to verify the
above IR measurement.
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7.2 Pump-Probe Thermoreflectance Method
Another technique, the pump-probe thermoreflectance method, was employed to test the A-
CNT-PNC thermal conductivity for quick comparison and confirmation of the thermal con-
ductivity range measured in the above IR method based on ASTM E1225. This is a collaboration
with Kimberly Collins from Prof. Gang Chen's group in the Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering at MIT.
The pump-probe thermoreflectance method is illustrated in Figure 7-6. The A-CNT-PNC
samples were polished to -3 nm roughness, and deposited with a -200 nm-thick Pt layer, just
like the A-CNT-PNC samples prepared for the previously described electrical and thermal mea-
surements. For this technique, the Pt layer was also used to enhance reflection and absorp-
tion of light pulses. First, a 'pump' light pulse hits the Pt layer surface to supply energy to the
sample over a short period. Optical properties of the A-CNT-PNC sample determine the ini-
tial temperature distribution state, responding to the injected energy. Second, another light
pulse applied on the same Pt surface this time 'probe's the sample temperature state. A differ-
ence in optical path lengths between the two pulses is responsible for the time delay, and was
used to evaluate the temperature state as a function of time (see Figure 7-6). The pump-probe
thermoreflectance method allows non-contact local measurements: -10-100 pim probing di-
8.E-06
Pt absorption/ Y
reflection layer Laser
0.
E4.E-06
Heat * 4
dissipation X2
0. 2.E-06 4L
A-CNT-PNC
(VONT: -1-20%) O.E+00
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Delay [picosecond]
Figure 7-6: The pump-probe thermoreflectance method: schematic of sample set-up (left) and
example plot of the time delay (right).
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ameter and -300 nm penetration depth (vs. -200 nm Pt layer thickness). Further details of the
pump-probe set-up and technique can be found in [182,183]. Measured thermal conductivity
is compared with results from the IR method in Figure 7-7. Thermal conductivities are slightly
higher when measured using the pump-probe thermoreflectance method than when using the
IR method. This difference can be attributed to heat dissipation in the rather thick Pt layer
and also the anisotropic nature of A-CNT-PNC conductivity that was not included in the pump-
probe data analysis. Further sample optimization, measurement, and analysis are necessary to
obtain conclusive results with the pump-probe thermoreflectance method, but the range and
trends of A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity were consistent with the IR measurements.
8-
6-
4-
2-
j
* * a
1 I
5 10 1
VCNT [%]
Figure 7-7: A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity measured as a function of VCNT using the pump-
probe thermoreflectance method, compared with the conductivities measured using the com-
parative method using an IR microscope (see Figure 7-5).
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7.3 Interpretation of Measured A-CNT-PNC Thermal Conduc-
tivities
Thermal transport in a CNT-PNC has often been interpreted as a combination of ballistic trans-
port in CNTs and thermal diffusion in the polymer matrix. Both analytical and numerical (MD
and finite element method, FEM) models have been developed in the literature to understand
thermal transport in CNTs and their composites. Such models can accommodate various ge-
ometrical parameters (CNT diameter, aspect ratio, distribution, and orientation) and bound-
ary resistances. With sample-substrate resistance successfully eliminated from measured data
herein, two models were applied, focusing on two major limiting factors in thermal transport,
CNT-polymer boundary resistance and inter-CNT boundary resistance.
7.3.1 Effective Medium Approach: Effects of CNT-Polymer Boundary Resis-
tance
A variety of analytical models have been developed previously in the literature, and all are based
on Fourier's law of heat conduction [184]. A basic modified effective medium approach (EMA)
had been developed for randomly dispersed short fiber particles but without including ther-
mal boundary resistances [117], and this model did not fit the experimental data well [19, 39].
Later, thermal boundary resistance, but so far only CNT-polymer boundary resistance, was in-
corporated in similar analytical models (Mori-Tanaka scheme [185], average polarization the-
ory [186], etc.).
One analytical model, a modified EMA developed by Nan [55,56] can conveniently accom-
modate some particle geometries (diameter, aspect ratio, orientation), non-homogeneous par-
ticle distribution, and CNT-polymer boundary resistance. CNT-polymer boundary resistance
arises from a combination of poor mechanical/chemical adherence and thermal expansion
mismatch at phase boundaries in composites (Kapitza resistance [187], see Chapter 2). CNT
waviness, observed within A-CNT-PNC (see Chapter 4), was modeled as a transversely isotropic
configuration of straight and directionally tilted CNTs, as shown in Figure 7-8. When the aspect
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Parameters included to the EMA model
CNT geometry Property
Diameter al Particle conductivity kCNT= bk.
Aspect ratio P Matrix conductivity km
Volume fraction f Kapitza resistance
Orientation degree, at CNT-polymer
relative to heat direction < cos2 0 y boundaries Rbd 
A-CNT-PNC system Equivalent system modeled
Wavy CNTs Straight CNTs with angle set by < cos 2 0>
Axial ki 0,p(0)
Transverse
kL
Figure 7-8: Effective medium approach (EMA) study [55,56]: (top) parameters list and (bottom)
schematic of CNT-PNC system in the EMA model. < cos 2 0> is a function of 0 and p (0) (see
Equation 7.6).
ratio of the particle is large (> 20), which is the case with our CNTs (~ 107 with 8 nm diameter
and ~1-2 mm length), the axial and transverse thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs, k (axial)
and k_ (transverse), can be reduced to the following non-linear expressions with CNT volume
fraction, f [55,56].
kii = Ali + 1
B|l -f
with
km(a 1 (-1+b)(1+bcos2 _)+b(-1bcos 2 O)kmRbdm)Al (-1+cos 2 )(a1 (-1+b)-bkmRbdm)
Bl =a 1+a1 b+bkmRbdm(- 1+cos 2 )(a1 (-1+b)-bkmRbdm)
C km (a1 +a1 b+bkmRbdm)(a1 (-1+b)(2+(-1+b) cos2 0)+b(-2+cos 2 O+bcos 2 O)kmRbdm)li = (j-1+cos 2 O)2(a1 -a 1 b+bkmRbdm) 2
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(7.4)
C1ki = A 1 + (7.5)B 1 f
with
= km(a1(-1+b)(-2+b(-1+cos2 0))+b(2+b(- 1+cos 2 0))kmRbdm)A (1+cos2 0)(a1(--1+b)-bkmRbdm)
B = -(1 + ai-aib+bkmRbdm 1+cos 2 0
C1= - 2 km(a1+a 1 b+bkmRbdm)(a1(-1+b)(-3+b(- 1 +cos
2 0)-cos 2 0)+b(3+b(- 1+cos 2 0) +COS 2 )kmRbdm
I (1+cos 20)2(a 1 -a 1 b+bkmRbd m) 2
All parameters used in the above equations are given in Figure 7-8. km and kCNT are thermal
conductivities of the polymer matrix and CNTs respectively, and b is its ratio kCNT /km. Rbdm is
the Kapitza resistance at CNT-polymer boundaries. f is CNT volume fraction, al is CNT radius,
and p is aspect ratio of a CNT. In order to represent CNT waviness, < cos 2 0 > was defined in
the following equation, very similar to Equation 4.1 in Chapter 4, as a function of the angle of
a CNT "particle" relative to the composite axis 0 and its statistical distribution among all CNT
particles within the polymer p(0):
< cos 2 0 >= fp(0)cos 2 0sin0 (7.6)f p(6) sin0d0
Geometry
CNT radius a, 4 nm
CNT length 2pal -1-2 mm
CNT aspect ratio p Infinite (-107)
CNT orientation degree <cos2 6> -0.77 estimated
CNT volume fraction f 0-20% varies
Thermal property
RTM6 epoxy conductivity km 0.27 W/mK measured
CNT conductivity kCNT (-50-200 W/mK) unknown*
Kapitza boundary resistance Rbdm (~1 Ox1 0-8 Km2/W) unknown*
Table 7.1: A-CNT-PNC parameter inputs to the EMA model. kCNT and Rbdm are unknown pa-
rameters to be obtained through curve-fitting experimental data, and their reference values are
given in parentheses: experimentally obtained in the literature * [23] and * * [62].
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The input values used in this model are summarized in Table 7.1. The CNT diameter ai
and length were measured values. The CNT orientation degree < cos 2 0 > was obtained from
SEM image processing (see Chapter 4). The thermal conductivity of RTM6 epoxy km was ex-
perimentally obtained via the IR comparative method (see Section 7.1.2). Two parameters were
left with unknown values: the thermal conductivity of CNTs, kCNT, and the Kapitza resistance
at the CNT-polymer boundary, Rbdm. Values available in the literature were considered as a
starting point for curve-fitting process; thermal conductivity of ~1-mm-long aligned MWNT
bundles was measured to be -5-15 W/mK at 8% VCNT (thus ~50-200 W/mK for the CNT compo-
nent) [23], and Rbdm at SWNT-fluid boundary was experimentally measured to be ~-10 x 10-8 K
m2 /W [62].
Effects of kCNT, < CoS 2 0>, and Rbdm on A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity are summarized
and compared with the measured values using the IR comparative method in Figure 7-9, Fig-
ure 7-10, and Figure 7-11, respectively. kCNT is varied from 11 to 45 W/mK, the highest and low-
est values extracted from measured axial conductivity using simple rule of mixtures in this work.
As for < cos2 0 >, the measured value of 0.77 was used, as well as 0.99 (good alignment) and 1/3
(random distribution). The initial values of Rbdm were taken as 10 x 10-8 K m2 /W, and varied
by one order of magnitude higher and lower, since Rbdm between CNTs and polymer was simu-
lated to be in the range of 10-100 x 10-8 K m 2 /W regardless of the polymer type [188]. The results
show that both kCNT and < cos 2 0> have a large influence on the A-CNT-PNC thermal conduc-
tivity, while the effect of Rbdm is small over the ranges studied. Over the reasonable ranges stud-
ied, no non-linearity with VCNT was observed. This inconsistency with the experimental data
will be discussed more later in this Chapter. As shown in Figure 7-9, as kCNT increases, both
k1 and k1 increase. Below -10% VCNT, 20 W/mK of kCNT shows a good fit to the experimental
data. As shown in Figure 7-10, as < cos 2 0 > decreases (i.e. the CNTs become less aligned), ki
decreases and k1 increases, consistent with the A-CNT-PNC being less anisotropic. Meanwhile,
for highly aligned CNTs with < cos 2O >= 0.99, k1 is less than km. Conductive CNTs added to
the insulating polymer matrix decreases conduction in the transverse direction, since the heat
must transfer through many thermal boundaries. Number of boundaries increases with better
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CNT alignment, or higher < cos 2 0 >, and thus, the Rbdm effect dominates over kCNT. This is an
examples that cannot be explained with simple rule of mixtures. As shown in Figure 7-11, both
k1 and ki decrease with increasing thermal boundary value, Rbdm. But its effect is smaller than
kCNT or < cos 2 0 > within the chosen parameter range.
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o Axial
Axial 45 W/mK
---- Axial
------- Axial
20 W/nK
11 W/mK
X Transverse
Transverse 45 W/mK
---- Transverse 20 W/mK
------- Transverse 11 W/mK
5% 10% 15%
CNT volume fraction, f
5% 10% 15%
CNT volume fraction, f
Figure 7-9: Comparison of experimentally measured thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs
with the EMA model for kCNT values of 45, 20, and 11 W/mK. Rbdm is 10 x 10-8 K m2 /W, and
< cos 2 0 > is 0.77.
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Figure 7-10: Comparison of experimentally measured thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs
with the EMA model for < cos 2 0 > values of 0.99 (good collimation), 0.77, and 1/3 (random dis-
tribution). kCNT is 20 W/mK, and Rbdm is 10x 10-8 K m 2 /W Please note that axial and transverse
conductivity coincides for < cos 2 0> of 1/3 due to isotropy.
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Figure 7-11: Comparison of experimentally measured thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs
with the EMA model for Rbdm values of 1x 10-8, 10x 10-8, and 100x 10-8 K m2/W < cos 2O > is
0.77, and kCNT is 20 W/mK.
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In order to further study the effect of Rbdm, thermal conductivities were modeled with smaller
Rbdm values, 0.01-0.1 x 10-8 K m2 /W, for an extended VCNT range, 0-78%, as shown in Figure 7-
12. The Rbdm range smaller than 0.01 x 10-8 K m 2/W was omitted here because A-CNT-PNC
thermal conductivities do not vary much in the range below 0.01 x 10-8 K m2/W The maxi-
mum volume fraction, 78%, was selected as the case where CNTs of -8 nm diameter are tightly
packed. As expected from Equations 7.5 and 7.4, the non-linear thermal conductivity behav-
ior with VCNT was observed both in the axial and transverse directions, which was not obvious
within the 0-20% VCNT range (see Figure 7-11). The Rbdm effect is larger with high VCNT since
more CNT-polymer interfaces are introduced. As Rbdm decreases, the non-linearity type was
observed to shift. With Rbdm on the order of 10x 10-8 K m 2/W, the thermal conductivity in-
creases but reaches a plateau in the high VCNT range (convex curvature), since CNT-polymer
boundaries, introduced together with CNTs, interfere with thermal transport. However, when
Rbdm is smaller (<-4 x 10-8 K m2 /W), CNT-polymer boundaries also act as effective thermal
conductive pathways trough the polymer between conductive CNTs, and thus A-CNT-PNC con-
ductivity rapidly increases in the high VCNT range (concave curvature). Such effect of Rbdm is
more significant with conduction in the transverse direction since CNT-polymer interfaces are
dominant. This concave non-linear behavior modeled with the small Rbdm values is compara-
ble with the experimentally observed trends with the axial and transverse conductivity. How-
ever, such small Rbdm (<-1 x 10-8 K m 2/W) deviates, x 10 smaller, from experimentally and the-
oretically estimated Rbdm of nano-particles in polymer [62,122,179,189,190].
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Figure 7-12: Comparison of experimentally measured thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs
with the EMA model for Rbdm values of 0.01 x 10-8, 0.1 x 10-8, 1x 10-8, and lox 10-8 K m2/W
< cos 2 0 > is 0.77, and kCNT is 20 W/mK.
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The non-linear thermal conductivity trends, observed with the measured data (see Figure 7-
5) were explained as the Rbdm effect with the EMA models mentioned above. However, the
curve-fit of measured thermal conductivity was not successful with reasonably chosen param-
eter inputs. Deviations can be attributed to several factors. For example, confinement of CNT
lattice vibrations due to the polymer matrix could lower CNT thermal transport when embed-
ded in a polymer. However, this is not likely with our A-CNT-PNCs. CNTs used in this work
are pristine, and do not form any strong chemical bond with the polymer. Also, an as-grown
A-CNT forest was preliminarily measured to have -25 W/mK using transient electro-thermal
technique in Prof. Xinwei Wang's group at Iowa State University [191, 192], and this value is
comparable with -20 W/mK from EMA curve-fitting of A-CNT-PNC measurement in the linear
low VCNT region. Another potential reason for the deviation between the EMA model and the
measured data is the aspect ratio p value used for the EMA model. MWNTs could thermally
act as short fibers due to inter-CNT contacts and/or defects. In Chapter 6, the distance along
a CNT from one inter-CNT contact to another was estimated as -20-80 nm. If inter-CNT con-
tacts act as defects, CNT aspect ratio p can be very small. However, small p limits both axial
and transverse thermal conduction, to the extent that k1 would be lower than km, which does
not explain why both kll and k1 show a non-linear increase at high VCNT. Rather, a more fea-
sible explanation is the effect of inter-CNT boundary resistance, which was not considered in
the above EMA model. Effects of the inter-CNT boundary resistance should be more significant
with higher VCNT, where conductivity behavior deviates from the EMA model. Inter-CNT ther-
mal transport is expected to be different from the electrical case, considering that klj / k1 was
observed to decrease with increasing VCNT, unlike in the electrical case where oj approaches
ol with increasing VCNT (see Chapter 6). In the following section, inter-CNT contact effects are
investigated in order to further analyze the measured thermal conductivity data, using a numer-
ical model that can incorporate inter-CNT boundary resistance, in addition to CNT-polymer
boundary resistance.
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7.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation: Effects of Inter-CNT Boundary Resistance
Heat transport at inter-CNT boundaries has been previously studied as phonon density mis-
match using a Green's function [193], three-dimensional molecular dynamics [194], and fi-
nite elements [120, 195, 196]. Inter-CNT resistance had been numerically quantified to be in
a similar range with CNT-polymer resistance [120]. In another experimental study, higher ther-
mal conductivity had been observed in inhomogeneously dispersed CNTs in polymer (inter-
CNT boundary dominant) than uniformly dispersed CNTs in polymer (CNT-polymer bound-
ary dominant), and thus smaller inter-CNT boundary resistance is inferred than CNT-polymer
boundary resistance [197]. Regardless, inter-CNT contact has been suggested to be a domi-
nant factor that can decrease thermal conductivity of CNT-polymer composite by a factor of
104 [194,195]. Thus, isolating CNTs from each other was recommended to increase the thermal
conductivity in composites [10].
In the following, a Monte Carlo simulation was employed to simulate heat transfer in A-
CNT-PNCs, and both thermal boundary resistances at CNT-polymer and inter-CNT interfaces
were incorporated. An improved random walk algorithm had been previously established by
introducing Kapitza resistance at CNT-polymer boundaries into Monte Carlo-based models
[123-125,198]. This simulation method allows shorter computational time than MD and FEM,
and can still simulate quasi-phonon particle behavior with flexibility of CNT morphology (non-
isotropic) and boundary properties. Preliminary simulation results had been validated by com-
parison with experimental data from PNCs made with randomly oriented, short SWNTs [189,
197].
7.3.2.1 Simulation Algorithm
kA-CNT-PNC, k1 (axial) or k_L (transverse), was computed by an off-lattice Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation; a large number of walkers, heat carriers, were simulated to travel in a computa-
tional cell until steady-state was achieved [123]. A computational domain was set as a rectan-
gular box with directional CNTs embedded in polymer matrix, and this domain was divided
into bins. Governing principles for walker motion were set to model microscopic heat trans-
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fer within a polymer matrix, within CNTs, and across CNT-matrix and inter-CNT boundaries,
respectively. To start with, 9 x 104 walkers were randomly distributed on the hot side of the com-
putational cell. Within the polymer matrix, walkers were assumed to execute random jumps
in terms of distance and direction after every certain time step (the Brownian motion). These
jumps take values from a normal distribution with a zero mean and a standard deviation of
v/2amAt. am is the thermal diffusivity of the polymer matrix, and At is the time increment.
Within the CNTs, walkers were assumed to redistribute themselves uniformly. This assump-
tion sets kCNT as infinite, while in reality kCNT is only several orders of magnitude higher than
km. Across inter-CNT and CNT-polymer boundaries, walkers were set to move probabilistically
using the acoustic theory [199]. Once a walker in the polymer matrix reaches a CNT-polymer
boundary, the walker will move into the CNT with a probability fm--CNT, which represents the
CNT-polymer boundary resistance, or will stay in matrix with a probability 1-fm-CNT. Simi-
larly, once a walker is in the CNT, the walker will re-distribute randomly within the same CNT
with a probability of 1 - fCNT-m - fCNT-CNT, or will move into another CNT in contact with
the original CNT with a probability of fCNT-CNT, or will move into matrix with a probability
of fCNT-m. According to the acoustic theory, the average probability for phonon transmission
across inter-CNT boundary (fCNT-CNT), or from matrix to CNT (fm-CNT) can be expressed in
the following.
4
fi-CNT ~ (7.7)
piCiCmiRbdi
where i can be CNT or matrix. pi is the density of the material i, Ci is the specific heat of
i, Cmi is the speed of sound in i, and Rbdi is the thermal boundary resistance between CNT
and the material i. The probability of phonon transmission from CNT to matrix, fCNT-m was
numerically determined from fm-CNT so that the second law of thermodynamics was met; heat
flux coming into and out of a CNT should be equal at thermal equilibrium. Regarding the walker
travel, collisions between walkers and thermal boundary resistance between walls inside CNT
are ignored, and all walkers are assumed to bounce back when they reach the hot side of the
computational cell, while the walkers exit at the cool side. Further details of the random walk
algorithm can be found in [123, 198]. The temperature distribution was calculated from the
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number of walkers found in each bin after steady-state is reached.
Parameters included to the Monte Carlo simulation
CNT geometry Property
Diameter ai Particle conductivity kCNT > 1
Aspect ratio p Matrix conductivity km
Volume fraction f CNT-polymer boundary resistance Rdm
Inter-CNT boundary resistance Rbd CNT
A-CNT-PNC system Equivalent system modeled
Wavy CNTs Straight CNTs with contact
Axial k
Rhdn
Transverse
RbdCNTIc
Figure 7-13: Schematic of CNT-PNC modeled in the Monte Carlo simulation [57,58].
Parameter inputs used in this simulation are summarized in Table 7.2. The CNT diameter
2ai was the measured value. The CNT length was set as long as the cell, 300 nm, to model con-
tinuous CNTs across the A-CNT-PNC. As shown in Figure 7-13, all CNTs are modeled as straight
tubes, not wavy, and CNT distribution was controlled by defining an isolation degree factor.
When the isolation degree is 0%, all CNTs are in contact with at least one CNT. With 100% isola-
tion degree, CNTs are distributed within the matrix without any inter-CNT contacts. The trans-
mission probabilities across boundaries fm-CNT and fCNT-CNT were set based on boundary
resistances Rbdm and RbdCNT using Equation 7.7. Larger transmission probability corresponds
to smaller boundary resistance. As mentioned above, Rbdm1 and RbdCNT were analytically and
experimentally observed to be in a range of 10-100 x 10-8 m2 K/W [62,120,197,200]; a RbdCNT of
24.8 x 10- 8 m2 K/W was chosen because it was the only available RbdCNT value in the literature,
extracted from simulation of a SWNT using MD [200]. Properties of generic polymer were used:
density as 1.97 g/cm3, specific heat as 0.97 J/gK, and speed of sound as 2400 m/s [50, 201]).
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SWNT properties were set from experimentally obtained values: density as 1.30 g/cm 3, speed
of sound as 8000 m/s, and specific heat as 0.625 J/gK [21,202]). These material properties of
composite constituents are different from the ones used in the measurements (see Table 7.1),
and thus simulated thermal conductivities will be normalized with matrix conductivity in this
section, in order to focus the study on the transport behaviors and trends rather than values.
Further details of this simulation work can be found in [57,58]. For each set of parameters, the
simulation was repeated and averaged over three times with different initial CNT distributions.
Geometry
Computational cell size [nm 3] 300 x 100 x 100
CNT diameter [nm] 2a, 8.0
CNT length [nm] 2pal 300
CNT volume fraction [%] f 1, 8, 20
Number of CNTs in a cell 2,16, 40
Isolation degree [%] 0, 40, 68, 100
Thermal property
Probability for phonon transmission f
from matrix to CNT m-CNT 0.0005, 0.02, 0.2
Thermal boundary resistance at the CNT-
matrix interface [xl 0-8 m2K/W] Rbm 174, 44, 04
Probability for phonon transmission
from CNT to CNT fCNT-CNT 0-0024, 0-2,
Thermal boundary resistance at the CNT-CNT
interface [x10-8 m2K Rbd CNT 28, 8-7, -.7
Thermal conductivity of matrix [W/mK] km 0.2
Simulation condition
Number of walkers
Time increment [ps]
Heat flux direction
Inter-CNT contacts
90,000
At 0.25
Axial and transverse to aligned CNTs
With and without inter-CNT contacts
(Isolation degree 0-100%)
Table 7.2: Parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation of A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity.
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7.3.2.2 Simulation Results and Discussion
Simulated results are summarized in Table 7.3. In the following, simulated thermal conductiv-
ities with the Monte Carlo method will be compared with the above EMA results and the mea-
surement results to evaluate effects of both CNT-polymer and inter-CNT boundary resistance
on thermal conduction.
a) CNTs in contact, 40% Isolation degree
RbdCNT [X10-8 m2KVV
24.8 8.7 1.7
Rbdm [x10-8 m2K/W] Rbd m [x1O-8 m2K/m] Rbdm [x1O- 8 m2K/W]
VCNT[%] 4.4 0.4 4.4 0.4 174 4.4 0.4
kA-CNT-PNCkm kA-CNT-PNCkm kA-CNT-PNClkm
Axial 1 1.19 1.63 1.20 1.67 1.02 1.22 1.67
8 2.24 5.09 2.44 5.96 1.08 2.56 6.38
20 3.34 9.24 4.10 13.0 1.25 4.47 14.5
Transverse 1 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.01 0.98 0.99 1.01
8 0.87 1.00 0.88 1.01 0.87 0.89 1.01
20 0.73 1.02 0.87 1.53 0.77 0.89 1.64
contacts, 100% Isolation degree C) CNTs with Rbd CNT 24.8x10~8 m2K/W and 20% VCNT
Isolation Rbd m [x1O-8 m2K/W]
degree [%] 4.4 0.4
kA-CNT-PNCm
Axial 0 3.24 8.66
40 3.34 9.24
68 3.40 9.95
100 4.35 16.0
Transverse 0 1.03 1.40
40 0.73 1.02
68 0.71 0.99
100 0.70 0.98
Table 7.3: Thermal conductivity of A-CNT-PNCs normalized by that of the polymer simulated
with the Monte Carlo method: a) with inter-CNT contacts (40% isolation degree), b) without
inter-CNT contacts (100% isolation degree), and c) effect of isolation degree (20% vCNT and
Rbdm of 24.8 x 10-8 m2K/W).
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CNTs without
Rbd m [x10-8 m2K/W]
VCNT [%] 174 4.4 0.4
kA-CNT-PNClkm
Axial 1 1.01 1.23 1.91
8 1.05 2.52 6.65
20 1.15 4.35 16.0
Transverse 1 0.97 0.98 0.99
8 0.85 0.87 0.99
20 0.67 0.70 0.98
First, thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs without inter-CNT contacts are simulated as
a function of the CNT-polymer thermal resistance, Rbdm, as shown in Figure 7-14. Two trends
were observed; kA-CNT-PNC, both axial and transverse, decreases with increasing Rbdm, and k_L
decreases with increasing VCNT, smaller than the original matrix conductivity km. These trends
of similar degree were also observed with the EMA models above (see Figure 7-10), but would
not be captured by rule of mixtures. It should be noted that kCNT in the MC simulation was set
as "infinitely" large vs. 20-200 W/mK in the EMA model. Thus, it can be said that the effect of
Rbdm2 with the MC simulation is stronger than in the EMA models. This difference of the Rbdm
effect between the EMA and MC methods originates from calculation principles. Numerical
simulations, such as the MC simulation, are preferred to model nano-scale thermal transport,
since heat flow in systems in this scale involves behavior beyond classical Fourier's law, such as
phonon scattering at impurities and defects, or through Umklapp processes.
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Figure 7-14: Thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs normalized by that of the polymer sim-
ulated with Monte Carlo method, without inter-CNT contacts, as a function of Rbdm, varying
from 0.4 to 174 x 10-8 rn2K/W
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Then, the effect of inter-CNT boundary resistance, RbdCNT, was studied, which was not con-
sidered in the EMA model. Thermal conductivities are simulated as a function of RbdCNT. As
for the axial transport (see Figure 7-15), when RbdCNT is larger than Rbdm, kl decreases with
introduction of inter-CNT contacts, since inter-CNT contacts interfere with thermal transport
in addition to CNT-polymer interface regions. However, when RbdCNT is smaller than Rbdm,
k1l increases with inter-CNT contacts since inter-CNT contacts help thermal transport between
highly conductive CNTs, and such transport enhancement is more significant with increasing
VCNT. Due to the material similarity, RbdCNT < Rbdm can be a valid expectation. As for the
transverse transport (see Figure 7-16), k1 increases with inter-CNT contacts regardless of the
RbdCNT values relative to Rbdm, since inter-CNT contacts allow more thermal conductive path-
ways in the transverse direction. With small Rbdm (0.44 x 10-8 m2K/W), inter-CNT contacts can
be effective enough to compensate for CNT-polymer boundaries that interfere with thermal
conduction, resulting in a non-linear behavior of increasing ki with VCNT, which coincides
with the experimentally observed data.
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Figure 7-15: Axial thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs normalized by that of the poly-
mer simulated with Monte Carlo method as a function of RbdCNT varying from 1.7 to
24.8 x 10-8 m2K/W. Rbdm was set as 0.4 and 4.4 x 10-8 m2K/W. With inter-CNT contacts, the iso-
lation degree was set at 40%.
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Figure 7-16: Transverse thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs simulated with Monte Carlo
method, as a function of RbdCNT varying from 1.7 to 24.8 x 10- 8 m2 K/W Rbdm was set as 0.4
and 4.4 x 10-8 m2K/W With inter-CNT contacts, the isolation degree was set at 40%.
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7.4 Summary
Non-isotropic thermal conductivities of A-CNT-PNCs, k1 and k1 , were measured, and com-
pared with both analytical (EMA) and numerical (Monte Carlo) models to study the effects of
two major hypothesized controlling factors of thermal transport: CNT-polymer boundary resis-
tance and inter-CNT boundary resistance. When carefully prepared A-CNT-PNC samples were
measured with two complementary methods, measured thermal conductivity, both axial and
transverse, showed a non-linear behavior in the 0-20% VCNT regime, which cannot be explained
by the simple rule of mixtures. First, the EMA model, that allows modeling of complex geome-
tries and CNT-polymer boundary resistance, was applied. Effects on thermal conductivities of
A-CNT-PNCs were evaluated; thermal conductivity of CNTs and alignment degree have a large
influence on kA-CNT-PNC, while CNT-polymer boundary resistances had smaller effect. How-
ever, the model did not explain the non-linear behavior of kA-CNT-PNC data with VCNT using
reasonable parameter ranges. This incompatibility is partially because the EMA model does not
accommodate effects by inter-CNT contact boundaries. Thus, a numerical method, specifically
a Monte Carlo simulation with the random walk algorithm, was introduced to simulate nano-
scale transport and inter-CNT contact effects. Incorporating the two boundary resistances,
non-linear behavior of A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity were simulated within the expected
VCNT range. Boundary resistances, Rbdm and RbdCNT were extracted to be ~1 X 10-8 m2 K/W, an
order of magnitude smaller than the expected values based on previous work. Although non-
linearity observed with the experimental data were simulated using models to some degree, fur-
ther model development is necessary for better comparison with experimental data, including
factors such as CNT waviness, or parameter variation with VCNT (RbdCNT, the isolation factor,
etc.).
Previously in the literature, MWNTs were expected to improve thermal conductivity of poly-
mer composites, because of existence of the shielded internal tube layers and thus low inter-
face area that promote conduction of phonons and minimize matrix coupling losses [142]. In
order to achieve such optimized use of MWNTs in A-CNT-PNC, minimization of boundary re-
sistance, both inter-CNT and CNT-polymer, are recommended, possibly through purification
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or functionalization of the CNT surfaces. Meanwhile, sample-substrate boundary resistance
was accounted for in the measurements of thermal conductivity, but needs to be minimized for
successful application of CNT-PNCs, such as a thermal interface material [203-205].
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Chapter 8
Electrical Properties of CNT-Hybridized
Nano-Engineered Composite Laminates
The electrical conduction properties of CNT-hybridized nano-engineered composite laminates,
or "fuzzy fiber" reinforced plastics (FFRPs) as described in Chapter 5, were tested. Potential
FFRP applications include shielding layers against lightning (-200 kA peak current) and against
electromagnetic (EM) interference from high power transmitters (-2 MHz- 1 GHz) [66,67]. Cur-
rently, in order to achieve shielding in airplane structures made of FRP composites, a conduc-
tive metal layer (copper fabric, etc.) is installed to enhance conductivity. While metal has a
conductivity -2000 times higher than structural carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs), it
adds extra layers that weigh -10-30 kg/m 3 [68]. Meanwhile, CNTs have electrical conductiv-
ity comparable with metal, and with a density -3-10 times less. Thus, multi-functional CNT-
enhanced composites, such as FFRP, are a potential multi-functional structural alternative to
adding metal conductive layers. Conductivity enhancement in the structural composites can
reduce, and potentially eliminate, metallic layers.
The electrical properties of alumina-fiber FFRPs were measured using three complemen-
tary methods: DC volume resistivity measurement (ASTM D257) [206], DC four-probe mea-
surement (ASTM F390), and AC impedance measurement (ASTM D150) [207]. Measured data
using these methods were compared with each other after proper data reduction, in order to
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address measurement and interpretation issues in extant work (see Chapter 2). Together with
FFRPs, FRP composites were fabricated without CNTs as baseline composites, and their mea-
surement results were compared with FFRP results to evaluate the enhancement due to aligned
CNT incorporation.
8.1 DC Volume Conductivity of FFRP Laminates
The DC electrical volume conductivities of FFRPs were obtained based on ASTM standard D257
for insulating baseline FRP composites and D4496 for moderately conductive FFRP compos-
ites [206]. Before measurement, the laminates were conditioned for -48 hours in an environ-
ment of -9-15% humidity and 25±3 *C temperature, based on ASTM D6054 and D4496. Di-
mensional variation across each sample was kept smaller than 2%, and both the width and the
length (-10-30 mm) were kept more than four times larger than the thickness (-1-2 mm) to
avoid current fringing and stray capacitance. Ag paint (Flash Dry Silver Paint, Structures Probe
Inc.) was applied by hand to relevant surfaces of the composites as non-guarded electrodes.
The measurement set-up, both in the through-thickness and in-plane directions, is shown in
Figure 8-1. The voltage applied was cycled for five times between -0-20 V. Maximum voltage
a) b) Current source
Fiber woven
cloth plies
T tows7hrough Epoxy
thickness matrix Ammeter Ag paint
electrodes
directions Sml
Figure 8-1: DC volume electrical conductivity measurement of alumina-fiber FFRP and base-
line samples: schematics of a) a sample, and b) the wiring configuration.
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was kept moderate as -20 V to avoid degrading the epoxy due to Joule heating.
A typical current-voltage (I-V) curve set is shown in Figure 8-2. The resistance contribution
from components in series with a sample Rseries (-0.1 f2) was ignored since it is much smaller
than sample resistances RFFRP (0.5-1 x 107 2). The I-V slope was curve-fit with the least-squares
method on each cycle (Rsquared > 0.9 for conductive FFRP samples and Rsquared > 0.8 for insu-
lating baseline FRP samples), and was averaged over five cycles as RFFRP; the standard devia-
tion was kept smaller than -3% for FFRP samples and smaller than -10% for baseline samples.
Volume conductivity was calculated by normalizing measured RFFRP with sample geometry,
according to the well-known conductivity relation for this geometry:
L
UFFRP -(8.1)
RFFRP A
FFRP, A, and L are the sample volume conductivity, area, and thickness, respectively. It should
be noted that L corresponds to the laminate thickness for through-thickness samples, and the
laminate length for in-plane samples.
5
>3
~2 +1st
Ei 2nd
A 3rd
1 -X 4th
L 5th
0
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Current [A]
Figure 8-2: Typical current-voltage (I-V) curves of an FFRP sample (2-ply, 3.2% VCNT, in-plane).
Measurements repeated five times.
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Measured DC volume conductivities of alumina-fiber composites, FFRP and baseline, are
listed in Table 8.1, and plotted against VCNT in Figure 8-3. DC electrical conductivity rapidly
and significantly increases (x 106 -108) with small VCNT (<-0.5%), indicative of percolation be-
havior as expected. In-plane conductivity was observed to be higher than through-thickness
conductivity. Meanwhile, the effects of ply layer number, and fiber and epoxy volume fractions
were observed to be small on measured UFFRP (see Table 8.1). A few laminates were made with
HexFlow RTM6 via infusion, the epoxy used for A-CNT-PNCs, and were found to have conduc-
tivity in a similar range: 36 S/m through-thickness and 165 S/in in-plane with 1.9% VCNT. The
reduced data will be further discussed in Section 8.4.
1.E+03
1.E+01
1.E-01
1.E-03
1.E-05
1.E-07
VCNT 1%]
Figure 8-3: DC electrical bulk volume conductivities of FFRP and baseline (0% VCNT) samples.
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A0
1 2 3 4
o Through-thickness 1 ply
* Through-thickness 2ply
o Through-thickness 3ply
A In-plane 1ply
A In-plane 2ply
D In-plane 3ply
Component volume fraction
# of ONT
plies [%]
A120 3 fiber Epoxy DC conductivity
[S/m]
Through-Thickness
0419A
0424A
081509A
0418CNT
0422A
0423A
0428CNT
062909b
062909a
081209CNT
062909e
062909f
0420CNT
0430CNT
120908A
120908CNT
0422CNT
0419A
0512A
0418CNT
0422A
0424A
0428CNT
0423CNT
0420CNT
0430CNT
0423A
0422CNT
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.7
1.0
1.0
2.4
3.2
3.2
3.3
4.1
0.0
2.0
3.1
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.7
3.2
3.3
4.1
0.0
3.1
80.5
68.2
44.7
31.9
85.2
92.9
75.8
55.8
58.9
48.6
57.4
57.7
74.0
52.5
44.7
52.5
83.4
In-Plane
70.0
68.2
31.9
85.2
92.9
75.8
63.9
74.0
52.5
75.9
83.4
19.5
31.8
55.3
66.4
14.8
7.1
23.5
43.2
40.1
49.0
39.3
39.0
22.8
43.3
55.3
45.5
13.6
30.0
31.8
66.4
14.8
7.1
23.5
32.9
22.8
43.3
24.1
13.6
9.79E-06
5.15E-07
4.93E-07
1.02E+01
3.25E-07
4.25E-07
2.11E+00
1.92E+00
2.53E+00
7.60E+00
7.17E+00
7.20E+00
1.26E+01
1.55E+01
2.61 E-07
3.96E+00
1.49E+01
2.21 E-04
1.21 E-04
1.06E+02
1.39E-04
1.28E-04
7.58E+00
1.09E+02
1.42E+02
1.02E+02
7.56E-05
1.16E+02
1.49E-06
9.84E-08
7.17E-08
1.78E+00
7.84E-08
5.29E-08
5.70E-01
2.13E-01
7.95E-02
3.43E-01
3.72E-01
1.07E+00
1.94E+00
2.68E+00
6.47E-09
1.41E-01
1.15E+00
+ 4.09E-05
+ 2.23E-05
+ 1.59E+01
1.79E-05
2.64E-05
9.64E-01
5.77E+00
+ 1.21E+01
1.96E+01
1.80E-05
7.79E+00
Table 8.1: Summary of FFRP and baseline sample specifications and measured DC bulk volume
conductivities.
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Sample ID
8.2 DC Surface Conductivity of FFRP Laminates
In addition to the bulk method, FFRP and baseline laminates were evaluated for DC conduc-
tivity using the four-probe surface measurement, based on ASTM E390. The test set-up is illus-
trated in Figure 8-4. A current was applied to a sample, and the voltage drop across the sample
was measured. Since parasitic resistance in the voltmeter is smaller than RFFRP (< 0-1 fl vs- 1-
107 n), current flow through the voltmeter is minimal. In this way, accurate measurement of
sample conductivity, unaffected by Rseries, is possible. Rseries was also assumed to be small
in the above volume measurement (see Section 8.1), and was experimentally confirmed to be
small, because measured RFFRP in these two methods (DC bulk and surface) coincide well as
will be shown later in this section.
Before measurement, samples were conditioned in the same way as for the DC bulk volume
measurement. Dimensional variation across each sample was less than 2%: thickness of -1-
3 mm, width of -8-15 mm, and length of ~-13-35 mm. No conductive Ag paint was applied. A
sample was set on a four-probe measurement machine (Keithley, S-302-4). A current of 10-4 A
was applied as recommended in ASTM F390, and the resulting voltage drop was measured.
Twelve measurements were taken on each sample: three times each along length and the width
on one side, and three times each along the length and width on the opposite side.
Measured data were processed to extract surface resistivity, not sheet resistance, following
the ohmic current flow analysis [126, 1271. In the set-up described in Figure 8-4, distances be-
tween each probe were the same, and the sample had a non-conducting boundary. Thus, sam-
ple surface conductivity was estimated using the following equation [126, 127].
1 s 1 1
UFFRP = -F1s L F2 (-))Fa( ) (8.2)
S
cFFRP is the sample surface conductivity, I is the current applied between the outer two probes,
and V is the voltage drop measured across the inner two probes. Other parameters are geomet-
rical terms as given in Figure 8-4; s is the probe distance of 1.27 mm, L is the sample thickness,
and 10 and wo are the shortest distances between probes and sample boundaries. The I-V plots
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were linearly curve-fit with the least-squares method to obtain the slope I/V as 1/ R, and were
averaged. F1, F2, and F3 are geometric correction factors, as given in [126, 127]; F1 = 0.4 - 0.7,
F2 z 1, and F3 -1 for our samples.
The DC surface conductivity of FFRP is summarized in Table 8.2, and compared with the
DC volume conductivity measured in Section 8.1, as shown in Figure 8-5. The trend of mea-
sured surface conductivities are comparable, but the values are slightly less than the volume
conductivities. This difference can be attributed to the fact that the laminates have epoxy-rich
outermost layers as fabricated, and probes are placed on such layers for the in-plane surface
measurement. As VCNT increases, the discrepancy decreases due to conduction dominance of
CNTs within the polymer.
a) Side View Current source
b) Top View
Sample
Insulating back p
4 probes
late
s = 1.27mm
Figure 8-4: DC surface electrical measurement of FFRP and baseline samples using four probes:
a) top and b) side views.
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Component volume fraction
A120 3
# of CNT fiber
plies [%] [%]
Epoxy
[%][%]
DC conductivity
[S/m]
Through-Thickness
0224CNT1 b
0224CNT1 c
0512A
090208h1
090208i
090208f2
1129d2
1129d1
1129c4
1129c3
1129c1
0522A
062909b
062909d
090208b1
0420CNT
062909b
061909b
061909a
1128c3
1128c4
0221A4
0414A
0423A
0224CNT5b
1.2
1.2
0.0
0.3
0.7
1.9
3.4
3.4
3.7
3.7
3.8
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.7
3.2
3.6
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
40.3
46.7
In-Plane
68.2
N/A
N/A
33.1
33.2
34.3
36.0
33.6
33.0
46.6
55.8
58.8
37.2
74.0
55.5
48.2
50.2
40.9
41.9
46.3
53.3
75.9
47.1
58.5
52.1
31.8
N/A
N/A
65.0
63.5
62.2
60.3
62.6
63.1
53.4
43.2
40.2
61.2
22.8
40.9
46.8
44.8
54.1
53.0
53.7
46.7
24.1
52.5
4.77E+01
2.51 E+01
3.54E-03
7.59E-04
6.32E-03
9.85E-03
2.32E+01
1.57E+01
1.09E+01
6.89E+00
8.48E+00
4.60E-03
1.44E-02
3.57E+01
1.71E-03
1.38E+01
4.80E+00
1.28E+01
8.95E+00
1.98E+01
3.19E+01
1.06E-04
6.56E-03
5.50E-03
1.05E-04
+ 4.35E+00
± 9.38E+00
6.74E-04
8.52E-04
4.94E-03
1.22E-02
1.96E+00
1.01E+01
5.1 OE+00
1.29E+00
2.24E+00
1.07E-03
1.60E-02
3.14E+00
3.67E-03
7.14E+00
3.19E+00
6.33E+00
5.21 E+00
5.47E+00
8.77E+00
0.OOE+00
1.40E-03
1.15E-03
5.37E-06
Table 8.2: Summary of FFRP and baseline sample specifications and measured DC surface con-
ductivities.
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Sample ID
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Figure 8-5: Comparison of FFRP DC electrical conductivities measured by the volume and sur-
face methods.
8.3 AC Impedance of FFRP Laminates
In addition to the DC properties, the AC impedance of FFRP laminates was obtained based on
ASTM D150. AC electrical properties are useful because electrical behavior beyond the mea-
surement frequency range can be predicted to some extent based on the impedance trend over
the measurement range [208].
8.3.1 Sample Preparation and Measurement Set-Up
FFRP laminated samples were prepared in the same way as for the DC volume measurements:
polishing to keep geometrical variation within 2%, conditioning in an environment with con-
trolled humidity and temperature, and Ag paint application on relevant sample surfaces. One
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particular refinement step taken for the AC impedance measurement was consistency of di-
mensions and alumina fiber volume fractions among sample sets. During fabrication, ply num-
ber and sample thickness were kept constant: 3.5±0.1 mm for 3-ply through-thickness sam-
ples, and 6.5±0.3 mm for 5-ply in-plane samples, resulting in a constant alumina fiber vol-
ume fraction of -45%. In-plane samples required more plies than through-thickness samples
in order to allow a large enough lateral dimension. Samples were trimmed to uniform sizes:
3.5 (ply stack) x 7.5 x 12.3 mm3 through-thickness, and 0.9 x 6.5 (ply stack) x 11.6 mm 3 in-plane.
Using samples prepared with uniform dimensions and alumina fiber volume fraction, the as-
measured data can be directly compared without normalization. In addition to FFRP and base-
line samples, samples with only one CNT-grown alumina cloth as a center layer were also fab-
ricated, and such samples are termed an 'alternating-layer' composite herein. The purpose of
this alternating-layer composite is to simulate selectively reinforced or tailored laminate struc-
tures whose plies are partially replaced with fuzzy-fiber plies. Specifications of AC impedance
samples are summarized in Table 8.3.
The AC impedance measurement configuration is shown in Figure 8-6. A sample was
mounted on an experimental fixture (HP 16047C) with four terminals, current (I) and potential
(P), both high and low. Cu strips were used to connect the sample electrodes to the terminals,
with a clip to reinforce contact (see Figure 8-6a). An AC test signal with 10 mV was applied over
a 100 Hz-40 MHz frequency range using an impedance analyzer (HP impedance/gain-phase
analyzer 4194A). This frequency range is the lower half of lightning or EM wave frequency that
airplane structures experience. Network characterization at low frequency was based on mea-
surements of complex voltage and currents at the terminals. Interpolation was used to con-
struct impedance over the entire frequency range. Impedance of open and short circuits was
first measured to calibrate the analyzer. Then, the impedance of the Cu strips applied with Ag
paint was measured as Rseries (-0.04-0.07 Q). Finally, samples were measured at least three
times at different points on the electrode surface, and Rseries was eliminated via subtraction.
Repeatability of measurement was confirmed with comparable data from repeated measure-
ments on multiple samples with the same VCNT.
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Component volume fractions
Sample kind Sample ID # ofplies
CNT A120 3 fiber Epoxy
[%] [%] [%]
Through-Thickness
Baseline
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
FFRP
FFRP
FFRP
FFRP
Baseline
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
Alternating-layer
FFRP
FFRP
FFRP
FFRP
022108A04
022408CNT06
022308CNT01 b
022308CNT01a
022308CNT02
022408CNT05a
022408CNT05b
022208CNT02a
022208CNT02b
022508A1
022508CNT01a
022508CNT01 b
022408CNT2a
022408CNT2c
022508CNT4c
022508CNT4a
022408CNT1 b
022408CNT1 c
022408CNT3b
022408CNT3a
Table 8.3: Summary of sample specifications for AC impedance measurement: FFRP, baseline,
and alternating-layer laminated composites.
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
In-Plane
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
0.0
0.1
1.1
1.1
3.4
0.3
0.3
8.9
8.9
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.9
2.4
2.4
1.2
1.2
8.7
8.8
46.3
45.6
45.5
46.3
48.5
N/A
N/A
44.8
43.3
47.2
45.4
44.9
45.7
45.3
42.7
47.3
40.3
46.7
43.9
48.5
53.7
54.4
53.5
52.6
48.1
N/A
N/A
46.4
47.7
52.8
54.6
55.1
53.4
53.8
54.9
50.3
58.5
52.1
47.5
42.8
a) Sample b)
Ag paint
electrodes Clamping
force
Rsenes
Cu
strips
I~ 0 - '
-v - - r J2cm
Impedance analyzer
Figure 8-6: AC impedance measurement of FFRP, alternating-layer, and baseline samples: a)
schematic and b) optical image.
8.3.2 Measurement Results
AC impedance, Z, consists of the real part, Z', and imaginary part, Z":
Z = Z'+ iZ" (8.3)
Measurement results of Z are expressed as a Nyquist plot, where Z' is plotted on the x-axis and
Z" is plotted on the y-axis as a function of frequency, w. Common examples include constant
Z' with frequency for a resistor (Z = R), linear increase of Z" with frequency as an inductor
(Z = ioL), and decrease of Z" with frequency as a capacitor (Z = 1 - -). R is resistance, C
is capacitance, and L is inductance.
First, AC impedance in the through-thickness direction will be presented. Both baseline
and alternating-layer samples show a similar insulating behavior as shown in Figure 8-7, since
both samples do not offer continuous CNT conductive pathways between electrodes. Measured
Z" is negative, and I Z"I is originally high at low frequency, but decreases rapidly as frequency
increases. This is a capacitive behavior, which can be attributed to the sample configuration of
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insulating matrix sandwiched by two conductive electrodes.
With CNT implementation, both I Z' and I Z"I decrease with increasing VCNT. Example plots
of Z are shown in Figure 8-8 for FFRP samples with 0.3% VCNT. The semi-circular shape of the
plots indicates a parallel resistance-capacitance (R-C) circuit, while some small resistance and
inductance contributions due to in-series components are expected. The impedance of such
circuit (see Figure 8-8) can be expressed by the following equation:
Z = ZRCcircuit + Rseries + iLseries
1 + WC (8.4)
+ Rseries + iLseries = R + Rseries+ i(Lseries - + )
+ iaC (1) 2 +w(2C2 (1 32 +(2 C2W ~RR
Considering that effects from in-series components are much weaker than sample contribu-
tions, the inverse of the real part of ZRCcircuit was curve-fit using the least-squares method
with the following expression in order to extract R and C:
1+ 2R C2 (8.5)
RCcircuit R ,(1) 2±+o2 C2
Then, Rseries and Lseries were evaluated to fit with the imaginary part of the measured values at
extreme frequencies of 100 Hz and 40 MHz. Curve-fit functions of data to Equation 8.4 moder-
ately deviate from measured data as shown in Figure 8-8, indicating more complexity of FFRP
system than a simple R-C circuit in series with an inductor. R of FFRP samples is significantly
smaller (-55-60 £) than that of baseline or alternating-layer samples (~108 Q at 100 Hz) due to
continuous CNT conductive pathways formed throughout the structure, while the capacitance
nature (decreasing Z" with increasing frequency) is still preserved.
As VCNT increases to -8.9%, R further decreases (-1.6-1.7 Q). In addition, capacitance ef-
fects (decreasing Z" with increasing frequency) diminish, and inductance effects (increasing
Z" with increasing frequency) become dominant. As shown in Figure 8-9, one sample prepared
still shows the capacitive behavior, while another sample with roughly the same VCNT shows
inductive behavior (-nH).
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Through-thickness, baseline and alternating-layer composites
Baseline Alternating-layer
F- I10 mm
Z' [Ohm]
1.E+02 1.E+03 1.E+04 1.E+05 1.E+06 1.E+07 1.E+08 1.E+09
0.E+00 """""""""""^N WE 1
-1.E+08
2 -2.E+08
X Baseline 0% -. A
o Alternating-layer 0.1%
-3.E+08 - a Alternating-layer 1.1%
o Alternating-layer 1.1 % x
u Alternating-layer 3.4%
-4.E+08
1.E4_02 1.E+03 1.E+04 'E+05
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-= -3.E+050*
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Figure 8-7: Through-thickness impedance of baseline and alternating-layer samples: optical
images, and impedance plots. The center chart covers the frequency range from 100 Hz to
40 MHz, while the bottom chart covers from 100 kHz to 40 MHz. Z' is shown in the log scale.
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Through-thickness, FFRP composites
Z= R +R + ,+iLeries
R
I 10 mm
Z' [Ohm]
O022408CNT05a FFRP Measured x 022408CNT05b FFRP Measured
022408CNT05a FFRP Curve-fit - - - - 022408CNT05b FFRP Curve-fit
Sample ID VCNT R C Re, Lsi,
022408CNT05a 0.30% 54.9 0 83.6 pF 0.16 Q 0.17 pH
022408CNT05b 0.31% 59.50 73.6 pF 0.16 f 0.15 pH
Figure 8-8: Through-thickness impedance of FFRP samples, both with 0.3% VCNT: optical im-
age, equivalent circuit model, impedance plots, and summary data for the frequency range
from 100 Hz to 40 MHz.
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Through-thickness, FFRP composites
1
Z=R+Res +iOLsers Z= +Rseris +iL 51 +icoC
R
R Lsenes Rseries Lseries RseriesC
o FFRP 022208CNT02a Measured x FFRP 022208CNT02b Measured
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
NO0
-0.1
-0.2
Z [Ohm]
Figure 8-9: Through-thickness impedance of FFRP samples, both with 8.9% VCNT: optical im-
age, equivalent circuit models, and AC impedance plots for the frequency range from 100 Hz to
40 MHz.
Second, AC impedance in the in-plane direction will be presented. Baseline samples again
show a capacitance-dominated behavior with high resistance (see Figure 8-10), as similarly
observed in Figure 8-7 for the through-thickness case. Meanwhile, the in-plane behavior of
alternating-layer samples are very different from the through-thickness behavior, because CNTs
form continuous conductive pathways through the middle CNT layer in the in-plane direction.
With small VCNT, a semi-circular shape was observed in impedance plots, indicating a paral-
lel R-C circuit (see Figure 8-11) as before. With higher VCNT, AC impedance showed constant
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and small Z' (-1-2 Q) as shown in Figure 8-12, indicating small resistance and minimal induc-
tance (-nH), similar to the through-thickness FFRP behaviors shown in Figure 8-9. In-plane
AC impedances of FFRP samples were measured as in Figure 8-13, showing the same trend as
alternating-layer samples with high VCNT.
In-plane, baseline composite
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Figure 8-10: In-plane impedance of a baseline sample: optical image and impedance plots. The
center chart covers the frequency range from 100 Hz to 40 MHz, while the bottom chart covers
from 100 kHz to 40 MHz. Z' is shown in the log scale.
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In-plane, alternating-layer composites
1 |10 mm
Z =- + R,,+iLees
R +icoC
R
Lseries Rseries
o Measured 022508CNT01a x Measured 022508CNT01b
Curve-fit 022508CNT01a - - - - Curve-fit 022508CNT01b
0
29 30 31 32 33 34
-1
-4 -
0.1% VCNT
-5
Z' [Ohm]
Sample ID VCNT R C Rseries Lseries
022408CNT05a 0.1% 32.4 Q 221.3 pF 0.17 Q 0.10 pH
022408CNT05b 0.1% 33.2 Q 166.8 pF 0.13Q 0.10 pH
Figure 8-11: In-plane impedance of alternating-layer samples, both with 0.1% VCNT: Optical
image, equivalent circuit model, impedance plots, and summary data for the frequency range
from 100 Hz to 40 MHz.
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In-plane, alternating-layer composites
Z = R+Reres +i
R Lseries Rseries
- - -- 022408CNT2a Measured
2.4% VCNT i 022408CNT2c Measured
0.2 - ----- 022508CNT4a Measured
------- 022508CNT4c Measured
E I0.9% VCNT
N 0.1-
t t
Increasing
frequency
0
0 1 2
Z [Ohm]
Sample ID VCNT R Lsenes
022408CNT2a 0.9% 2.40 0 3.0 nH
022408CNT2c 0.9% 2.70 D 3.2 nH
022508CNT4a 2.4% 0.68 Q 4.8 nH
022508CNT4c 2.4% 0.83 Q 5.9 nH
Figure 8-12: In-plane impedance of alternating-layer samples, with 0.9% and 2.4% VCNT: Op-
tical image, equivalent circuit model, impedance plots, and summary data for the frequency
range from 100 Hz to 40 MHz.
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In-plane, FFRP composites
| \ll10 mm
0.2 0.4
Z'
0.6
[Ohm]
0.8
Sample ID VCNT R L
022408CNT1b 1.2% 0.74 Q 1.2 nH
022408CNT1 c 1.2% 0.88 Q 1.2 nH
022408CNT3a 8.8% 0.78 n 8.8 nH
022408CNT3b 8.7% 0.57 Q 8.7 nH
Figure 8-13: In-plane impedance of FFRP samples, with 1.2% and 8.7% VCNT: optical image,
equivalent circuit model, and impedance plots for the frequency range from 100 Hz to 40 MHz.
The AC impedance of laminates illustrated transition of electrical properties with introduc-
tion of CNTs, from insulating, and capacitive, to conductive. Finally, conductivity was estimated
from AC impedance, and was compared with the previous DC measurements, as shown in Fig-
ure 8-14. Both conductivity data obtained from the two different methods are comparable with
each other, substantiating the validity of the test methods.
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Figure 8-14: Comparison of FFRP electrical conductivities extracted from the DC volume and
AC impedance measurement.
8.4 Interpretation of Measured FFRP Electrical Properties
In this section, FFRP electrical behavior with increasing VCNT will be discussed in comparison
with applicable existing theories and the literature. The effectiveness of FFRP in electrical ap-
plications will also be discussed.
8.4.1 Review of Conduction Theories for CNT-PNCs
As shown in Figure 8-3, percolation behavior was observed with the laminate data. As previ-
ously mentioned in Chapter 2, percolation behavior has been theoretically and experimentally
observed with conductive particles homogeneously distributed within insulating matrices. Per-
colation is, if explained simply, the state when the concentration of conductive particles added
to the insulating matrix is just high enough to form a continuous conductive network through-
out the structure. Originally, in the 1970s, the percolation concept was introduced to better
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understand metal-semiconductor transition in the mixing process of materials with different
electrical properties [112,113]. In basic percolation lattice models, either site node or bond lat-
tice are mapped, and are statistically chosen to be connected depending on conductive particle
fraction and morphology. Once particle concentration is larger than a certain value (thresh-
old), conductive clusters grow rapidly by absorbing small neighboring clusters. Various refined
models have been developed based on this basic one, and newer models can predict values,
not just trends, of conductivity both near and far from the percolation threshold, given well-
characterized constituent properties and morphologies. Numerically, in Monte Carlo simula-
tions, excluded volume has been introduced around particles to accommodate a variety of sta-
tistical constraints. Analytically, conductive pathways have been modeled as multiple resistor
networks using Kirchhoff's current law, where insulating polymer regions, or dead ends of con-
ductive networks, were modeled as random-valued conductance. Further details about various
percolation models can be found elsewhere [112].
In refined statistical percolation models, electrical conductivity behavior is generally stud-
ied separately near the threshold regime vs. far beyond the threshold regime. Near the per-
colation threshold, up to 20% beyond the threshold particle fraction, the relationship between
electrical conductivity and particle concentration has been modeled with the following equa-
tion, and this power law has been consistently used in all the extant models:
a oc (f - fc)t  (8.6)
a is the electrical conductivity, f is the particle concentration, and fc is the percolation thresh-
old. Many of the measured CNT-PNC conductivities have been well curve-fit with this power
law; the exponent t ranged from 1.3 to 4, most consistently near 2 [49]. Variability of threshold
and exponent values has been attributed to CNT geometrical features, such as waviness and
bundling [115, 116, 209]. Far from the threshold (f > fe + 0.2) [112], conductivity has shown a
large variability depending on model details [112]. Experimentally, CNT-PNCs have also shown
large variation with post-percolation intermediate VCNT [49]. In general, measured conductiv-
ity has been smaller than estimated conductivity using the above models even based on highly
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defective CNTs (500 S/m). This discrepancy can be attributed to poorly controlled CNT mor-
phology in experiments or incomplete modeling of the polymer, especially boundary effects.
Tunneling and hopping have been employed to explain electron transfer across a thin poly-
mer layer between CNTs, when CNTs are not physically in contact. Tunneling has been modeled
numerically through current density simulated with a Monte Carlo method [210,211], and ana-
lytically using thermal fluctuation induced tunneling behavior [208]. Tunneling resistance has
been observed to increase with layer thickness and dielectric constant of the insulating poly-
mer matrix. Considering the relationship between polymer layer thickness and particle con-
centration, tunneling-dominant electron conductivity was modeled as a function of particle
concentration as log- oc ff-113 for homogeneously distributed particles in a matrix at temper-
atures > 45 K [212]. At low temperature, tunneling is temperature independent, but hopping is
temperature dependent and thus plays a dominant factor in transport behavior. Hopping ef-
fects have been modeled analytically with variable range hopping theory [208,213,214]. Both
effects become more dominant and model-dependent again at particle concentrations beyond
the percolation threshold.
Some consistency in transport behavior has been observed with both analytical and nu-
merical models, especially near the threshold. However, more complex models specific to the
composite system, such as FFRP here, are necessary to be useful for quantitative analysis of
experimental data. For example, an assumption often used in these models is homogeneous
dispersion of identical particles within the matrix, but such particle morphology has not been
achieved in experiments. Thus, investigation with consistent, simple samples such as A-CNT-
PNCs were conducted as part of this thesis in Chapter 6.
8.4.2 Measured DC Volume Conductivities Compared with Extant Theories
Measured FFRP conductivity data, as summarized in Figure 8-3 and Table 8.1, were curve-fit
with the percolation power law (see Equation 8.6). It should be noted that the CNT distribution
in FFRP is not microscopically homogeneous due to the solid alumina fibers of 11 Pm diameter.
VCNT varied from -0.5 to 9%, and thus within the near-threshold range (f < f+ 0.2). FFRP with
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VCNT smaller than -0.5% could not be prepared because short CNT growth (<-50 Pm) was
difficult due to the high CNT growth rate. By taking the logarithm of Equation 8.6, conductivity
and VCNT can be linearly related to the following equation:
log(o) oc tlog(f - fc) (8.7)
Measured data were curve-fit by the least-squares method, and the percolation threshold fc and
exponent t were obtained. As summarized in Figure 8-15, the percolation threshold is -0.03%
for through-thickness samples, and -0.71% for in-plane samples. Both threshold values are
comparable with other experimentally obtained data (-0.003-5 wt% for CNT-PNCs [49]), sug-
gesting good CNT dispersion regardless of the existence of large solid alumina fibers within the
polymer matrix. The exponent t was extracted to be 1.13 for through-thickness samples, and
0.49 for in-plane samples. These measured t values are smaller than values available in the
literature for PNCs (-1.3-4 [49]), indicating a rapid increase in conductivity with particle imple-
mentation. This behavior can be attributed to CNT alignment within the matrix, the long and
continuous nature of CNTs, and/or CNT network confinement only within the polymer com-
ponent, resulting in less degrees of freedom for the CNTs to form conductive networks. Mean-
while, the volume fractions of components other than CNT had little effect on FFRP electrical
conductivity, possibly because CNT has much higher conductivity than the other components
(> x 105) and thus is primarily responsible for electron transport within the composites. Con-
ductivity is slightly higher (x 10) in the in-plane direction, because solid alumina fibers may
block continuous electrical pathways in the through-thickness direction (see Figure 8-3).
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Figure 8-15: Comparison of measured DC volume electrical conductivities of FFRP and baseline
samples with the percolation power law (see Equation 8.7): a) curve-fit plots, and b) extracted
parameters.
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8.4.3 Potential FFRP Applications
DC electrical conductivity of FFRP was measured to be higher than many CNT-PNCs (see Fig-
ure 6-5), despite solid insulating fibers with -30-70% volume fraction: with -3% VCNT, -13 S/m
through-thickness and -142 S/m in-plane (x 106-107 of baseline). Only a few CNT-fiber-polymer
composites have been fabricated in the literature, and our FFRP has either comparable con-
ductivity (-40 S/m with 2% VCNT, SiC fiber in polymer [105]), or has more homogeneous prop-
erties (105 S/m in-plane and 10 S/m through-thickness with 0.25 wt% CNT, carbon fibers in
epoxy [103]).
With >10 S/m of electrical conductivity, FFRP can potentially be employed as EM shielding
[215,216]. EM waves are shielded by reflection and absorption of radiation by a shielding ma-
terial. Effectiveness is determined both by EM waves (frequency, incident angle, polarization,
etc.) and shielding material (permittivity, permeability, thickness, etc.) [73,216,217]. Histori-
cally, metal fibers or electrically conductive particles are introduced in insulating matrices to
provide EM shielding. In ASTM D4935, a material of interest is subjected to far-field, plane EM
waves (electric and magnetic waves normal to the shielding material surface) with a frequency
range of 30 MHz-1.5 GHz for evaluation. In the past, FRP composites were made through in-
filtration of dry fibers with CNT-dispersed polymers, and were experimentally observed to be
effective (-Os of dB) for a frequency range varying from 300 MHz up to 18 GHz [73, 217, 218].
EM shielding effectiveness (SE) of FFRP can be estimated using a simplified model based on
classical EM theory [219], assuming that far-field plane EM waves are applied at normal inci-
dence and the FFRP material is homogeneous:
SE (IncidentPower)(TransmittedPower)
1 o- 2d 2d o- 2d 2d 2d 2d
= 10log-( (cosh -cos )+2 (sinh-+ sin ) +2(cosh- +cos ))4 2wco 6 S 2wco 5 5 ( 5
(8.8)
u, d, and 6 are the conductivity, thickness, and skin depth of the shielding layer, respectively. co
is the permittivity of free space (107 / (47rc 2 ) F/m with c being the velocity of light, 2.998 x 108 m/s),
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and po is the permeability of free space (4r x 10-7 H/m). o is the frequency applied. SE was cal-
culated for an FFRP sample with 3.3% VCNT and 1.2 mm thickness, based on measured conduc-
tivity: 13 S/m through-thickness and 142 S/m in-plane. 6 is expressed as while >> 0
is assumed; this assumption is fulfilled up to 10 GHz range as - > 100. As shown in Figure 8-
16, the SE is larger than ~10-30 dB, comparable with other CNT-PNCs and CNT-implemented
fiber-polymer composites [73,217,218].
Frequency [Hz]
1.OE+06 1.OE+07 1.OE+08 1.OE+09 1.OE+10
40
30 -
20 -
I)
:E 10 --------------------------------------
Upperbound (142 S/m)
---- Lowerbound (13 S/m)
Figure 8-16: Estimated far-field plane EM wave shielding effectiveness of an FFRP sample with
3.3% VCNT-
Another possible application of FFRP is lightning strike protection (LSP). Without a LSP
layer made of material with high conductivity, lightning can potentially cause direct damage
to airplane structures and indirect damage to internal hardware. For evaluation of LSP effec-
tiveness, materials are tested with high current (2 kA to 200 kA) application for a short time
(300 microseconds to 5 milliseconds) [66]. More conductivity is required for LSP than EM
shielding [220]; sheet resistance needs to be smaller than 10-3 i/square. Currently, FFRP has
-100 S/m conductivity, and requires large thickness (> 10 m) to achieve such small sheet resis-
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tance. It should be noted that the current version of FFRP is made with insulating alumina fiber,
and further conductivity enhancement is expected with the use of conductive carbon fibers.
8.5 Summary
Electrical properties of FFRP samples were measured using three complementary methods:
the DC volume resistivity measurement, the DC four-probe measurement, and AC impedance
measurements. Measured data were consistent across measurement methods and samples,
and FFRP conductivity was noted to transition from insulating to conductive with CNT intro-
duction. Obtained conductivity was compared with the percolation power law. The extracted
power law exponent was slightly smaller than in the literature, indicating good CNT dispersion,
and effective conductivity enhancement due to CNT morphology and confinement within the
polymer. Application of FFRP as EM shielding was evaluated to be effective, and application
as LSP has potential if carbon fibers are employed instead of currently used insulating alumina
fibers as in [107,221]. In the next Chapter, FFRP thermal properties will be evaluated, and sum-
marized together with other FFRP properties previously tested by others in this laboratory, such
as mechanical properties.
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Chapter 9
Thermal Properties of CNT-Hybridized
Nano-Engineered Composite Laminates
Fuzzy fiber reinforced plastic (FFRP) samples have many potential applications in which the
thermal properties are critical, including structural heat dissipators for airplanes. Thermal load
in aircraft is steadily increasing [69]. According to the Air Force Research Laboratory, more than
80% of wasted thermal energy needs to be distributed, managed, or removed at a heat flux rate
of 500 W/cm 2 per second through thermally conductive materials (60-70 W/mK). Currently
fuels are used as a primary heat sink, but they could reach higher temperatures than recom-
mended for electronics operation. Similarly in space systems, increased thermal conductivity
(-7-10 W/mK) is desirable for joints [69], especially in the through-thickness direction, while
current adhesives have thermal conductivities near 0.3 W/mK. With CNT implementation, ther-
mal conductivities of composite materials could be enhanced. In addition to improving ther-
mal conductivity, the thermal stability and flame-retardant effectiveness of CNTs [38,75] can be
advantageous for structures in extreme environments, such as space entry vehicles [222].
The thermal conductivity of FFRPs was measured using two complementary methods: the
laser flash measurement, and the comparative method using IR microscopy. The latter is the
same method used to test A-CNT-PNCs in Section 7.1. Measured data will be compared with
A-CNT-PNC results (see Chapter 7), and the effectiveness of CNT implementation into FFRPs
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is evaluated. In addition, measured data will be compared with other CNT-hybridized fiber-
polymer composites in the literature, and with carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs), a com-
mon aerospace structural composite.
9.1 Laser Flash Method
Thermal diffusivity and heat capacity of alumina-fiber FFRP and baseline samples were mea-
sured using the laser flash method, based on ASTM E1461, as illustrated in Figure 9-1. FFRP
samples (1 and 2-ply) were prepared to have the same geometry as the reference sample, a disc
with 12.7 mm diameter and 1.0 mm thickness. SP-1 Vespel (1.4 g/cm 3 density, 0.35 W/mK)
material was chosen as the reference because its thermal conductivity is in the same range ex-
pected for these laminated composites. The reference sample was tested to evaluate the mea-
surement environment, such as heat losses in the set-up. Thus, it was critical for laminated
samples to have dimensions close to those of the reference. Samples were machined with a dia-
Through-thickness
10 mm
r
2ro
Flash
X L
Temperature
measurement
Flash
Figure 9-1: The laser flash method: (left) optical image and schematic of machined baseline
and FFRP samples measured, and (right) an example temperature proffle during the laser flash
measurement.
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Component volume fraction
Heat Thermal
Density capacity conductivity
Sample ID
090208Ab2
090208f1
0619CNT1
1129a2
1129a3
1129b1
1129b2
090208Aa3
090208c1
090208c2
090208b2
090208a2
1128a1
1128a2
1128b2
1128b1
# of
plies
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
CNT
[%]
0.0
1.9
3.5
4.7
4.7
7.0
7.0
0.0
1.1
1.1
1.6
2.9
3.9
3.9
5.0
5.1
Table 9.1: Summary of FFRP and baseline sample specifications and
properties measured using the laser flash method.
through-thickness thermal
mond abrasive core-drill into a circular disc of -12.7 mm diameter, 2ro. Then, these discs were
polished down (Struers, -5 pm roughness) to -1 mm thickness, L; 2-ply FFRPs were sanded in
such way that the inter-ply layer remains at the center. Due to this geometrical requirement to
have a diameter of 12.7 mm, only through-thickness samples were prepared. Laminated sam-
ples were measured in the in-plane direction using another method, to be discussed in the next
section. Dimensional variation across each sample was kept within ~1%. Sample density was
kept as -1.3-1.5 g/cm3 so that fiber and polymer component volume fractions were approxi-
mately equal for all samples: -40% alumina fiber and -60% epoxy. Specifications of measured
FFRP and baseline samples are summarized in Table 9.1. Both laminate and reference samples
were spray-coated with graphite to enhance emissivity. For measurement, laminated samples
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Al203
fiber
[%]
33.1
33.1
34.9
32.5
32.5
31.1
31.1
37.5
37.1
43.6
37.2
36.4
38.8
38.8
37.7
37.1
Epoxy
[%]
66.9
65.0
61.6
62.8
62.8
61.9
61.9
62.5
61.8
55.3
61.2
60.7
57.3
57.3
57.2
57.8
[mg/mm 3]
1.48
1.44
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.38
1.38
1.40
1.47
1.32
1.33
1.42
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.31
[J/gK]
1.04
1.07
0.93
0.99
1.14
0.85
0.84
1.13
1.12
1.05
1.26
1.15
1.02
0.95
1.04
1.00
[W/mK]
0.37
0.62
0.53
0.51
0.58
0.58
0.57
0.33
0.43
0.40
0.54
0.63
0.56
0.52
0.53
0.61
were mounted on a stage (NETZSCH, microflash LFA457) together with a reference in ambient
air at room temperature. The samples were heated with a laser pulse (InSb, 2498 V, 0.33 ms) on
the front side, and temperature profiles were recorded on the back side with an IR detector for
-4000 ms. Measurement was repeated for five times on each sample.
Obtained temperature profile measured over time was curve-fit with the Cape-Lehman
model [223] to extract thermal diffusivity, a, and thermal conductivity, kFFRP. Material homo-
geneity and isotropy were assumed. Cape-Lehman is a refined model that can accommodate
heat losses and finite pulse conditions, based on the original model by Parker [224] used in
ASTM E1461. Heat flow is governed by sample properties and geometry, and thus temperature
at a certain point in a sample (x, r) at a certain time t can be expressed via:
2 Tincrease (X, r, t) _ q(x, r, t)
-v Tincrease(x, r, t) + akFP(9.1)
a kFFRP
Tincrease is the temperature increase of the sample due to the heat pulse, x is a distance away
from the pulse-supplied side of the sample in the thickness direction (see Figure 9-1), r is the
distance away from the sample center in the radial direction, and q(x, r, t) is the heat source
term as a function of location and time. In order to accommodate radiation heat loss, the fol-
lowing boundary conditions are applied to the above equation, based on the Stefan-Boltzmann
radiation law:
d Tincrease (0, r, t)
dx VxdTincrease(0, r, t)
dTincrease(L, r, t) dTincrease(Lr,t)
d Tincrease(x, ro, t)dnre= vr d Tincrease(X, ro, t)d r
v is a constant given in the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law and proportional to ET03 K 1 . e is
the sample emissivity and To is the ambient air temperature. The effect of the finite pulse time,
r, was introduced by setting the supplied heat term q to be q(t) = qo((r - t)/r 2 ) when 0 s t T,
and q(t) = 0 when t > r.
Measured heat capacity C, and thermal conductivity of FFRP in the through-thickness di-
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rection kTT are summarized in Table 9.1. C, remains constant as -1.0 J/gK (standard deviation
0.11 J/gK) regardless of VCNT. FFRP thermal conductivities are plotted vs. VCNT in Figure 9-2.
With -5% VCNT, kTT of FFRP was measured to be 0.6 W/mK, which is -80% higher than the
thermal conductivity of the baseline samples. This result will be compared with measurements
taken by another method, to be discussed in the next section.
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0 2 4 6
VCNT [%I
Figure 9-2: Through-thickness thermal conductivities
method. All 2-ply samples.
of FFRP measured with the laser flash
9.2 Comparative Method with Infrared Microscopy
The thermal conductivities of laminated composites were also measured in the through-
thickness direction, and additionally in the in-plane direction using the comparative method
with an IR microscope, the method used for A-CNT-PNCs as described in Section 7.1. FFRP
samples were prepared in the same way: an FFRP sample sandwiched by quartz reference lay-
ers and a heater, except that FFRP surfaces were polished only to -5 pm roughness and no Pt
layers were deposited.
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The measured thermal conductivity of FFRP is summarized in Table 9.2 and Figure 9-3. In
the through-thickness direction, kTT was measured to be 0.8 W/mK with -5% VCNT, -75%
more conductive than baseline samples. The in-plane thermal conductivity k1p is consistently
higher than kTT by 0.1-0.2 W/mK, and was measured to be 0.9 W/mK with -5% VCNT, -60%
more conductive than baseline samples. Similar to the electrical properties measured in Chap-
ter 8, the thermal conductivity exhibited anisotropy. Specifically, the thermal conductivity in
the in-plane direction is higher than in the through-thickness direction. This could be due to a
similar cause; solid alumina fibers, moderately conductive, are continuous in the in-plane di-
rection. The ratio kjp/kTT was smaller for thermal transport (x 1.1-1.3) than for electrical trans-
port (x 10). When compared with the laser flash results in Figure 9-3, overall trends and values
agree, while kTT measured with the IR method is slightly higher than kTT measured with the
laser flash method by 0.1 W/mK. In part, this could be attributed to the isotropic assumption
used in the laser flash data analyses.
Component volume fraction
A120 3  Thermal
# of CNT fiber Epoxy Density conductivity
Sample ID plies [%] 1%] [%] [mg/mm 3] [W/m.K]
Through-thickness, kTT
090208Aal 3 0.0 33.1 66.9 1.48 0.42
090208b2 3 1.6 37.2 61.2 1.33 0.66
090208a2 3 2.9 36.4 60.7 1.42 0.74
1128a1 3 3.9 38.8 57.3 1.32 0.67
1128b2 3 5.0 37.7 57.2 1.32 0.75
In-plane, kp
090208Aa1 5 0.0 33.1 66.9 1.48 0.58
090208b2 5 1.6 37.2 61.2 1.33 0.74
090208a1 5 2.9 36.4 60.7 1.42 1.00
1128a1 5 3.9 38.8 57.3 1.32 0.85
1128b2 5 5.0 37.7 57.2 1.32 0.94
Table 9.2: Summary of FFRP sample specifications and thermal conductivities measured using
the IR comparative method.
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Figure 9-3: Thermal conductivities of FFRP measured with the comparative method using an IR
microscope (3 -ply through-thickness and 5-ply in-plane) compared with those measured using
the laser flash method (2-ply through-thickness, see Figure 9-2).
9.3 Interpretation of Measured FFRP Thermal Properties
Several observations were made with regard to the measured FFRP thermal conductivities. First,
the thermal conductivity of FFRP was measured to be less than 1 W/mK with ~5% VCNT, much
smaller than metals (100s of W/mK). Thus, these materials are not ideal for desired heat sink
applications (-10-70 W/mK) mentioned at the beginning of this Chapter. A similar result was
previously observed for a CNT-hybridized fiber-polymer composite in the literature; a thermal
conductivity of -0.5 W/mK was reported for a composite consisting of 2% CNT, 63% silicon
carbide fiber, and 35% epoxy by weight, giving 50% enhancement [1051. Second, enhance-
ment with CNT implementation in FFRP was much lower for thermal conduction (x 1.6-1.8)
than for electrical conduction (x 106-108). The same behavior has been observed with A-CNT-
PNCs (see Chapter 7), and was attributed to smaller property contrast between the constituents
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(CNT vs. polymer matrix), and also to large boundary resistance effects [38]. The structure
of the FFRP laminates differs from A-CNT-PNCs in two ways: 1) FFRPs contain -40% volume
fraction of solid and moderately thermally conductive alumina fibers, and 2) CNTs in FFRPs
are aligned but not continuous. Regardless of the existence of moderately conductive alumina
fibers (-10 W/mK), FFRPs have smaller thermal conductivities than A-CNT-PNCs, since the ef-
fect of boundary resistance is much larger for the discontinuous and less aligned CNT morphol-
ogy. Larger enhancement can be expected with higher VCNT, as observed with A-CNT-PNCs,
but it may be difficult to achieve more than -5% CNTs within 60% epoxy component without
voids. Reduction of boundary resistance is challenging, with the fiber phase adding more inter-
faces to the FFRP, compared with the A-CNT-PNC.
One feasible way to enhance the thermal conductivity of fiber-polymer composites by CNT
implementation is to use CNTs as bridges between conductive fibers. Previously, CNTs of 0.02%
volume fraction enhanced the thermal conductivity of a composite made with nickel particles
in silicone by -40% [225]. Fine CNT networks can be useful as bridges between conductive par-
ticles and fibers of large diameter (pm). With these micro-scale conductive components, a con-
tinuous network is hard to achieve at low VCNT, especially in the through-thickness direction.
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs) are a common aerospace structural material that con-
sists of conductive carbon fibers (-10-100 W/mK [31]). The in-plane thermal conductivity is on
the order of -10 W/mK, but the through-thickness conductivityis as lowas -1 W/mK [26,30,31].
CNT bridges can enhance the through-thickness conductivity of CFRPs. In order to success-
fully replace alumina fibers with carbon fibers in FFRP structure, direct CNT growth on carbon
fibers needs to be pursued in such way that the CVD process does not degrade the fiber prop-
erties [107,221].
9.4 Summary
Thermal conductivities of FFRPs were measured using two complementary methods: the laser
flash method and the comparative method using IR microscopy. Thermal enhancement of -60-
80% was observed with -5% VCNT, confirming good CNT dispersion throughout the structure,
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as was observed with electrical conduction in Chapter 8. The in-plane conductivity was slightly
higher than the through-thickness conductivity due to the solid alumina fibers, similar to the
electrical conductivity behavior. FFRP thermal conductivity (-1 W/mK) is lower than A-CNT-
PNC (-4 W/mK) due to the large influence of boundary resistances. Since conductive networks
consist of discontinuous CNTs in FFRPs, unlike networks of continuous CNTs in A-CNT-PNCs,
a more practical application of CNTs is in conductive fiber-polymer composites, with CNTs as
bridges between conductive components, such as carbon fibers.
FFRP properties are summarized and compared with the same laminates without CNTs
(baseline) in Table 9.3. Electrical and thermal properties were the focus of the current work,
but a variety of mechanical tests have been performed on the same alumina-fiber FFRPs. Short
beam shear strength was obtained by the standard three-point bending test (ASTM D2344, In-
stron 8848 Micro-Tester, 2 kN load cell) [45]. Mode I fracture toughness was measured with the
standard double-cantilevered beam test (ASTM D5528, Zwick Z050, 500 N load cell, both initi-
Enhancement VCNTProperty Baseline FFRP by CNT [%]
Short beam shear strength [MPa]* 20.1 33.8 x1.7 -1-3
Mode I fracture Non-linear 1.21 2.02 x1.7
toughness initiation -1-2
[kJ/m 2]** Steady-state 2.12 3.74 x1.8
Chord stiffness 226 246 x1.2
Tension bearing 
-2.5[MPa]** Ultimate bearing 236 248 x1.1
stress
DC electrical In-plane ~107 - 10-1 x10 6
conductivity -2.7
[S/mm] Through- -10-10 ~10-2 x108thickness
Thermal In-plane 0.42 0.75 x1.8
conductivity Through- ~5
[W/mK] thickness 0.58 0.94 x1.6
Table 9.3: Measured multi-functional properties
ously measured in * [45] and ** [63].
of FFRP. Mechanical properties were previ-
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ation and steady-state) [63]. Bearing stiffness was measured using ASTM F5961, and a change
in failure mode was observed with CNT implementation [63]. With <3% VCNT, a variety of
property enhancement was observed as summarized in Table 9.3. In addition to experimental
characterization, a closed-form model has been developed to explore improvements in fracture
toughness due to aligned CNTs at the interface [226]. Further property characterization is on-
going in multiple areas, including a full set of Mode I and Mode II fracture, in-plane tensile, and
impact tests, among others.
Electrical and thermal conductivities of FFRPs are compared with other existing materials,
such as CFRPs [26,30, 31,41], in Figure 9-4. Although alumina-fiber FFRP has high electrical
conductivity, the thermal property needs further improvement. It should be noted that FFRP
in this work was made of alumina fibers as a model composite. CNT growth on carbon fibers
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Figure 9-4: Electrical and thermal conductivities of FFRP at room temperature normalized by
density, based on Ashby charts [2]. Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) properties are ob-
tained from [26, 30,31,41].
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without degrading the original fiber properties is currently being developed [107,221]. Once
such growth processes are established, the use of conductive carbon fibers is expected to further
push FFRPs to be lighter and more conductive (electrical and thermal). Application of such
new nano-engineered, multi-scale, multi-functional FFRPs can go further, including heaters
for airplane surfaces, deicing and anti-icing, and system health monitoring with electrical [77]
or thermal [78] resistance change induced by damage (cracks, delamination, etc.).
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Recommendations
The potential and limits of electrical and thermal property enhancement using aligned CNTs in
polymer and fiber-polymer composites were investigated in this thesis. In order to better un-
derstand transport behavior in nano-scale CNTs within macro-scale composites, a multi-scale
approach was taken wherein an intermediate system, consisting of aligned-CNTs embedded
in polymer (aligned CNT polymer composites, A-CNT-PNCs), was employed, in addition to a
macroscopic laminated composite with aligned CNTs (fuzzy fiber reinforced plastics, FFRPs).
Consistent sample sets of anisotropic A-CNT-PNCs were prepared with controlled and quan-
tified CNT morphology. These samples were carefully characterized for electrical and thermal
properties both in the axial and transverse directions, as a function of CNT volume fraction.
Boundary resistance effects (CNT-polymer and inter-CNT) in transport behavior were ampli-
fied, when compared with typical randomly-oriented CNT-PNCs, due to sample anisotropy and
high CNT volume fraction. Measured non-isotropic conduction properties were studied using
selected analytical and numerical models. Factors that limit conduction enhancement using
CNTs in polymer composite materials were identified and quantified.
10.1 Contributions of This Work
Major contributions and findings from this work are as follows:
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e Fabrication of new types of composites with aligned CNTs with controlled morphologies
- A consistent sample set of aligned CNT polymer nanocomposites (A-CNT-PNCs)
was fabricated and characterized. These properties are the first data set that al-
lows structure-property relationships to be established for PNCs having a controlled
and quantified morphology. A-CNT-PNCs were inspected with optical microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and micro-CT for voids and CNT alignment.
In this way, consistency among the samples and repeatability of measurements
were achieved. CNT volume fraction was varied, independent of other sample pa-
rameters, to effectively observe boundary resistance effects (inter-CNT and CNT-
polymer) that control transport behaviors in A-CNT-PNCs.
- A new CNT-fiber-polymer composite laminate (fuzzy fiber reinforced plastic, FFRP)
was fabricated through direct CNT growth on fibers in a woven fabric (a 3D sub-
strate) followed by hand lay-up to infiltrate the polymer (epoxy). Through a para-
metric study, catalyst nano-particle preparation using hydrogen reduction was op-
timized, and repeatable and desired radially-aligned CNT growth was achieved di-
rectly on fiber surfaces, including within fiber tows and weaves. With an under-
standing of the growth mechanism, the process and thus the composite size were
successfully scaled up from 2 x 4 cm 2 to > 5x15 cm 2 of fabric area. Radial alignment
of CNTs was confirmed via SEM images to be maintained during epoxy infiltration
during hand lay-up of the FFRPs.
* Accurate characterization of non-isotropic electrical and thermal transport in A-CNT-
PNCs
- The interface between the A-CNT-PNC sample and substrate was improved by form-
ing an effective contact between the metal contact and the A-CNT-PNC through in-
tensive polishing down to -3 nm surface roughness (vs. -8 nm CNT diameter) and
thin metal film deposition (-200 nm Pt). Unless well prepared, CNT tip ends re-
mained embedded in polymer, unable to make direct contact with electrodes. A-
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CNT-PNC conductivity was significantly improved (x 100 for electrical conductivity)
using this surface preparation, experimentally verifying the importance of the con-
tact interface for effective CNT use.
- A-CNT-PNC electrical and thermal resistance was accurately measured by elimina-
tion of the sample-substrate contact resistance from the as-measured resistance.
* Electrical resistances were measured repeatedly on one sample with decreasing
sample height. Since electrical transport is diffusive in ~1 mm-long MWNTs,
the contact resistance between the A-CNT-PNC sample and the experimen-
tal set-up was extracted and eliminated from a linear plot of as-measured
resistance vs. sample height. In order to accurately measure small resis-
tances of conductive A-CNT-PNC samples, small electrode square pads of -50-
100 pm width were prepared, which allowed > 100 tests per sample (the axial
1-pad measurement). Inter-CNT transport phenomena in the transverse direc-
tion was also observed through lateral measurement on two pads (the lateral
2-pad measurement). This newly developed bulk measurement method yields
useful data including estimation of CNT constituent properties via inference,
without requiring complicated sample preparation as in individual CNT mea-
surements.
* Thermal conductivity was measured with the comparative method using an in-
frared (IR) microscope. A-CNT-PNC samples were sandwiched between two
reference layers and attached to a heater. The temperature gradient across the
sample stack was measured with a non-contact IR microscope, without causing
any thermal disturbances to the sample of interest. The sample-substrate con-
tact resistance was eliminated by avoiding the interface regions with discon-
tinuous temperature rise on the measured temperature map. Sample thermal
conductivity was obtained by comparing the measured thermal gradient of the
sample with that of the reference with known conductivity. Thermal conductiv-
ities measured with the IR method were validated by comparing with conduc-
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tivities of the same sample sets measured with another established technique,
the pump-probe thermoreflectance method.
Non-isotropic transport properties of A-CNT-PNCs quantified through comparison of
measured data with suitable analytical and numerical models
- The A-CNT-PNC resistance depends on electron transport within CNT and polymer
components, and is largely influenced by boundary resistances between phases. In
the following, these components are delineated:
* The A-CNT-PNC sample conductivity linearly increases with CNT volume frac-
tion, VCNT- In both axial and transverse directions, A-CNT-PNC conductivi-
ties increase with VCNT, unlike conductivity saturation in percolation theory.
A-CNT-PNC conductivity with-20% VCNT was measured to be on the order of
104 S/m (axial) and 102 S/m (transverse), much higher than previously mea-
sured data of any non-aligned CNT-thermoset PNCs in the literature. In ad-
dition, using the simple rule of mixtures, the extracted per-CNT resistance,
~ 107 Q, is comparable with individually measured CNT resistances in the liter-
ature. Thus, the aligned CNT morphology is effective in enhancing conduction,
and is minimally affected by limiting factors.
* Inter-CNT transport was observed to enhance transverse conduction, and thus
low inter-CNT boundary resistance was evidenced by two observations from
measurement. First, transverse conductivity was nearly the same order as axial
conductivity, regardless of the approximately millions of boundaries that exist
in the transverse direction. Second, from the lateral 2-pad measurement, the
current spreading distance was observed and quantified. Inter-CNT boundary
effect was characterized as a per-contact resistance on the order of ~105 Q and
an inter-contact distance of -30 nm. The measured inter-CNT boundary re-
sistance was comparable with literature values, and the inter-contact distance
was comparable with the mean free path independently obtained from the axial
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1-pad measurement, indicating that inter-CNT contacts manifest as defects in
electrical transport.
- Thermal conduction in A-CNT-PNC consists of transport within the CNT and poly-
mer components, and is significantly influenced by CNT-polymer and inter-CNT
boundaries. In the following, these components are discussed separately.
* The A-CNT-PNC thermal conductivity exhibited a non-linear behavior as a
function of VCNT, with a rapid increase at a certain high VCNT (-10%), both in
the axial and transverse directions. This experimental observation is novel, as
CNT-PNCs have never been fabricated and tested with such high VCNT or with
anisotropy from CNT alignment. While axial thermal conductivity is still low
at -4 W/mK (16% VCNT, x 13 increase over pure polymer), a rapid conductiv-
ity increase at a certain high VCNT suggests the potential of A-CNT-PNCs as an
effective thermal interface material.
* The above non-linear thermal conductivity behavior can not be explained by
the simple rule of mixtures, but is analytically and numerically predicted as
a consequence of boundary resistances, both at CNT-polymer and inter-CNT
contacts. The analytical effective medium approach (EMA) can model com-
plex geometries and CNT-polymer boundary resistance, but could not simulate
the above non-linear behavior with VCNT using reasonable parameter ranges.
Thus, a numerical method, a Monte Carlo simulation with the random walk
algorithm, was introduced to model both CNT-polymer and inter-CNT con-
tact effects. With these two TBRs incorporated, the non-linear behavior of A-
CNT-PNC thermal conductivity was simulated within the expected VCNT range.
From both models, both CNT-polymer and inter-CNT TBRs were extracted to be
~10-8 m2 K/W, an order of magnitude smaller than expected base on the previ-
ous work. Although non-linearity in the experimental data was explained, fur-
ther model development is necessary for better comparison with experimental
data, including factors such as CNT waviness, or parameter variation with VCNT.
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e Measurements and potential applications of multi-functional FFRP laminated compos-
ites
- The FFRP electrical conductivity was measured to be on the order of -100 S/m with
small VCNT implementation (-3%). Conductivity greatly improved by about 6-8 or-
ders of magnitude, compared to the baseline. Alumina-fiber FFRP can be useful
as EM shielding with electrical conductivity above -10 S/m. If successfully imple-
mented with carbon fibers, carbon-fiber FFRP has the potential for lightning strike
protection, in addition to EM shielding.
- The FFRP thermal conductivity was measured to be low at -1 W/mK, and cannot
be used as a structural heat sink that requires conductivity of -10-70 W/mK. This
result was expected from CNT enhancement behavior observed with A-CNT-PNCs
due to the substantial scaling effect due to boundary resistances. One feasible way to
enhance thermal conductivity of fiber-polymer composite by CNT implementation
is to use CNTs as bridges between conductive fibers, such as carbon fibers.
10.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Based on the identified limiting factors of electrical and thermal conductivity enhancement
with implementation of aligned CNTs, relevant key research topics and potential applications
of CNT composites that require further investigation are listed below.
* Key research topics for effective CNT use in advanced-fiber composites
- For electrical transport:
* CNT alignment within composite needs to be improved. In this work, scal-
ing effects were minimized through proper CNT-interface preparation, but the
CNT electrical conductivity itself was affected by mean free path shortening at-
tributed to inter-CNT contacts. In order to preserve electrical transport prop-
erty of individual CNTs, better CNT alignment with fewer inter-CNT contacts is
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likely desired.
* More thermally stable epoxy can be used in composites to increase current car-
rying capacity, which is currently limited by thermal degradation of the poly-
mer.
- For thermal transport:
* Reduction of CNT-polymer or inter- CNT boundary resistances is desired for fur-
ther effective use of CNTs in composites. Small boundary resistances are critical
to fully utilize high CNT thermal conductivity. Solutions to minimize thermal
acoustic mismatch can include using other types of polymers, purification of
CNT surfaces (through annealing, etc.), and formation of chemical bonds be-
tween CNT and polymer (surface functionalization, cross-linking, etc.). Sam-
ples made with such new fabrication methods can be tested by following the
methods established in this work.
* An improved model is necessary to quantitatively evaluate boundary resis-
tances at inter-CNT contacts, in comparison with that at CNT-polymer bound-
aries. This can be achieved by either developing an analytical model with inter-
CNT boundary resistance, or a numerical model with improved simulation ca-
pabilities of boundary resistances and CNT morphologies. Accurate quantita-
tive measurement of boundary properties will be useful to evaluate the above
boundary improvement.
- For general development and application of CNT implemented composites
* Improvement of the sample-substrate interface is critical to minimize in-series
resistance. Exposure of CNT tips at the interface can be further pursued via
other selective etching techniques, such as chemical mechanical polishing. In-
terface layer material and deposition methods can be selected for more confor-
mal contact to exposed CNTs.
* CNT growth on a variety of substrates, including carbon fibers, is desired for an
extended material range of application.
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e Potential applications of hierarchical CNT-polymer and CNT-fiber-polymer composites
using multi-functional properties
- For CNT-polymer composites, with the proposed solutions to minimize scaling ef-
fects, applications taking advantage of CNTs' high intrinsic transport properties can
be made feasible, such as thermal interface materials, electrical inter-connects, or
power electrode or storage devices.
- For CNT-fiber-polymer composites
* CNT-fiber-polymer composites can potentially be used as a system health mon-
itoring system. Nano-scale conductive (both electrically and thermally) CNT
networks are sensitive to structural failures in composites. Broken networks
change both electrical and thermal resistances, allowing several new ways to
sense failure in the structure [78].
* CNT-fiber-polymer composites can be applied as deicing and anti-icing sys-
tems for aerospace vehicle elements. Conductive CNT networks can be resis-
tively heated using small electric current, and effectively dissipate heat through
large surface areas.
* CNT-fiber-polymer composites can also be useful as fire retardation structures,
taking advantage of CNTs' high thermal stability [75,76].
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